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Related Code Section: Refer to the City Planning case determination to identify the Zone Code section for the entitlement 
and the appeal procedure.

Purpose: This application is for the appeal of Department of City Planning determinations authorized by the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code (LAMC).

A. APPELLATE BODY/CASE INFORMATION

1. APPELLATE BODY

13 Area Planning Commission 
□ Zoning Administrator

□ City Planning Commission □ City Council □ Director of Planning

Regarding Case Number: ZA-2012-3354-CUB-CU-CDP-SPR-SPP-MEL-WDI

Project Address: 1021-1051 S. Abbot Kinney Blvd

Final Date to Appeal: 03/26/2020

2. APPELLANT

Appellant Identity:
(check all that apply)

□ Representative
□ Applicant

□ Property Owner
□ Operator of the Use/Site

0 Person, other than the Applicant, Owner or Operator claiming to be aggrieved 
UNITE HERE Local 11, People Organized for Westside Renewal (POWER), Alba Luz Privado

□ Person affected by the determination made by the Department of Building and Safety
□ Representative
□ Applicant

□ Owner
□ Operator

□ Aggrieved Party

3. APPELLANT INFORMATION

Appellant’s Name: Yelena Zeltser

Company/Organization: UNITE HERE Local 11 

Mailing Address: 464 Lucas Ave., Ste. 201

City: Los Angeles________

Telephone: (213) 481-8530

State: CA Zip: 90017

E-mail: yzeltser@unitehere11 .org

a. Is the appeal being filed on your behalf or on behalf of another party, organization or company?

[/] other: Local 11, POWER, Mr. Privado□ Self

El No□ Yesb. Is the appeal being filed to support the original applicant's position?
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4. REPRESENTATIVE/AGENT INFORMATION

Representative/Agent name (if applicable): Jordan R, Sisson 

Company: Law Office of Gideon Kracov_________________

Mailing Address: 801 S. Grand Ave., 11th FI,

City: Los Angeles________

Telephone: (213) 629-2071

State: CA , Zip: 90017

E-mail: jordan@gideonlaw.net

5. JUSTIFICATION/REASON FOR APPEAL

0 Entire □ Parta. Is the entire decision, or only parts of it being appealed?

□ Yes □ Nob. Are specific conditions of approval being appealed?

If Yes, list the condition number(s) here: _______________________________________ _

Attach a separate sheet providing your reasons for the appeal. Your reason must state: 

0 The reason for the appeal 

0 Specifically the points at issue
□ How you are aggrieved by the decision
0 Why you believe the decision-maker erred or abused their discretion

6. APPLICANT'S AFFIDAVIT
I certify that the statements cont^ij IS lication are complete and true:

March 25, 2020Appellant Signature: Date:

GENERAL APPEAL FILING REQUIREMENTS

B. ALL CASES REQUIRE THE FOLLOWING ITEMS 

1, Appeal Documents

a. Three (3) sets - The following documents are required for each appeal filed (1 original and 2 duplicates)
Each case being appealed is required to provide three (3) sets of the listed documents.

0 Appeal Application (form CP-7769)
0 Justification/Reason for Appeal 
0 Copies of Original Determination Letter

b. Electronic Copy
E3 Provide an electronic copy of your appeal documents on a flash drive (planning staff will upload materials 

during filing and return the flash drive to you) or a CD (which will remain in the file). The following items must 
be saved as individual PDFs and labeled accordingly (e.g. "Appeal Form.pdf, "Justification/Reason 
Statement.pdf", or "Original Determination Letter.pdf" etc.). No file should exceed 9.8 MB in size.

c. Appeal Fee
□ Original Applicant - A fee equal to 86% of the original application fee, provide a copy of the original application 

receipt(s) to calculate the fee per LAMC Section 19.01 B 1.
0 Aggrieved Party - The fee charged shall be in accordance with the LAMC Section 19.01 B 1.

d. Notice Requirement
u Mailing List - All appeals require noticing per the applicable LAMC section(s). Original Applicants must provide 

noticing per the LAMC
Mailing Fee - The appeal notice mailing fee is paid by the project applicant, payment is made to the City 
Planning’s mailing contractor (BTC), a copy of the receipt must be submitted as proof of payment.

SEE THE ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR SPECIFIC CASE TYPES
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SPECIFIC CASE TYPES -APPEAL FILING INFORMATION

C. DENSITY BONUS / TRANSIT ORIENTED COMMUNITES (TOC)

1. Density Bonus/TOC
Appeal procedures for Density Bonus/TOC per LAMC Section 12.22.A 25 (g) f.

NOTE:
- Density Bonus/TOC cases, only the on menu or additional incentives items can be appealed.

- Appeals of Density Bonus/TOC cases can only be filed by adjacent owners or tenants (must have documentation), 
and always only appealable to the Citywide Planning Commission.

□ Provide documentation to confirm adjacent owner or tenant status, i.e., a lease agreement, rent receipt, utility 
bill, property tax bill, ZIMAS, drivers license, bill statement etc.

D. WAIVER OF DEDICATION AND OR IMPROVEMENT
Appeal procedure for Waiver of Dedication or Improvement per LAMC Section 12.37 I.

NOTE:
- Waivers for By-Right Projects, can only be appealed by the owner.

- When a Waiver is on appeal and is part of a master land use application request or subdivider's statement for a 
project, the applicant may appeal pursuant to the procedures that governs the entitlement.

E. TENTATIVE TRACT/VESTING

1. Tentative Tract/Vesting - Appeal procedure for Tentative Tract/Vesting application per LAMC Section 17.54 A.

NOTE: Appeals to the City Council from a determination on a Tentative Tract (TT or VTT) by the Area or City 
Planning Commission must be filed within 10 days of the date of the written determination of said Commission.

□ Provide a copy of the written determination letter from Commission.

F. BUILDING AND SAFETY DETERMINATION

□ 1. Appeal of the Department of Building and Safety determination, per LAMC 12.26 K 1, an appellant is considered the 
Original Applicant and must provide noticing and pay mailing fees.

a. Appeal Fee
□ Original Applicant - The fee charged shall be in accordance with LAMC Section 19.01B 2, as stated in the 

Building and Safety determination letter, plus all surcharges, (the fee specified in Table 4-A, Section 98.0403.2 of the 
City of Los Angeles Building Code)

b. Notice Requirement
□ Mailing Fee - The applicant must pay mailing fees to City Planning's mailing contractor (BTC) and submit a 

copy of receipt as proof of payment.

□ 2. Appeal of the Director of City Planning determination per LAMC Section 12.26 K6, an applicant or any other aggrieved 
person may file an appeal, and is appealable to the Area Planning Commission or Citywide Planning Commission as 
noted in the determination.

a. Appeal Fee
□ Original Applicant - The fee charged shall be in accordance with the LAMC Section 19.01 B 1 a.

b. Notice Requirement
□ Mailing List - The appeal notification requirements per LAMC Section 12.26 K 7 apply.
□ Mailing Fees - The appeal notice mailing fee is made to City Planning's mailing contractor (BTC), a copy of 

receipt must be submitted as proof of payment.
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G. NUISANCE ABATEMENT

1. Nuisance Abatement - Appeal procedure for Nuisance Abatement per LAMC Section 12.27.1 C4

NOTE:
- Nuisance Abatement is only appealable to the City Council.

a. Appeal Fee
□ Aggrieved Party the fee charged shall be in accordance with the LAMC Section 19.01 B 1.

2. Plan Approval/Compliance Review
Appeal procedure for Nuisance Abatement Plan Approval/Compliance Review per LAMC Section 12.27.1 C 4.

a. Appeal Fee
□ Compliance Review - The fee charged shall be in accordance with the LAMC Section 19.01 B.
□ Modification - The fee shall be in accordance with the LAMC Section 19.01 B.

NOTES

A Certified Neighborhood Council (CNC) or a person identified as a member of a CNC or as representing the CNC 
may not file an appeal on behalf of the Neighborhood Council; persons affiliated with a CNC may only file as an 
individual on behalf of self.

Please note that the appellate body must act on your appeal within a time period specified in the Section(s) of the 
Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) pertaining to the type of appeal being filed. The Department of City Planning 
will make its best efforts to have appeals scheduled prior to the appellate body's last day to act in order to provide 
due process to the appellant. If the appellate body is unable to come to a consensus or is unable to hear and consider 
the appeal prior to the last day to act, the appeal is automatically deemed denied, and the original decision will stand. 
The last day to act as defined in the LAMC may only be extended if formally agreed upon by the applicant.

This Section for City Planning Staff Use Only
Date:Reviewed & Accepted by (DSC Planner):Base Fee:

Date:Deemed Complete by (Project Planner):Receipt No:

□ Original receipt and BTC receipt (if original applicant)□ Determination authority notified
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GIDEON KRACOV
Attorney at Law

801 South Grand Avenue 
11th Floor

Los Angeles, California 90017

(213) 629-2071 
Fax: (213) 623-7755

gk@gideonlaw.net 
www .gidconlaw.nct

Appeal Justification for Venice Place Project (1021-1051 S. Abbot Kinney Blvd.j; 
CPC-2012-3354-CUB-CU-CDP-SPR-SPP-MEL-WDI, ENV-2016-4321-EIR;
ZA Approval Made Effective by March 12, 2020 Letter of Determination

Re:

On behalf of UNITE HERE Local 11 and its members (“Local 11”), membership-based 
community organization People Organized for Westside Renewal (“POWER”), and City resident 
Alba Luz Privado (collectively “Appellants”), this Office respectfully appeals (the “Appeal”) the 
Zoning Administrator (“ZA”) approval of the above-referenced 70,310 square foot (“SF”) apartment 
hotel with 78 guest rooms and four dwelling units (“Project”) located at 1011 Electric Avenue and 
1021-1051 S. Abbot Kinney Boulevard in the Venice Planning Area (“Site”). Under the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code (“LAMC” or “Code”) §§ 11.5.7.C, 12.20.2.H, 12.24.I, 16.05.H and the California 
Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”), Pub. Res. Code § 21000 et seq., this Appeal challenges both the 
Project's various land use approvals and its Environmental Impact Report (“EIR”) (collectively 
“Project Approvals”). According to Letter of Determination dated March 12, 2020 (“LOD”), March 
26, 2020 is the last day to file an appeal.

REASON for the Appeal: The ZA LOD fails to address the Project's inconsistency with the 
City's zoning Code and applicable land use plans, and also is inconsistent with CEQA requirements 
for EIRs. As such, the Code/CEQA-required land use and environmental findings are not supported 
by substantial evidence.

SPECIFIC Points IN ISSUE: The specific points at issue were fully outlined in the comment 
letters previously submitted to the ZA, including but not limited to Appellants' prior comment letter 
dated August 1, 2019 (attached hereto this Appeal as Exhibit A). As fully explained therein, the City 
Zoning Code makes clear that guest rooms within apartment hotels are to be used for long-term 
tenancy (longer than 30 days), which the ZA LOD's does not ensure via an enforceable Condition of 
Approval (“COA”) barring shorter-term stays for the Project's proposed 78 guest rooms. 
Additionally, the Project EIR's greenhouse gas (“GHG”) and traffic analysis contained numerous 
inaccuracies and discrepancies, which underestimates the Project's GHG/traffic impacts that may 
require additional mitigation. So too, there appears to be an approximately $1.6 million 
underpayment of traffic impact fees per the Coastal Transportation Corridor Specific Plan. None of 
these issues are addressed in the ZA's LOD.

HOW ARE YOU Aggrieved BY THE DECISION: Appellants and their members live or work in the 
vicinity of the Project Site, breathe the air, suffer traffic congestions, and will suffer other 
environmental impacts of the Project unless it is properly analyzed and mitigated. Additionally, 
Appellants are committed to the assurance of responsible development in Los Angeles, that local 
land-use rules/regulations are followed, and informed decision-making by public officials regarding 
projects that may cause significant impacts to the environment in the City of Los Angeles. Hence, 
granting this Appeal will confer substantial benefit not only to Appellants but also the public, 
including citizens, residents, businesses and taxpayers affected by the Project, and will result in the 
enforcement of important public rights.

■til
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How did the Decision-Maker Erred or Abused Their Discretion: The ZA approved the 
Project Approvals even though there is substantial evidence demonstrating that the Project is 
inconsistent with both the plain language of the City's Zoning Code, applicable plan provisions 
regarding traffic impact fees, and CEQA requirement for EIRs. None of the issues identified in 
Appellants' prior comment letter has been addressed. Without an enforceable COA barring shorter- 
term stays for the Project's proposed 78 guest rooms, or adequate analysis/mitigation of 
GHG/traffic impacts, or full payment of traffic impact fees, the various Code-required land use 
findings cannot be made with substantial evidence, such as the findings required under LAMC §§ 
16.05, 12.24, 12.20.2, or Pub. Res. Code § 21082.1(c), or 14 Cal. Code Regs. [“CEQA Guidelines”] §§ 
15168, 15091(a).

Appellants reserve the right to supplement these comments at future hearings and 
proceedings for this Project. See Galante Vineyards v. Monterey Peninsula Water Management Dist. 
(1997) 60 Cal.App.4th 1109, 1120 (CEQA litigation not limited only to claims made during EIR 
comment period).

Consistent with the Department of City Planning new procedures pursuant to the City's 
COVID-19 directive,1 this Appeal is being submitted via the City's "drop-box system" along with an 
enclosed $112.00 check payable to the City of Los Angeles to cover appeal fees.

Finally, on behalf of Appellants, this Office requests, to the extent not already on the notice 
list, for all notices of CEQA actions, Appeal hearing and any approvals, Project CEQA 
determinations, or public hearings to be held on the Project under state or local law requiring local 
agencies to mail such notices to any person who has filed a written request for them. See Pub. Res. 
Code §§ 21092.2, 21167(f) and Gov. Code § 65092 and LAMC § 197.01.F. Please send notice by 
electronic and regular mail to: Jordan Sisson, Esq., 801 S. Grand Avenue, 11th Fl., Los Angeles, CA 
90017, iordan@gideonlaw.net. Enclosed is a self-addressed stamped envelope and a $10.00 check 
payable to the City of Los Angeles to cover shipping costs.

Sincerely,

Jordan R. Sisson 
Attorney for Appellants

Enclosure:

Exhibit A: Appellants (8/1/19) Venice Place Project Comments
DCP (3/12/19) ZA LOD
Self-Addressed Stamped Envelope
$112.00 Appeal Fees Check
$10.00 Shipping Cost Check

City (eff. 3/23/20) New Procedures for Planning Services at the Development Service Centers, 
https://conta.cc/39idlty.
1
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EXHIBIT A



GIDEON KRACOV
Attorney at Law

801 South Grand Avenue 
11th Floor

Los Angeles, California 90017

(213) 629-2071 
Fax: (213) 623-7755

gk@gideonlaw.net 
www .gidconIaw.net

August 1, 2019

VIA EMAIL & HAND-DELIVERY:

Juliet Oh, City Planner 
City of Los Angeles,
200 North Spring Street, RM 721 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
iuliet.oh@lacity.org

Venice Place Apartment Hotel Project (DCP Case Nos. ZA-2012-3354, ENV-2016-4321)RE:

Dear Ms. Oh:

On behalf of UNITE HERE Local 11 (“Local 11”), membership-based community 
organization People Organized for Westside Renewal (“POWER”), and City residents Kendra Moore 
and Alba Luz Privado (collectively or “Commentors”), this Office respectfully provides the City of 
Los Angeles (“City”) the following comments regarding the Final Environmental Impact Report 
(“EIR”)1 and requested land use approvals (“Entitlements”) (collectively “Project Approvals”) for 
the referenced 70,310 square foot (“SF”), mixed-use, apartment hotel development including 78 
guest rooms and 4 dwelling units (“Project”) located on an approximate 1-acre, multi-lot site in the 
Venice area of the City (“Site”) proposed by Wynkoop Properties, LLC (“Applicant”). Commentors 
are concerned with the Project's compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act 
(“CEQA”) and the Los Angeles Municipal Code (“LAMC” or “Code”).

In short, the Code and City planning policy does not allow short-term stays at the Project's 
proposed apartment hotel and, therefore, the City must require an enforceable Condition of 
Approval requiring as much. Otherwise, the Project is inconsistent with applicable zoning 
rules/policies, and the City cannot make the Code-required land use findings. Additionally, the 
Project's air quality, greenhouse gas (“GHG”), and traffic analysis utilize faulty assumptions that 
mask the true impacts suffered by nearby residents. Furthermore, the Project avoiding feasible 
mitigation measures that could reduce these impacts, such as providing on-site affordable housing 
units, transit passes for workers and full payment of traffic impact fees. Lastly, because this Project 
will admittedly create significant cultural and noise impacts, the City must adopt a statement of 
overriding considerations—which it cannot do absent real commitments from the Applicant, like 
affordable housing.

These Project Approvals are discretionary, not by right. The City has the discretion to reject 
this Project and demand more for its residents. Commenters respectfully urge the City to exercise

1 Inclusive of the all appendices volumes(“VOL-##”). Unless other specified, all documents are retrieved from 
City website. Furthermore, please note that pages cited herein are either to the page's stated pagination 
(referenced herein as “p. ##”) or the page's location in the referenced PDF document (referenced herein as 
“PDF p. ##”).
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Venice Place Project Comments
August 1,2019
Page 2 of 9

its discretion and reject the Project Approvals until a recirculated Draft EIR is prepared that 
addresses the issues discussed herein.

I. STANDING OF COMMENTORS

Local 11 represents more than 25,000 workers employed in hotels, restaurants, airports, 
sports arenas, and convention centers throughout Southern California and Phoenix, Arizona. 
Members of Local 11, including hundreds who live or work in the City of Commerce, join together to 
fight for improved living standards and working conditions. Making these comments to public 
officials in connection with matters of public concern about affordable housing and compliance 
with zoning rules is protected by the First Amendment, the Noerr-Pennington doctrine and is within 
the core functions of the union. Unions have standing to litigate land use and environmental claims. 
See Bakersfield Citizens v. Bakersfield (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th 1184, 1198.

POWER is a membership-based community organizing group, working on issues that matter 
to people in our communities, such as affordable housing, community safety, and quality education. 
POWER was founded in 1999 to address the systemic economic and social injustices facing low- 
income people in Westside Los Angeles and organizes everyday grassroots leaders to take direct 
action and build governing power in LA to advance a "People & Planet First" agenda. POWER has 
organized several buildings in Venice, including the tenants at the Ellison.

Ms. Moore and Mr. Privado both live within roughly 0.3 miles from the Site and frequent the 
immediately adjacent area almost daily. As such, they will be adversely impacted if the issues 
discussed herein are not cured and, therefore, they have a beneficial interest in Project compliance 
with CEQA. This geographic proximity and nexus to the Project Site, alone, is sufficient to establish 
standing under CEQA and the Code. See Bozung v. LAFCO (1975) 13 Cal.3d 263, 272 (plaintiff living 
1,800 feet from annexed property has standing to challenge the annexation); see also CitizensAss'n 
for Sensible Dev. v. County of Inyo (1985) 172 Cal.App.3d 151, 158 (“a property owner, taxpayer, or 
elector who establishes a geographical nexus with the site of the challenged project has standing.”).

Commentors also have public interest standing given the Project Approvals relate to the 
City's public duty to comply with applicable zoning and CEQA laws, and where Commentors seek to 
have that duty enforced. See Rialto Citizens for Responsible Growth v. City of Rialto (2012) 208 
Cal.App.4th 899, 914-916, n6 (noting that “the public interest exception applies where the question 
is one of public right and the object of the action is to enforce a public duty - in which case it is 
sufficient that the plaintiff be interested as a citizen in having the laws executed and the public duty 
enforced” and “promotes the policy of guaranteeing citizens the opportunity to ensure that no 
governmental body impairs or defeats the purpose of legislation establishing a public right.”); see 
also La Mirada Avenue Neighborhood Assn. of Hollywood v. City of Los Angeles (2018) 22 Cal.App.5th 
1149, 1158-1159 (“[o]ur Supreme Court has consistently recognized the importance of preserving 
the integrity of a locality's governing general plan for zoning” and that “the vindication of this 
significant policy benefits not only the persons living near the Project and the persons living within 
the geographical boundaries of the [area] at issue in this case, but also all residents of the City who 
benefit from the trial court's ruling that holds the City Council's zoning decisions to the letter and 
spirit of the municipal code.”). Indeed, California “courts have repeatedly applied the 'public 
right/public duty' exception to the general rule that ordinarily a writ of mandate will issue only to 
persons who are beneficially interested.” Weiss v. City of Los Angeles (2016) 2 Cal.App.5th 194, 205
206; see also Save the Plastic Bag Coalition v. City of Manhattan Beach (2011) 52 Cal.4th 155, 166,
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Venice Place Project Comments
August 1,2019
Page 3 of 9

169-170 (it is sufficient that he is interested as a citizen in having the laws executed and the duty in 
question enforced).

This comment letter is made to exhaust remedies under administrative law principles and 
Pub. Res. Code § 21177 concerning the Project, and incorporates by this reference all written and 
oral comments submitted on the Project by any commenting party or agency. It is well-established 
that any party, as Commentors here, who participate in the administrative process can assert all 
factual and legal issues raised by anyone. See Citizens for Open Government v. City of Lodi (2006) 
144 Cal.App.4th 865, 875.

II. PROJECT BACKGROUND

Here, the Project proposes the demolition of one 2,442-SF restaurant, an existing private 
school, 2,200-SF of office space, and the surface parking lot; and the construction, use, and 
maintenance of a 70,31-SF, mixed-use development comprised of two existing restaurants and a 
new 3,810-SF hotel restaurant having 2,514-SF of floor area, a new Apartment Hotel with four 
dwelling units and 78 guest rooms, 2,935-SF of ground-floor retail space including a market with 
170-SF of floor area, a 1,735-SF spa, and 2,027-SF of office use. The project will construct three 
new three-story mixed-use buildings, each with a maximum of 30 feet in height, and one (1) new 
two-story building, approximately 25 feet in height; all new structures are connected by pedestrian 
bridges. The Project provides a total of 175 parking spaces, at grade and within three subterranean 
levels and will provide an on-street loading area on Broadway, limiting the use of the space for 
loading during the hours of 7:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. Monday through Friday and 10:00 A.M. to 4:00 
P.M. on Saturday; a loading zone is also provided onsite.

In furtherance of their Project, the Applicant is requesting various discretionary Project 
Approvals from the City (DEIR, pp. 17, 58), including:

Consideration and adoption of the Projects EIR.
Conditional Use Permit authorizing the sale and dispensing of a full line of alcohol in various 
areas of the Project Site.
Conditional Use Permit to allow an Apartment Hotel located within 500 feet of a Residential 
Zone.
Coastal Development Permit for the Proposed Project in the Single Permit Jurisdiction of the 
California Coastal Zone.
Site Plan Review for the construction of a mixed-use project comprised of more than 50 
guest rooms.
Project Permit Compliance Review for a project within the North Venice Subarea of the 
Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan.
Mello Act Compliance review for a project located within the Coastal Zone.
Waiver of Dedication and/or Improvements to provide a 4.5-foot dedication on Electric 
Avenue instead of the 7.5 feet otherwise required and to provide a 2-foot dedication on 
Westminster Avenue instead of the 5 feet otherwise required.

To grant the abovementioned Project Approvals, the City must make numerous discretionary CEQA 
and land use findings, including but not limited to the following:

• That the project will enhance the built environment in the surrounding neighborhood or 
will perform a function or provide a service that is essential or beneficial to the community, 
city, or region;
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Venice Place Project Comments
August 1,2019
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That the project's location, size, height, operations and other significant features will be 
compatible with and will not adversely affect or further degrade adjacent properties, the 
surrounding neighborhood, or the public health, welfare, and safety;
That the project substantially conforms with the purpose, intent and provisions of the General 
Plan, the applicable community plan, and any applicable specific plan;
That the proposed use will not adversely affect the welfare of the pertinent community.
That the project consists of an arrangement of buildings and structures (including height, 
bulk and setbacks), off-street parking facilities, loading areas, lighting, landscaping, trash 
collection, and other such pertinent improvements, that is or will be compatible with existing 
and future development on adjacent properties and neighboring properties; and 
That the project substantially complies with the applicable regulations._ findings, standards and 
provisions of the speci fic plan;
That the project incorporates mitigation measures, monitoring measures when necessary, or 
alternatives identified in the environmental review which would mitigate the negative 
environmental effects of the project, to the extent physically feasible.
Any other finding or findings as may be required for the development by the CEQA, such as the 
following that applies to the adoption of EIRs, Statement of Overriding Considerations 
(“SOC”), and Mitigation Monitoring Program Report (“MMRP”):
Pursuant to and, the Certification and Adoption of a Final EIR, requiring the following 
findings that

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project 
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified 
in the final EIR.
Such changes or alterations are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another 
public agency and not the agency making the finding. Such changes have been 
adopted by such other agency or can and should be adopted by such other agency. 
Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including 
provision of employment opportunities for highly trained workers, make infeasible 
the mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the final EIR.

o

o

o

(See e.g., LAMC §§ 16.05, 12.24, 12.20.2, Pub. Res. Code § 21082.1(c), 14 Cal. Code 
Regs. [“CEQA Guidelines”] §§ 15168, 15091(a))

III. ZONING INCONSISTENCY REGARDING SHORT-TERM STAYS WITHIN APARTMENT HOTELS

Here, the Applicant is seeking a Conditional Use Permit approval for an apartment hotel to 
permit 78 hotel rooms and four apartment dwelling units. Under the Code, an “apartment hotel” is 
defined as a “residential building designed or used for both two or more dwelling units and six or 
more guest rooms or suites of rooms” (LAMC § 12.03, emph. added). However, as made clear by City 
Planning as recent as September 2018 (emphasis added), "[g]uest rooms and dwelling units located 
in either a residential hotel or apartment hotel are to be used for long-term tenancy (longer than 30 
days) ... Apartment hotels and residential hotels do not allow for short-term stays at all.’’2 However, 
nowhere in the Draft or Final EIR includes adequate restriction barring short-term stays of these 82 
rooms, such as an enforceable Condition of Approval (“COA”). Absent such a COA, the Project as 
proposed would conflict with the plain language of the Code and City planning policy and, therefore, 
the City cannot make all the Code-required land use findings cited above.

City Planning (9/13/18) City Planning Commission Recommendation Report (DCP Case Nos. CPC-2016
1243, ENV-2016-1277), p. A-16, https://planning.lacity.org/ordinances/docs/HomeSharing/StaffRept.pdf.
2
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Venice Place Project Comments
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Hence, City Planning should not approve the Project absent adequate COA requiring all 82 
hotel/apartment units to be made available for only long-term tenancy greater than 30 days. 
Otherwise, the City should require the appropriate modifications to the project or entitlement 
requires (e.g., Variance) to allow the project as proposed.

THE PROJECT'S EIR INCLUDES VARIOUS INDESCRPENCIES REQUIRING ADDITIONAL
MITIGATION MEASURES

IV.

Here, the Project's EIR shows inconsistencies in its air quality, greenhouse gas (“GHG”), and 
traffic analysis that may underestimate the Project's impact. For example, the Draft EIR's (“DEIR”) 
air quality and GHG analysis rely on emission estimates via CalEEMod modeling, with output data 
files made available in Appendix E (“APP-E”) of the Draft EIR. Upon review of the CalEEMod output 
files, the model shows multiple discrepancies from the narrative discussion in the Draft EIR, such
as:

The DEIR states the Project includes 3,3 71 -SF of office uses, which is 788 SF more than 
the 2,583-SF of said uses currently existing on-site (DEIR, Tbl. 2-2). However,
CalEEMod analyzed a Project of 2,027-SF of office uses (i.e., underestimated by 1,344 SF), 
which is 557 SF less than said uses currently on-site (APP-E, PDF pp. 1, 35, 89).
The DEIR states the Project includes 4,670-SF of retail and spa uses (DEIR, Tbl. 2-2), but 
CalEEMod analyzed 4,269-SF of strip mall and health club uses (i.e., underestimated by 
401 SF) (APP-E, PDF p. 35).
The DEIR states the Project includes 8,855-SF of restaurant uses, which is 1,368 SF more 
than the 7,517-SF of said uses currently existing on-site (DEIR, Tbl. 2-2). However, 
CalEEMod analyzed a Project of 4,200-SF of restaurant uses (i.e., underestimated by 
4,655 SF), which is 3,320 SF less than said uses currently on-site (APP-E, PDF pp. 1, 35, 
89).
The DEIR shows below-grade floor plans of approximately 34,861-SF floor plan (DEIR, 
Fig. 2-5) reaching depths of a minimum of 24.5 feet' (DEIR, Fig. 2-11)—resulting in 
approximately 31,633-CY of material to be excavated. However, DEIR states only 30,936 
CY of material (i.e., underestimated by 697 CY) (DEIR, p. 2-32; APP-E, PDF p. 1). Based 
on the DEIR's assumed 9-CY truck capacity (DEIR, p 2-32), 31,633 CY of exported 
material would require approximate 3,515 round-trip truck trips (equivalent to 7,030 
one-way trips). However, the CalEEMod analyzed only 6,876 one-way trips (i.e., 
underestimated by 154 trips).
The DEIR states the Project's existing GHG emissions total 1,207.9 metric tons of CO2 
equivalents per year (“MTCO2e/yr”) (DEIR, Tbl. 4.E-3), but CalEEMod shows existing 
uses GHG emissions of 940 MTCO2e/yr (i.e., overestimated by 267.65 MTCO2e/yr) (APP- 
E, PDF p. 92).
Furthermore, CalEEMod assumed reduced vehicle speed on unpaved roads as a 
construction mitigation measure (APP-E, PDF p. 45), which is not present in the MMRP.

/ / /

/ / /

/ / /
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Similarly, the Project's Traffic Impact Study (“TIS”) utilizes trip rates from the Institute Of 
Transportation Engineers (“ITE”) ninth edition, despite being prepared in December 2018 after the 
ITE released its Tenth edition in 2017 with revised traffic trip generation rates and land use 
categories that included more accurate trip counts.3 As a result, the TIS underestimated the Project's 
trip generation by approximately 533 daily trips (before credits were applied), such as:

• The TIS analyzed the 78 hotel rooms as a “Hotel” generating 8.17 trips per unit (i.e., ITE Code 
310, 9th ed.) (APP-K1, PDF p. 26). Under the ITE Tenth edition, however, this use generates 
8.36 trips per unit (ITE Code 310, 10th ed.).4 This amounts to an underestimation of 4.04 
trips per unit or a total of 315.12 hotel-trips (pre-credit).

• The DEIR states the 8,885-SF, ground-floor restaurant uses will be neighborhood-serving, 
high-turnover, sit-down restaurant (DEIR, pp. 2-6, 2-23, 2-33; APP-E, PDF p. 35). This is 
akin to a “High-Turnover (Sit-Down) Restaurant” generating 112.18 trips per 1,000 square 
feet (“KSF”) (i.e., ITE Code 932 10th ed.).5 The TIS, however, analyzed said use as a “Quality 
Restaurant” generating 89.95 trips/KSF (i.e., ITE Code 931, 9th ed.) (APP-K1, PDF p. 26).
This amounts to an underestimation of22.23 trips/KSF or a total of 197.51 restaurant-trips 
(pre-credit).

• The DEIR discloses the 3,371-SF, ground-floor office use is primarily comprised of “co
working office space” with several office rooms less than 350 SF in size (DEIR, pp. 2-5 - 2-7; 
see also Fig. 2-6). This is akin to “Small Office Building” less than 5,000-SF in size and 
generating 16.19 trips/KSF (i.e., ITE Code 712, 10th ed.).7 The TIS, however, analyzed said 
use as a “General Office Building” generating 11.03 trips/KSF (i.e., ITE Code 710, 9th ed.) 
(APP-K1, PDF p. 26).8 This amounts to an underestimation of 5.16 trips/KSF or a total of
17.39 office trips (pre-credits).

• The TIS analyzed the four apartment units as an “Apartment” generating 6.65 trips per unit 
(i.e., ITE Code 220, 9th ed.) (APP-K1, PDF p. 26). Under the ITE Tenth edition, however, this 
use is akin to “Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)” generating 7.32 trips per unit (ITE Code 
220, 10th ed.).9 This amounts to an underestimation of 0.67 trips per unit or a total of 2.8 
apartment-trips (pre-credit).

• The TIS assumed a Traffic Demand Management (“TDM”) program would achieve a 15 
percent reduction in hotel-trips (APP-K1, PDF pp. 5, 24, 26; APP-K2, PDF p. 3). However, this 
level of reduction is not specified in the Project's MMRP.

6

3 PDF pp. 5-6, http://neite.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/August-2017-Chronicle.pdf: see also PDF p. 20, 
http://www.azite.org/presentations/Luncheons/16Nov2017/AZITELuncheon TripGen 16Nov2017.pdf.

PDF p. 4, http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/Attachment A Trip Table 2019.pdf.
5 8000 W. 3rd Street Mixed-Use Project (DCP Case No. ENV-2018-1651-MND) Trip Generation Calculations, 
PDF p. 11, 29-30, https://planning.lacity.org/odocument/90d2c25b-476a-40bc-9c14-6bb50c95aa56/ENV- 
2018-1651-IS-10.pdf.

See ITE (9th ed.) Table of Contents Land Use Codes, PDF p. 7, 
https://www.ite.org/pub/?id=e278c1c9%2D2354%2Dd714%2D516a%2D26e4dd7f5e7c.

See ITE (10th ed.) Table of Contents Land Use Codes, PDF p. 3, https://www.ite.org/pub/?id=794F62D6- 
F31F-9EA7-4506-EF5DF11DE8F6: see e.g., 8000 W. 3rd Street Mixed-Use Project (DCP Case No. ENV-2018- 
1651-MND) Trip Generation Calculations, PDF pp. 11, 34-35,
https://planning.lacity.org/odocument/90d2c25b-476a-40bc-9c14-6bb50c95aa56/ENV-2018-1651-IS-
10.pdf.

See ITE (9th ed.) Table of Contents Land Use Codes, PDF p. 5, 
https://www.ite.org/pub/?id=e278c1c9%2D2354%2Dd714%2D516a%2D26e4dd7f5e7c.

See e.g., Lankershim/Riverside Mixed-Use Project - Addendum Traffic Analysis, PDF p. 22, 
https://planning.lacity.org/odocument/938384cf-3dbe-45dc-8e53-a015012abc43/ENV-2016-3904-l-3.pdf.

4

6

7

8

9
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http://neite.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/August-2017-Chronicle.pdf
http://www.azite.org/presentations/Luncheons/16Nov2017/AZITELuncheon_TripGen_16Nov2017.pdf
http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/Attachment_A_Trip_Table_2019.pdf
https://planning.lacity.org/odocument/90d2c25b-476a-40bc-9c14-6bb50c95aa56/ENV-2018-1651-IS-10.pdf
https://planning.lacity.org/odocument/90d2c25b-476a-40bc-9c14-6bb50c95aa56/ENV-2018-1651-IS-10.pdf
https://www.ite.org/pub/?id=e278c1c9%2D2354%2Dd714%2D516a%2D26e4dd7f5e7c
https://www.ite.org/pub/?id=794F62D6-F31F-9EA7-4506-EF5DF11DE8F6
https://www.ite.org/pub/?id=794F62D6-F31F-9EA7-4506-EF5DF11DE8F6
https://planning.lacity.org/odocument/90d2c25b-476a-40bc-9c14-6bb50c95aa56/ENV-2018-1651-IS-10.pdf
https://planning.lacity.org/odocument/90d2c25b-476a-40bc-9c14-6bb50c95aa56/ENV-2018-1651-IS-10.pdf
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Additionally, the DEIR states that the Project would be subject to a $493,515 Transportation 
Impact Assessment fee (“TIA Fee”) pursuant to the Coastal Transportation Corridor Specific Plan 
(“CTCSP”) (APP-K2, PDF pp. 2-4). However, under the existing CTCSP TIA Fee calculation (Ord. 
16899),10 all applicants “shall pay” all non-exempt TIA Fees equal to (project unit measure) 
multiply (CTCSP trip rate) multiply (trip cost factor). See CTCSP § 6.C, Appendix A.11 As shown in 
the below figure, the Project would seem to be subject to an approximate $1.6 million TIA Fee.
There is no explanation of what credits LADOT applied to reduce the TIA Fee obligation by more 
than $1.1 million. Thus, failure to pay all appropriate fees would make the CTCSP TIA fee an 
inadequate mitigation measure and further evidence the Project's inconsistency with applicable 
land use plans (a Code-required finding discussed supra).

TIA Fee
(Component x Rate x $8,973)Project Component CTCSP Trip RateUse [a]

[a] [b] [c]
$489,925.80Hotel 0.7/room

5.0/KSF
10.5/KSF
2.8/KSF

78 rooms
$209,519.55Retail 4.670 KSF
$837,113.608.885 KSFRestaurant
$84,694.35Office 3.371 KSF

$1,621,253.30Total
Notes:

DEIR, Tbl. 2-2a:
b: CTCSP (Ord. 16899), Appendix A Trip Generation Table

APP-K2, PDF p. 4 (noting current trip cost factor for CTCSP is $8,973 per trip).c:

Furthermore, faulty traffic tip generations directly affect a Project's air quality and GHG 
emissions in the form of mobile emissions. As such, these inaccuracies must be resolved and 
mitigated to the fullest extent feasible, including but not limited to:

restricting the four apartment units to be affordable,
provide free transit passes for all workers at the Project (including the restaurants), 
provide for parking cash-out for workers who do not use their cars (including the 
restaurants),
provide at least free one-way transit pass per day for guests at the property if the owners 
seek a variance or permissions that allow rentals of less than 30 days, and 
ensure the building is at least LEED Platinum or Equivalent certified, as is now required for 
commercial development in neighboring Santa Monica.

V. STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS

Here, the DEIR admits, at a minimum, that the Project will have significant, unmitigated 
cultural and noise impacts. So too, Commentors are concerned about potentially significant air 
quality, GHG, land use, and traffic impacts masked by the various inaccuracies in the EIR's analysis 
(discussed supra). However, the Final EIR fails to identify a CEQA-compliant Statement of 
Overriding Considerations (“SOC”).

/ / /

http://clkrep.lacity.org/onlinedocs/1988/88-1984-S1 ORD 168999 09-22-1993.pdf. 
11 Ibid, PDF pp. 49- (Appendix A Trip Generation Table).
10
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When approving a project that will have significant environmental impacts not fully 
mitigated, a lead agency must adopt a “statement of overriding considerations” finding that the 
project's benefits outweigh its environmental harm. See CEQA Guidelines § 15043; see also Pub. 
Res. Code § 21081(b); Sierra Club v. Contra Costa County (1992) 10 Cal.App.4th 1212, 1222. An 
overriding statement expresses the “larger, more general reasons for approving the project, such as 
the need to create new jobs, provide housing, generate taxes and the like.” Concerned Citizens of S. 
Central LA v. Los Angeles Unif. Sch. Dist. (1994) 24 Cal.App.4th 826, 847. It must fully inform and 
disclose the specific benefits expected to outweigh environmental impacts, supported by 
substantial evidence. See CEQA Guidelines §§ 15043(b), 15093(b); see also Sierra Club, 10 
Cal.App.4th at 1223. Furthermore, an agency may adopt a statement of overriding considerations 
only after it has imposed all feasible mitigation measures to reduce a project's impact to less than 
significant levels. See CEQA Guidelines §§ 15091 & 15126.4. Hence, decisionmakers may not 
approve a project when feasible mitigation measures can substantially lessen or avoid such 
impacts. See Pub. Res. Code § 21002; see also CEQA Guidelines § 15092(b)(2).

Moreover, in addition to imposing all feasible mitigation, to the extent that overriding 
considerations are needed, key among the findings that the lead agency must make is that:

“Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other 
considerations, including the provision of employment opportunities 
for highly trained workers, make infeasible the mitigation measures or 
alternatives identified in the environmental impact report ... [and that 
those] benefits of the project outweigh the significant effects on the 
environment.” Pub. Res. Code § 21081(a)(3) & (b), emphasis added.

Here, the DEIR fails to attempt to determine whether new jobs created by the Project, in either the 
construction phase or the operational phase, will be for “highly trained workers,” and what the 
likely salary and wage ranges of these jobs will be. Without this information, the City lacks 
substantial evidence to make any overriding statement. Genuine benefits could take the form of 
restricting the four dwelling units to be affordable, and/or providing payment of prevailing wages 
for all construction phase workers and living wages for all operational phase workers. Such 
requirements would ensure that the Project provides “employment opportunities for highly trained 
workers” in accordance with the mandates of CEQA. Without such requirements, the Project may 
actually depress wage rates and fail to provide high-quality job opportunities.

In short, the City cannot find that the economic benefits of the Project outweigh the 
environmental costs if it does not provide more housing and/or know what the economic benefits will 
be. A revised DEIR is required to provide this information. This issue of job quality is critically 
important to Local 11.

VI. CONCLUSION

Commentors respectfully appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments. The 
issues of affordable housing and quality-of-life are paramount to POWER, which works address the 
systemic economic and social injustices facing low-income people in Westside Los Angeles. So too 
does Local 11 works to make our City a place of opportunity for all—a place where its members can 
work and afford to live—and makes these comments in furtherance of its First Amendment and its 
core function as a union per the Noerr-Pennington doctrine.

/ / /
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Again, the Project is inconsistent with the plain language of the Code and City planning 
policy and must include a COA that bars short-term stays (less than 30 days) at this apartment hotel 
Project. So too is the Project EIR inadequate and must be cured with a revised analysis and greater 
commitment to mitigation measures (e.g., full payment of applicable TIA Fees, transit passes for 
workers, and affordable units on-site). Furthermore, the Project Approvals are discretionary, not 
by right. Absent compliance with the issues discussed herein, the City should reject Applicant's 
requested Entitlements for this Project. The City has clear legal authority to disapprove the Project 
and demand more for its residents. Commentors respectfully request that the City say any action 
on the Project Approvals until the issues discussed herein are resolved.

Commentor reserves the right to supplement these comments at future hearings and 
proceedings for this Project. See Galante Vineyards v. Monterey Peninsula Water Management Dist. 
(1997) 60 Cal.App.4th 1109, 1120 (CEQA litigation not limited only to claims made during EIR 
comment period). Finally, on behalf of Commentors, this Office requests, to the extent not already 
on the notice list, all notices of CEQA actions, Appeal hearing and any approvals, Project CEQA 
determinations, or public hearings to be held on the Project under state or local law requiring local 
agencies to mail such notices to any person who has filed a written request for them. See Pub. Res. 
Code §§ 21080.4, 21083.9, 21092, 21092.2, 21108, 21167(f) and Gov. Code § 65092. Please send 
notice by electronic and regular mail to: Gideon Kracov, Esq., 801 S. Grand Avenue, 11th Fl., Los 
Angeles, CA 90017, gk@gideonlaw.net (cc: iordan@gideonlaw.net).

Sincerely, /
i/j
w \

Gideon Kracov 
Attorney for Commentors

<2)1
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APPLICATIONS:

APPEAL APPLICATION

Instructions and Checklist
Related Code Section: Refer to the City Planning case determination to identify the Zone Code section for the entitlement 
and the appeal procedure.

Purpose: This application is for the appeal of Department of City Planning determinations authorized by the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code (LAMC).

A. APPELLATE BODY/CASE INFORMATION

1. APPELLATE BODY

0 Area Planning Commission □ City Planning Commission □ City Council □ Director of Planning 
□ Zoning Administrator

Regarding Case Number: ZA 2012-3354-CUB-CU-CDP-SPR-SPP-MEL-WDI / ENV-2016-4321-EIR

Project Address: 1011 Electric Avenue & 1021-1051 S. Abbot Kinney Boulevard________________

Final Date to Appeal: 03/26/2020________________________________________________________

2. APPELLANT

□ Property Owner
□ Operator of the Use/Site

□ Representative
□ Applicant

Appellant Identity:
(check all that apply)

0 Person, other than the Applicant, Owner or Operator claiming to be aggrieved 
1041 Abbot Kinney. LLC / Abbot Kinney Investment Property, LLC______________

□ Person affected by the determination made by the Department of Building and Safety
□ Aggrieved Party□ Owner

□ Operator
□ Representative
□ Applicant

3. APPELLANT INFORMATION

Appellant’s Name:____________________________________________________________

Company/Organization: 1041 Abbot Kinney, LLC / Abbot Kinney Investment Property, LLC

Mailing Address: 1880 Century Park East, Suite 200________________________________

City: Los Angeles 

Telephone: _____

State: CA Zip: 90067

E-mail:

a. Is the appeal being filed on your behalf or on behalf of another party, organization or company?

0 Self □ Other:

□ Yes 0 Nob. Is the appeal being filed to support the original applicant’s position?

Page 1 of 4CP-7769 Appeal Application Form (1/30/2020)



4. REPRESENTATIVE/AGENT INFORMATION

Representative/Agent name (if applicable): Carl Lisberger, Esq.

Company: Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, LLP__________________

Mailing Address: 2049 Century Park East, Suite 1700________

State: CA_________ Zip: 90067City: Los Angeles__________________

Telephone: (310) 312-4192__________

5. JUSTIFICATION/REASON FOR APPEAL

a. Is the entire decision, or only parts of it being appealed?

b. Are specific conditions of approval being appealed?

If Yes, list the condition number(s) here: ________________

E-mail: CLisberger@manatt.com

□ Part0 Entire

0 No□ Yes

Attach a separate sheet providing your reasons for the appeal Your reason must state:

13 How you are aggrieved by the decision
0 Why you believe the decision-maker erred or abused their discretion

0 The reason for the appeal 
0 Specifically the points at issue

6. APPLICANT’S AFFIDAVIT ^ ?
I certify that the statement? -contained irnthis application are complete and true:

Appellant Signature: / ' ___- Date:

GENERAL APPEAL FILING REQUIREMENTS

SEE THE ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR SPECIFIC CASE TYPESB. ALL CASES REQUIRE THE FOLLOWING ITEMS 

1. Appeal Documents

Three (3) sets - The following documents are required for each appeal filed (1 original and 2 duplicates)
Each case being appealed is required to provide three (3) sets of the listed documents.

0 Appeal Application (form CP-7769)
0 Justification/Reason for Appeal 
0 Copies of Original Determination Letter

b. Electronic Copy
0 Provide an electronic copy of your appeal documents on a flash drive (planning staff will upload materials 

during filing and return the flash drive to you) or a CD (which will remain in the file). The following items must 
be saved as individual PDFs and labeled accordingly (e.g. “Appeal Form.pdf, “Justification/Reason 
Statement.pdf’, or “Original Determination Letter.pdf etc.). No file should exceed 9.8 MB in size.

c. Appeal Fee
□ Original Applicant - A fee equal to 85% of the original application fee, provide a copy of the original application 

receipt(s) to calculate the fee per LAMC Section 19.01 B 1.
0 Aggrieved Party - The fee charged shall be in accordance with the LAMC Section 19.01 B 1

d. Notice Requirement
□ Mailing List - All appeals require noticing per the applicable LAMC section(s). Original Applicants must provide 

noticing per the LAMC
□ Mailing Fee - The appeal notice mailing fee is paid by the project applicant, payment is made to the City 

Planning's mailing contractor (BTC), a copy of the receipt must be submitted as proof of payment.

a.

Page 2 of 4CP-7769 Appeal Application Form (1/30/2020)
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SPECIFIC CASE TYPES - APPEAL FILING INFORMATION

C DENSITY BONUS / TRANSIT ORIENTED COIVIIVIUNITES (TOC)

1. Density Bonus/TOC
Appeal procedures for Density Bonus/TOC per LAMC Section 12.22.A 25 (g) f.

NOTE:
- Density Bonus/TOC cases, only the on menu or additional incentives items can be appealed

- Appeals of Density Bonus/TOC cases can only be filed by adjacent owners or tenants (must have documentation), 
and always only appealable to the Citywide Planning Commission.

□ Provide documentation to confirm adjacent owner or tenant status, i.e., a lease agreement, rent receipt, utility 
bill, property tax bill, ZIMAS, drivers license, bill statement etc.

D. WAIVER OF DEDICATION AND OR IMPROVEMENT
Appeal procedure for Waiver of Dedication or Improvement per LAMC Section 12.37 I.

NOTE:
- Waivers for By-Right Projects, can only be appealed by the owner.

- When a Waiver is on appeal and is part of a master land use application request or subdivider's statement for a 
project, the applicant may appeal pursuant to the procedures that governs the entitlement.

E. TENTATIVE TRACT/VESTING

1. Tentative Tract/Vesting - Appeal procedure for Tentative Tract / Vesting application per LAMC Section 17.54 A

NOTE: Appeals to the City Council from a determination on a Tentative Tract (TT or VTT) by the Area or City 
Planning Commission must be filed within 10 days of the date of the written determination of said Commission.

□ Provide a copy of the written determination letter from Commission

F. BUILDING AND SAFETY DETERMINATION

□ 1. Appeal of the Department of Building and Safety determination, per LAMC 12.26 K 1, an appellant is considered the
Original Applicant and must provide noticing and pay mailing fees.

a. Appeal Fee
□ Original Applicant - The fee charged shall be in accordance with LAMC Section 19.01B 2, as stated in the 

Building and Safety determination letter, plus all surcharges, (the tee specified in Table 4-A, Section 98.0403.2 of the 
City of Los Angeles Building Code)

b. Notice Requirement
□ Mailing Fee - The applicant must pay mailing fees to City Planning's mailing contractor (BTC) and submit a 

copy of receipt as proof of payment.

□ 2. Appeal of the Director of City Planning determination per LAMC Section 12.26 K 6, an applicant or any other aggrieved
person may file an appeal, and is appealable to the Area Planning Commission or Citywide Planning Commission as 
noted in the determination.

a. Appeal Fee
□ Original Applicant - The fee charged shall be in accordance with the LAMC Section 19.01 B 1 a.

b. Notice Requirement
□ Mailing List - The appeal notification requirements per LAMC Section 12.26 K 7 apply.
□ Mailing Fees - The appeal notice mailing fee is made to City Planning's mailing contractor (BTC), a copy of 

receipt must be submitted as proof of payment.
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G. NUISANCE ABATEMENT

1. Nuisance Abatement - Appeal procedure for Nuisance Abatement per LAMC Section 12.27.1 C 4

NOTE:
- Nuisance Abatement is only appealable to the City Council.

a. Appeal Fee
□ Aggrieved Party the fee charged shall be in accordance with the LAMC Section 19.01 B 1

2. Plan Approval/Compliance Review
Appeal procedure for Nuisance Abatement Plan Approval/Compliance Review per LAMC Section 12.27.1 C 4

a. Appeal Fee
□ Compliance Review - The fee charged shall be in accordance with the LAMC Section 19.01 B
□ Modification - The fee shall be in accordance with the LAMC Section 19.01 B.

NOTES

A Certified Neighborhood Council (CNC) ora person identified as a member of a CNC or as representing the CNC 
may noj file an appeal on behalf of the Neighborhood Council; persons affiliated with a CNC may only file as an 
individual on behalf of self.

Please note that the appellate body must act on your appeal within a time period specified in the Section(s) of the 
Los Angeies Municipal Code (LAMC) pertaining to the type of appeal being filed. The Department of City Planning 
will make its best efforts to have appeals scheduled prior to the appellate body's last day to act in order to provide 
due process to the appellant. If the appellate body is unable to come to a consensus oris unable to hear and consider 
the appeal prior to the last day to act. the appeal is automatically deemed denied, and the original decision will stand. 
The last day to act as defined in the LAMC may only be extended if formally agreed upon by the applicant

This Section for City Planning Staff Use Only
Reviewed & Accepted by (DSC Planner) Date:Base Fee:

Deemed Complete by (Project Planner): DateReceipt No:

□ Original receipt and BTC receipt (If original applicant)□ Determination authority notified
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manatt Carl Lisberger
Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, LLP 

Direct Dial: (310) 312-4192 
CLisberger@manatt.com

Client-Matter: 64761-031March 26, 2020

VIA E-MAIL AND HAND DELIVERY

West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission 
200 North Spring Street, Room 272 
Los Angeles, 90012

Appeal of Case No. ZA 2012-33540-(CUB)(CUYCDP)(SPR)(SPP)(MEL)(WDI) 
(the “Project Approvals”)
Final EIR, July 3, 2019 (Venice Place Project EIR) (the “Final EIR”)
1011 Electric Avenue & 1021-1051 S. Abbot Kinney Boulevard (the “Property”)

Re:

Dear President Newhouse and Commissioners of the West Los Angeles Area Planning 
Commission:

This firm represents 1041 Abbot Kinney, LLC and Abbot Kinney Investment Property, 
LLC (collectively, “AK Investment”), the owners of the properties at 1041 and 1043 Abbot 
Kinney Boulevard (the “AK Investment Property”) immediately adjacent to the Property. This 
letter is submitted in support of our client’s appeal of the Zoning Administrator’s approval of the 
Project Approvals dated March 12, 2020 (the “ZA Determination,” attached as Exhibit A), each 
of which was made in error and each of which constitutes an abuse of discretion. This letter
further contains our client’s objections to the Zoning Administrator’s certification of the Final 
EIR, which lacks meaningful analysis, relies upon erroneous assumptions and facts, and 
generally fails to comply with the mandates of the California Environmental Quality Act
(“CEQA”).

The AK Properties are substantially surrounded by the proposed Project and, as such, our 
client has a unique perspective on the Project’s significant negative impacts, specifically in terms 
of parking and noise, none of which has been adequately studied or mitigated by the ZA 
Determination or the Final EIR. AK Investment is hardly alone in objecting to the Project. Our 
client’s concerns about the potentially dramatic negative impact of the Project on the 
surrounding community and the many ways in which the Project Approvals and Final EIR are 
legally deficient are echoed by hundreds of comments submitted by members of the community 
throughout the entitlement and environmental review process. The ZA Determination notes that 
250 of the 300 comment letters received on the original version of the Project were submitted in

2049 Century Park East, Suite 1700, Los Angeles, California 90067 Telephone: 310.312.4000 Fax: 310.312.4224 
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opposition.1 The ZA Determination further notes that the Project was the subject of a petition to 
“Stop the Venice Place Hotel” that received approximately 750 signatures.2

As explained further in our detailed comments below, the Project fails to provide required 
parking, contains significant and misleading ambiguities regarding land uses, fails to provide 
legally required on-site inclusionary housing units in compliance with the Mello Act, and will 
result in unacceptable noise impacts on the surrounding neighborhood, including many 
residences. Further, the Final EIR contains significant legal deficiencies and fails to properly 
analyze or mitigate many of the Project’s potentially significant environmental impacts.

The flaws in the Final EIR are related to the flaws in the Project Approvals. Because the 
Final EIR failed to adequately study the Project’s environmental impacts, the findings made by 
the Zoning Administrator with respect to each of the Project Approvals were made without 
sufficient information. In addition to the other issues identified below, the failure of the Zoning 
Administrator to evaluate complete information about the Project’s impacts when making those 
findings constitutes an independent basis for each of the Project Approvals to be overturned as 
an abuse of discretion.

We urge you to review the issues raised below and (1) find that each of the Project 
Approvals was made in error and in abuse of the Zoning Administrator’s discretion, and (2) 
request the necessary corrections to the Final EIR before re-circulating it for public review.

THE PROJECT AND THE AK PROPERTIES.I.

As noted above, the Project proposes to develop the entire block around the AK 
Properties. The ZA Determination’s Project Conditions and the Final EIR, however, give only 
cursory treatment to potential impacts on the AK Properties, and in some cases none whatsoever. 
This failure is significant, particularly because 1043 Abbot Kinney is a sensitive use and was 
required to be treated as such in the Final EIR’s analyses (noise and air quality, among others). 
The failure of the Final EIR to adequately study impacts on the AK Properties means that the ZA 
Determination was made without reference to those impacts, which are therefore almost entirely 
unmitigated under the ZA Determination. This is a fatal flaw of both the Final EIR and the 
Proj ect Approval s.

The Project would be constructed within 10 feet of the AK Properties and would operate 
immediately adjacent to the AK Properties (i.e., at the property line), including siting impactful 
uses such as outdoor event/assembly spaces, restaurant and bar patios, and car drop-off/pick-up 
areas immediately adjacent to the AK Properties. The Project proposes an outdoor bar and patio

1 ZA Determination, p. 18

2 Id.
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immediately adjacent to 1041 Abbot Kinney, a swimming pool and pool deck which will 
accommodate as many as 70 people, and two rooftop decks accommodating as many as 195 
people, all of which will be just feet from potential residential uses at 1043 Abbot Kinney. This 
does not even account for the parking and traffic issues created by introducing a 78-room hotel, 
restaurants, and event spaces that could accommodate over 450 people into one of the most 
densely populated and heavily trafficked areas of Venice. For a project of this size and scale, it 
is even more important for the Final EIR to fully and thoroughly evaluate potential 
environmental impacts and to properly mitigate those impacts.

THE PROJECT FAILS TO COMPLY WITH THE CITY’S MUNICIPAL CODE 
AND THE VENICE COASTAL ZONE SPECIFIC PLAN AND WILL 
ADVERSELY AFFECT NEIGHBORING PROPERTIES AND THE 
SURROUNDING NEIGHBORHOOD.

II.

A. The Project Must be Redesigned to Provide Access to 1043 Abbot Kinney from 
Electric Avenue.

The proposed Project would be built on the site of an existing parking lot that illegally 
blocks access to 1043 Abbott Kinney. Without providing access to 1043 Abbott Kinney, the 
Project cannot be approved in its current form. Indeed, the Los Angeles Department of Building 
and Safety (“LADBS”) has stated that “[i]f the existing parking lot behind [1043 Abbott Kinney] 
does not have a building permit or Certificate of Occupancy, then the current case for the 
proposed hotel along the Electric Ave should not be approved unless the owner gives access 
easement on his/her property to the 3-car garage on 1043 Abbot Kinney Blvd”

By way of background, 1043 Abbot Kinney is improved with a structure along the 
northern boundary of the property that was used as a garage with four parking spaces (the 
“Garage”) until the mid-1980s, when the construction of a parking lot on the property (the 
“Parking Lot”) to the north blocked access to those parking spaces. The Garage was not 
originally constructed with access from Abbot Kinney Boulevard, only Electric Avenue, so the 
construction of the Parking Lot completely eliminated access to those spaces, rendering them 
unusable. We have confirmed with LADBS that the Parking Lot has no Certificate of 
Occupancy, which was required at the time of its construction, and the Parking Lot has therefore 
been in continuous violation of the Municipal Code since its construction. LAMC Section 
12.26.E.2 requires a Certificate of Occupancy for any “use of vacant land,” which includes a 
parking lot.3 Further, according to LADBS Information Bulletin No. P-BC 2017-109, a “use of 
land” has required a Certificate of Occupancy since 1943, many decades before the construction 
of the Parking Lot.

3 Zoning Code Manual and Commentary, Fourth Edition, p. 278
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If the Project is constructed according to the ZA Determination, this ongoing violation of 
the Municipal Code will persist, and will in fact be made permanent and irreversible once 
structures are erected on the Parking Lot. This is unacceptable to our client and LADBS staff 
has already confirmed in writing that the Project should not be approved without provision of an 
access easement across the Project Site providing access to the Garage from Electric Avenue. 
Therefore, in order to comply with the Municipal Code, the Project must be redesigned to 
provide such access.

The Project’s Minimum Required Parking Does not Comply with the Los 
Angeles Municipal Code and the Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan, and Will 
Exacerbate the Existing Significant Parking Issues in the Area.

B.

As the AK Properties are located directly adjacent to the proposed Project, AK 
Investments knows first-hand about the severe parking shortage that is experienced by the 
surrounding community. Despite the complete inadequacy of neighborhood parking, the Project 
proposes to provide only 175 parking spaces on-site, far less than what are required by the 
Municipal Code and the Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan. The Project’s size, lack of adequate 
parking, and reliance on unrealistic assumptions about an untested automated parking system 
will push an already untenable parking situation on Abbot Kinney over the brink.

The Project’s Parking Requirement Does Not Comply with the Los 
Angeles Municipal Code and the Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan.

i.

The City has chosen to completely ignore its Code in calculating the Project’s parking 
requirement and as a result the Project does not comply with the LAMC’s parking requirements 
and undercounts required parking - especially given the large number of special events that may 
occur at the property in various assembly spaces.

First, the ZA Determination assumes that the new restaurant square footage is a “hotel 
restaurant” and parks it at a lower ratio (1/100 square feet as opposed to 1/50 square feet). The 
1/100 rate appears to be based on the Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan (“VCZSP”), which 
states that hotels require parking for, among other things, “each 100 square feet of floor area 
used for consumption of food or beverages.. ,.”4 That provision cannot be read so broadly to 
apply to a restaurant, which is attached to a hotel but oriented primarily to food and beverage 
service for non-hotel guests, and certainly not to a restaurant that fronts on Abbot Kinney and 
will function independently of the hotel (serving non-hotel guests). Given the number of hotel 
rooms and the very large number of nearby restaurants, including some of the most popular 
restaurants in the city, there is every reason to believe that at any given time the new restaurant 
will be serving only non-hotel guests. Labeling a restaurant as a “hotel restaurant” does not

4 VCZSP at p. 25.
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entitle it to a lesser parking requirement. Absent conditions that will restrict the new restaurant 
space to hotel guests, the VCZSP’s 1/50 parking rate for a “Restaurant” use is clearly applicable, 
and the provided parking is therefore legally insufficient.

Similarly, the project’s parking requirements do not appear to account for the fact that 
food and beverage service can occur in multiple areas beyond just the restaurant. The courtyard, 
the pool and pool deck area, and other assembly spaces can also be used by patrons consuming 
food and drinks. Under the plain language of the VCZSP, these areas must be counted for 
purposes of parking, especially because they are not limited to use by hotel guests.5

For example, the ZA Determination’s required Hotel Parking only accounts for the 
requirements based on the number of rooms being provided.6 However, the Specific Plan 
requires one space for each 100 square feet of floor area used for public recreation and one space 
for each five fixed seats and for every 35 square feet of seating area where there are no fixed 
seats in “meeting rooms or other places of assembly.”7 The ZA Determination does not require 
any parking spaces to account for the Project’s places of assembly, including the internal 
courtyard, the two rooftop decks, and other areas where people are likely to gather.

The ZA Determination also incorrectly states that the VCZSP requires only 13 Beach 
Impact Parking spaces. The ZA Determination’s parking requirements for Beach Impact Parking 
spaces are based upon 8,065 square feet of new ground floor commercial.8 Yet the ZA 
Determination (nor the Final EIR) does not explain where that square footage estimate is drawn 
from. The hotel use itself must be assumed to be a “commercial” use, rather than a residential 
use, and any Ground Floor square footage dedicated to the hotel use must be incorporated into 
the square footage used to determine the required parking spaces to comply with the VCZSP 
Beach Impact Parking requirements.9 The proposed first floor area, excluding office space,

5 VCZSP also mandates that hotels provide one space “for each five fixed seats and for every 35 square feet of 
seating area where there are no fixed seats in meeting rooms or other places of assembly.” (VCZSP at p. 25 
(emphasis added).) As the DEIR acknowledges, the hotel has multiple gathering places (e.g., courtyard area 
capable of accommodating 200 people plus non-amplified music; swimming pool/pool deck capable of 
accommodating 70 people, and not exclusive to hotel guests; and (3) rooftop gardens/decks that could accommodate 
195 people, and would include BBQs and other gathering spaces). All of these spaces could host events. Therefore, 
they are “places of assembly” and parking must be provided.

6 DEIR at Table 2-3.

7 Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan at 25.

8 ZA Determination, pp. 4-5, See also DEIR at Table 2-3.

9 A position to the contrary (that the hotel is residential) would be inconsistent with the Project’s provision of 
residential dwelling units independent of the hotel to achieve the higher mixed-use floor area ratio.
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10would be 21,547 square feet. 
Determination requires only 13 spaces.

This would require provision of 33 parking spaces, when the ZA

The Project’s Use of an Off-site Secondary Valet Area to Ensure the 
Provision of Code-Required Parking Requires a Covenant or Condition 
Ensuring that the Secondary Valet Area will Remain Available to the 
Project or, Alternatively, a Variance.

ii.

The Project’s parking operations appear to rely on the use of off-site parking at a 
“Secondary Valet Area” located at the Westminster Avenue Elementary School,” that is 
“currently leased by the property owner.”11 While the Secondary Valet Area presumably will 
not be used for the provision of code-required parking spaces, it does appear to be necessary in 
order for the code-required spaces on the Project Site to be accessible at all times. The Final 
EIR’s TRANS-PDF-6 “Valet Operations,” requires that staff be present at the Main Valet Area 
“at all times.to divert vehicles as needed to the Secondary Valet Area[].” (emphasis 
added) TRANS-PDF-6 is an acknowledgment that the diversion of vehicles to the Secondary 
Valet Area may be needed at all times. Therefore, the Secondary Valet Area is necessary in 
order for the Project to comply with its parking requirements and the various project conditions 
and mitigation measures related to parking and traffic. But neither the ZA Determination nor the 
Final EIR provide any explanation of what will occur if the lease is terminated, nor any 
conditions of approval designed to ensure that it will remain available for the entire life of the 
Project. Absent such a condition, there is no indication of how the Project will accommodate 
parking demands, and provide continuous access to its on-site code-required parking, if it can no 
longer utilize the Secondary Valet Area at Westminster Avenue Elementary School.

When off-site parking is provided to satisfy a code requirement, the Municipal Code 
requires recordation of a covenant ensuring that the off-site spaces will be available “so long as 
the building or use they are intended to serve is maintained.”12 Here, because the Secondary 
Valet Area is required for the continual access of the Project’s code-required parking, this 
requirement should apply. Absent compliance with this provision, a variance is necessary.

The Project will Result in Significant Noise Impacts to Neighboring Properties and 
Residences.

B.

Both 1041 and 1043 Abbot Kinney contain uses that will be significantly impacted by 
noise emanating from the Project. 1041 Abbot Kinney is designed for use as a creative space, 
and is dependent on a relatively quiet environment, as individuals endeavor to complete creative

10 Draft EIR (“DEIR”) at Appendix B, Sheet 1010. 
DEIR at 4.K-46.11

12 LAMC Section 12.26 E.5
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projects or consult as to potential artistic or business goals. Even if 1041 Abbot Kinney is 
ultimately utilized as office space, the ability of a business to operate out of the property depends 
on a quiet environment in which business can be conducted. 1043 Abbot Kinney, on the other 
hand, not only has retail uses but residential uses, the function and enjoyment of which will be 
thwarted by the extreme noise generated by the Project. Even worse, the Project’s EIR did not 
identify this use as a sensitive receptor.

The Project effectively surrounds 1041 and 1043 Abbot Kinney with new noise sources. 
Yet somehow, inexplicably, twelve of the thirteen noise mitigation measures in the Final EIR 
are limited to construction mitigation. Among the issues the mitigation measures do not 
address are the following:

• The Project seeks entitlements to serve alcohol in basically every outdoor space. 
This will inevitably increase the noise impacts on the surrounding sensitive 
receptors.

• The proposed outdoor bar/patio area is located immediately adjacent to 1041 
Abbot Kinney, and no limit on noise or hours of operation is imposed.

• The proposed motor court will create significant traffic noise, in addition to noise 
created by the opening and shutting of car doors, honking, and conversation, all of 
which will occur immediately adjacent to 1041 and 1043 Abbot Kinney. All of 
these impacts are likely to be greater during peak hours, when there are likely to 
be substantially more vehicles, and when the Project’s proposed Secondary Valet 
Area is the only contingency plan in place.

• The swimming pool and pool deck are located immediately adjacent to 1041 
Abbot Kinney, and aim to accommodate up to 70 people and to operate between 
the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 1:00 a.m. Thursday to Saturday, and 9:00 a.m. and 
12:00 a.m. Sunday to Wednesday. The proposed Project would include live 
entertainment “during non-school hours,” but this limitation is not included as a 
condition or mitigation measure.

• The rooftop garden and deck can accommodate 100 people and is within roughly 
50 feet of 1041 Abbot Kinney. An additional northeast rooftop deck can 
accommodate an additional 95 people, and is located immediately adjacent to the 
residential use at 1043 Abbot Kinney. There are no conditions imposed with 
respect to when events can take place on these roof decks, and the Final EIR 
provides no reason to assume that crowd-generating activities would occur for 
any limited period, or only during evening hours. Additionally, there is no 
condition imposed against utilizing these rooftop decks as an event space, which
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would create additional and unanalyzed noise impacts during any hours an event 
is being held on the rooftop.

• The central courtyard can accommodate up to 200 people and will utilize non- 
amplified music, with operating hours between 7:00 a.m. and 1:00 a.m.13 The 
only project design feature proposed to mitigate this noise is the courtyard’s 
placement in the center of the newly constructed Project.14 There are no estimates 
as to the noise reduction that can realistically be anticipated based on this, and no 
analysis of the likely noise created by events or routine occupation and use of the 
courtyard space.

• Though the Final EIR is silent as to the cumulative effect of the event spaces, the 
event spaces alone could accommodate more than 450 people, with no clear 
mitigation for cumulative noise impacts.

Each of these impacts must be thoroughly evaluated and, if necessary, mitigated. Failure to do 
so will result in significant noise impacts to the AK Properties and other surrounding properties.

C. The Project Fails to Condition or Otherwise Limit Special Events.

The Project Approvals fail to account for likely future events. The Final EIR 
acknowledges that a number of hotel areas may be used to accommodate substantial numbers of 
people and live music, and also states that the hotel could accommodate various events that could 
occur, at the very minimum, “for a few hours in the evening and weekend afternoons.
Despite this, there is no limit on the number of events (either hours limits or total number of 
events) or the number of people that may attend events. There is also no condition stating that 
only hotel guests can use the event/assembly spaces, particularly the pool and pool deck area. 
Hypothetically, just from event/assembly spaces, the hotel could accommodate 450+ people in 
addition to guests, restaurant patrons and other assumed users. The likelihood that wedding 
receptions or corporate events (or similar events) with substantial numbers of people (200 or

15

16

13 Id. at 4.H-16, PDF-NOI-3.

14 Id. at 4.H-21.

15 DEIR at 4.H-22-23.

16 This is relevant because, in Los Angeles, public (non-guest) use of hotel pool decks is increasingly popular. If 
non-guests can access the pool area, trips associated with those patrons must be accounted for in the EIR. See 
https://www.lamag.com/culturefiles/five-goreeous-pools-where-vou-dont-have-to-be-a-member-to-crash/ and 
https://www.eventbrite.com/rallv/los-angeles/la-davcations-how-to-get-to-a-hotel-pool-without-a-hotel-room/.
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more) will occur demands that trips associated with such uses be analyzed and appropriately 
conditioned.

The ZA Determination Erroneously Applies the Small New Housing Development 
Categorical Exemption to the Project, Which Must Comply with Mello Act 
Requirements and Provide Inclusionary Residential Units.

D.

The Project fails to comply with the Mello Act because it provides no inclusionary 
residential units, further contributing to the already severe shortage of affordable housing in the 
State’s Coastal Zone. The Zoning Administrator erroneously approved the Mello Act 
Compliance Review for the Project on the basis that the Project was “categorically exempt from 
the Inclusionary Residential Unit requirement” as a Small New Housing Development. The 
Project is not a Small New Housing Development and is not therefore eligible for the exemption, 
and must provide Inclusionary Residential Units in compliance with the Mello Act and the City 
of Los Angeles Mello Act Interim Administrative Procedures (the “Mello Procedures”).
Section 2.4.2 of the Mello Procedures provides the following, in relevant part:

“Based on the Coastal Commission Guidelines, [the Los Angeles City Council] has found 
that it is generally infeasible for small New Housing Developments (developments which 
consist of nine or fewer Residential Units) to provide Inclusionary Residential Units.
Such New Housing Development are Categorically Exempt from further Mello Act 
compliance review.”

The ZA Determination, Finding 19, finds that the Project, as a “proposed development of 
four new Residential Units” is “categorically exempt from the Inclusionary Residential Unit 
requirement for New Housing Developments. It is notable that Section 2.4.2 above does not 
define Small New Housing Developments as projects which “include” nine or fewer Residential 
Units. Instead, it defines Small New Housing Developments as those which “consist” of nine or 
fewer Residential Units. But the Project does not “consist” of “four new Residential Units”; 
instead, it “consists” of a variety of uses, including a hotel, offices, etc.

The use of the word “consist” in Section 2.4.2 clearly indicates that Small New Housing 
Developments are only those projects which are entirely residential projects of nine units or less. 
The policy rationale for this definition is clear: it is economically infeasible for such small 
housing projects to include inclusionary units, because the remaining number of market-rate 
units is not enough to offset the “cost” of the provision of the inclusionary units. But this 
rationale does not apply to the Project, which is largely composed of a luxury hotel, high-end 
restaurant spaces, and market rate office space.

Based upon both the text of the Mello Procedures and the policy rationale behind them, 
the Project is not a Small New Housing Development and is therefore ineligible for the Small
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New Housing Development categorical exemption. The Zoning Administrator erred and abused 
its discretion by approving the Project’s Mello Act Compliance Determination without requiring 
the provision of inclusionary units.

THE FINAL EIR FAILS TO COMPLY WITH THE CALIFORNIA 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT.

II.

A. The Final EIR Fails to Adequately Analyze the Project’s Traffic Impacts.

The Final EIR and associated Traffic Impact Study (“TIS”) devote over 350 pages to 
discussion of potential traffic and transportation impacts resulting from implementation of the 
Project. However, despite the length of this analysis, there are significant and fundamental flaws 
in the analysis and conclusions that must be corrected to ensure that both the general public and 
decisionmakers are adequately informed.

The Final EIR’s Traffic Counts Are Stale and Underestimate Traffic.i.

The Final EIR and associated TIS take extreme liberties with the traffic analysis. First, 
although the DEIR was released publicly in early 2019, the traffic counts used to represent 
“existing conditions” were taken in 2016, more than two years before the DEIR’s release. The 
use of 2016 counts as representative existing conditions understates area traffic and potential 
impacts of the Project. 17

CEQA generally provides that the baseline (existing conditions) should be those 
conditions existing at the time of the NOP. However, courts also recognize agencies “not only 
can, but should make appropriate adjustments, including to the baseline, as the environmental 
review process unfolds.
include sufficient detail to enable those who did not participate in its preparation to understand 
and consider meaningfully the issues raised by the project.19 Without traffic counts that

18 CEQA is concerned with informational disclosures and an EIR must

17 It is also out of step with the City of Los Angeles Transportation Impact Study Guidelines, which provide that a 
Traffic Impact Study “should not use any traffic counts that are more than two years old.” Available at 
https://ladot.lacitv.org/sites/g/files/wph266/f/COLA-TISGuidelines-010517.pdf■ p. 15. It is also somewhat 
astounding that the Final EIR predicts an increase from LOS C and B (AM and PM peak hours, respectively) for the 
Venice Boulevard & Abbot Kinney Boulevard intersection under existing (2017) conditions to LOS F (for both AM 
and PM peak hours) under future conditions. It is a particularly shocking conclusion given there is only a three year 
difference (2017 to 2020) between existing and future conditions. DEIR at 4.K-37 - 40. The Pacific Avenue & 
Brooks Avenue intersection similarly degrades from LOS C to LOS E and F in only three years. This level of 
degradation suggests that existing conditions are not accurately represented.

18 Citizens for East Shore Parks v. California State Lands Com. (2012) 202 Cal.App.4th 549, 563.

19 Association of Irritated Residents v. County of Madera (2003) 107 Cal.App.4th 1383, 1390.
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accurately represent existing traffic, the Final EIR fails to provide the public with adequate 
information to allow them to meaningfully consider the impacts of the proposed Project.

The traffic counts here cannot possibly represent the traffic in the area at present, much 
less do they properly account for the potential traffic impacts of the Project. To begin with, the 
calculations were taken on one single day, providing no information or analysis as to how traffic 
patterns might vary across several days or across different weeks or months throughout the year. 
The counts were taken in November 2016. It is well-settled that Venice and Abbot Kinney are 
significant tourist attractions, and that summer traffic in the area is significantly greater than 
winter traffic.20 The counts, therefore, underrepresent traffic. There are also no weekend counts, 
which hides the fact that the Abbot Kinney area is a weekend destination. In effect, by 
conducting the traffic counts on a Tuesday, the Final EIR and TIS evaluated traffic patterns on 
perhaps the least relevant day of the week for the proposed Project. 21

The Final EIR Materially Underestimates Traffic Generation and Lacks 
Substantial Evidence to Support its Trip Generation Assumptions.

ii.

The Final EIR and TIS materially underrepresent anticipated trip generation by utilizing 
various methods selected to benefit the Project, taking completely unsupported trip reductions, 
and willfully ignoring Project components that will generate significant trips.

First, the TIS utilizes two different methods for calculating trip generation, without 
providing any context or explanation as to why the methods were utilized. One possible 
explanation is that the TIS cherry-picked the methodologies that were most advantageous to the 
Project. The Final EIR uses the Institution of Transportation Engineers (“ITE”) methodology to 
calculate AM peak hour trip generation, but uses trip rates from the City of Los Angeles Coastal 
Transportation Corridor Specific Plan to calculate PM peak hour trip generation.22 The different 
sources and calculation methods to analyze trip generations is never clarified within the Final 
EIR or TIS.

The Final EIR openly makes unwarranted, unsupported adjustments to the trip generation 
estimates for the Project, including as follows:

20 See https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2017/07/venice-beach-neighborhood-wealthy/534399/ (noting 
that summer traffic is “exacerbated” by heavy beach traffic).

21 For all of the foregoing (and following) reasons, the Final EIR’s street segment impact analysis must be revisited 
and revised to appropriately reflect existing conditions and the Project’s true impacts.

22 DEIR at 4.K-14; TIS at 17.
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• The trip generation analysis assumes, for instance, that a proposed Transportation 
Demand Measure plan will result in a decrease of 15% hotel-related trips. There is no 
evidence whatsoever supporting the contention that the proposed TDM measures will 
result in a 15% decrease in trips, especially given that the TIS notes that the “project 
owner plans on including TDM elements” but fails to specify specific measures.
Thus, the project owner “plans” to implement a TDM program, but is under no such 
obligation, and the exact measures of the TDM program, which must be sufficient to 
achieve the assumed 15% reduction are not specified. Project Design Feature 
TRANS-2 does not remedy the Final EIR’s inadequacy - it does not demand specific 
measures, nor does it include a requirement that measures be implemented to achieve 
a 15% trip reduction, or a monitoring method to ensure continued compliance. This 
is likely true because there are simply no TDM measures that could be implemented 
that would reduce trips by 15%. The requirement for City Planning and LADOT 
approval does nothing absent a specific performance standard and compliance 
mechanism. To illustrate the point further, the Final EIR notes that the owner will 
implement TDM elements including vehicle trip reduction incentives and services. 
The Final EIR, of course, does not elaborate on what those services might include nor 
explain the Project proponent’s reasoning behind the level of reduction this will 
realistically achieve. The Final EIR also indicates the owner will provide “on-site 
education about alternative transportation modes,” with no further detail as to what 
that education will entail or how effective it might be at reducing trip generation.
This is especially confusing given that any on-site education to hotel guests will occur 
after arrival, when guests have likely already arranged transportation for their visit, 
including rental cars that in all likelihood will already have created traffic impacts 
and that are likely to be used throughout a guest’s stay. The TDM plan must be 
mandatory, and it is unclear how a 15% reduction can reasonably be assumed if the 
exact measures are not identified. CEQA does not permit deferral of identification of 
such measures, yet the TDM program, as proposed, is entirely illusory. Also, an EIR 
cannot incorporate proposed mitigation measures into its project description and then 
conclude that any potential impacts from the project will be less than significant.

23

24

25

• The TIS appears to take liberties with the use of the ITE Manual to reduce trips 
associated with the Project:

The TIS assumes the hotel component would generate an average of 8.17 
weekday trips per room (ITE Code 310). That 8.17 trips per room does not

o

23 DEIR at 4.K-14.

24 Id.

25 Trisha Lee Lotus v. Department of Transportation (2014) 223 Cal.App.4th 645, 656-660.
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appear be based on the ITE Manual. The ITE Manual provides, for instance, 
that the average weekday trip rate of a hotel per room is 8.36 trips. However, 
that number would appear to underrepresent potential traffic because it 
assumes that not all rooms will be occupied. The ITE Manual identifies a 
substantially larger rate (12.23 trips) for occupied rooms. Given the 
anticipated demand for hotel rooms in Venice, especially during the summer, 
the Final EIR’s use of an ITE rate that assumes some portion of rooms will be 
unoccupied is misleading. Applying the 12.23 trips per room rate, the hotel 
would generate 954 trips, not 637 trips. It is of paramount importance that 
anticipated trips are appropriately calculated and represented because it 
impacts not only project parking, but also the surrounding neighborhood (if 
there is inadequate parking, people will drive around and look for parking).

The TIS assumes that the restaurants will be “high quality” restaurants for 
purposes of trip generation. However, high quality restaurants are those with 
a typical stay duration of a least one hour. They also do not serve breakfast, 
and some do not serve lunch. The Final EIR does not affirmatively state that 
any restaurants will not serve lunch and, in fact, the Project’s plans suggest 
otherwise. A use called the “AK Marketplace” is identified on the plans, and 
given the hotel use incorporated into the Project, it is likely that at least one of 
the restaurant spaces will include breakfast service. Thus, it appears that the 
“quality restaurant” rate is not appropriate, and actually understates trips. The 
High-Turnover (Sit-Down) Restaurant rate is more appropriate. If applied, 
that rate would generate approximately 427 trips, as opposed to the 343 
assumed by the TIS.

o

o The TIS assumes a total trip reduction (through pass-bys and internal capture 
credits) of nearly 24%. Each of the individual uses proposed by the Project, 
including the retail, hotel, restaurant, and office uses, all take various trip 
credits to reduce overall trips (from 1,236 trips to 939 trips). This reduction is 
significant, and must be justified. For instance, it is unclear how office uses, 
which directly create trips from people coming to work, are amenable to a 
nearby 54% assumed internal trip capture credit. The TIS certainly does not 
explain why such a large reduction is justified. It states, with respect to the 
internal trip capture reduction: “An internal trip capture reduction was applied 
to the proposed retail use. Internal trip capture is based on the premise that 
some of the hotel employees and guests on the site, as well as adjacent 
commercial parcels would use the retail, thereby reducing some of the trips 
that the proposed project would otherwise generate.”26 Thus, the TIA states

26 TIS at p. 15 (emphasis added).
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that an internal trip capture reduction was applied only for proposed retail 
uses, as assumed to be used by hotel patrons. Table 4 - Project Trip 
Generation clearly takes internal trip capture credits for all uses, not just retail 
uses. The Final EIR is internally inconsistent and misleads the public. Also, 
the rationale for a trip reduction for retail uses, even if justified, does not 
apply to proposed office uses, and the TIS makes no attempt at justification. 27

o The TIS takes credit for a reduction of 116 trips through elimination of the 
existing day care use. This reduction is excessive and not supported by 
evidence. First, the ITE Code used by the TIS (565) actually has an average 
weekday trip rate of 47.62 trips per 1,000 square feet. The TIS assumes the 
day care generates 74.06 trips per 1,000 square feet. It is unclear from where 
the TIS’s 74.06 trip number comes. The ITE Manual (10th Edition) provides 
a much lower trip generation number (47.62 trips per 1,000 square feet). 
Thus, by overestimating the number of trips resulting from the day care 
center, the TIS takes excessive credit for reducing existing trips. Using the 
ITE’s actual trip generation number, the day care could reasonably be 
assumed to generate 72.3 trips, not the 116 assumed by the TIS.28 This 
increases the Project’s overall trip counts.

For existing use trips, the Final EIR appears to do everything it can to 
maximize existing trips while not applying the same rationale to future trips. 
For instance, the Final EIR does not assume any internal capture credits for 
existing office or restaurant uses although the existing uses are likely 
complementary, with office users patronizing restaurants. The Final EIR 
cannot take such liberties that underrepresent traffic.

o

Critically, as discussed in connection with the Project Approvals, the Final EIR 
completely fails to analyze special events. Its failure to account for possible events is a 
significant omission. Even assuming a small event (less than half of total capacity - 200 people), 
such an event would significantly increase the number of vehicle trips to the Project. The Final 
EIR simply ignores these trips. As noted in the Final EIR, events are not speculative, but are 
contemplated at the hotel’s assembly spaces. The EIR must analyze trips associated with events

27 The TIS likewise does not explain why a trip capture reduction of nearly 14% is appropriate for restaurant uses 
given that the restaurant uses are considered separate from the hotel. It also appears that the hotel somehow takes an 
internal trip capture credit. It is unclear how the hotel would result in any trip captures given, as the TI notes, a trip 
capture credit is based upon hotel patrons using retail uses. It appears that the TIS is double counting.

28 It should be noted that the existing day care serves an average of 30 children per day. If each student represents 
one trip, and accounting for a reasonable number of employees (6-8), the day care would generate somewhere 
around 50 trips, max, per day. Given this, the TIS’s assumed 116 trips per day is extremely excessive.
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(which will occur within a small window and will occur simultaneously with all other Project 
trips [hotel guests, restaurant use, etc.]).

The Final EIR is also inconsistent with respect to its measurement of peak trips. For 
example, DEIR Table 4.K-4 provides for a total of 80 PM Peak Hour trips, yet the noise analysis 
estimates only 54 PM Peak Hour trips.29 This inconsistency must be reconciled.

The Project also proposes to utilize valet services for many of the cars expected at the 
Project. Due to the proposed volume of traffic, the Final EIR proposes a Main Valet Area and a 
Secondary Valet Area. The Secondary Valet Area is proposed along Abbot Kinney during peak 
evening hours (proposed to operate between 5:00 p.m. and 12:00 a.m.). This will require a 
loading zone that will eliminate on-street parking, increasing both parking and traffic impacts. 
The valet area also extends nearly to the boundary of 1041 Abbot Kinney, yet the Final EIR 
imposes no measures to ensure that queuing vehicles waiting to utilize the Secondary Valet Area 
will not impact existing properties.

The Final EIR also provides that “staff will be present at the inbound driveway to the 
Main Valet Area at all times, to divert vehicles as needed to the Secondary Valet Area,” which 
will only be staffed after 5:00 p.m. each day.30 Yet the DEIR does not account for the fact that 
diversion of any vehicle from the main valet to the secondary valet is essentially creating at least 
double trips at relevant intersections (e.g., Abbot Kinney and Westminster) - and possibly more 
than double trips, due to the need to then park those cars off-site once they have been diverted to 
the secondary valet. This impact must be analyzed.

The Final EIR also does not analyze the possibility that the Secondary Valet Area may be 
needed prior to 5:00 p.m. on any given day, particularly during busy holiday weekends for the 
hotel or during any events where guests may arrive prior to 5:00 p.m. The DEIR does not 
analyze these potential trips, nor does it propose any measures to mitigate the additional trips that 
may be caused by operating two valet areas in different locations, one of which is not always 
operational.

The Final EIR’s lack of substantial evidence explaining its trip generation and trip 
reduction assumptions, inconsistent measurement peak hour trips, its liberties with the ITE trip

29 DEIR at 4.H-23.

30 Id. at 4.K-32, TRANS-PDF-6. If events are occurring, it is likely that the Secondary Valet Area will be needed to 
accommodate vehicles.
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rates, and insufficient analysis of traffic impacts caused by the proposed valet areas are each 
individually violations of CEQA. 31

The Final EIR’s Parking Analysis is Insufficient.B.

The Final EIR does not adequately evaluate impacts that will result from the Project’s 
inadequate parking supply and automated parking system. The Final EIR asserts that parking “is 
no longer a CEQA issue” and indicates that “secondary issues related to loss of parking due to 
the Project are discussed for informational purposes.”32 This is inappropriate. The potential 
“secondary issues” created by parking are direct, physical environmental impacts (including air 
quality and traffic impacts) that will result from people being redirected to other parking areas 
and/or people unwilling to wait for valet service due to future inadequacies. These secondary 
impacts must be analyzed in the Final EIR. Eliminating the discussion of potential secondary 
impacts associated with parking deficiencies from the Final EIR results in an environmental 
document that fails to fully analyze the Project’s environmental impacts. The Project’s parking 
deficiency must be analyzed to ensure that both the general public and decisionmakers are 
adequately informed as to the Project’s potential impacts.

The Parking Analysis Does Not Adequately Evaluate Compliance with the Los 
Angeles Municipal Code and the Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan.

i.

As noted above, the Project does not comply with the LAMC’s parking requirements, 
undercounts required parking, and fails to provide the number of Beach Impact Parking spaces 
required by the VCZSP. The Final EIR’s failure to evaluate these significant code compliance 
issues is a significant flaw that deprives the public of the opportunity to meaningfully evaluate 
the Project’s parking impacts. The Final EIR must be revised to fully evaluate the Project’s 
compliance with all applicable parking regulations, and recirculated.

The Parking Analysis Erroneously Claims It Will Not Contribute to Cumulative 
Parking Demands.

ii.

The Final EIR asserts “the parking demand associated with the Project would not 
contribute to the cumulative demand for parking in the vicinity of the Project Site as a result of 
development of the Project and related projects because all Project parking can be 
accommodated on the Project Site.”33 This is categorically untrue. As discussed above, the fact

See Federation of Hillside & Canyon Associations v. City of Los Angeles (2000) 83 Cal. App. 4th 1252, 1259 
(substantial evidence must support an agency’s conclusions).

31

32 DEIR at 4.K-13, Footnote 11; see also DEIR at 4.K-30, Footnote 12.

33 Id. at 4.K-54 - 4.K-55.
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that the Project’s parking operations rely on the Secondary Valet Area shows that all Project 
parking cannot be accommodated onsite.

However, this is not the only way in which the proposed Project will contribute to 
cumulative parking demands. The Final EIR provides that the maximum queue assumed to be 
manageable for operations at the Main Valet Area is six vehicles.34 Vehicles that cannot be 
accommodated within that queue would purportedly be directed to the Secondary Valet Area. 
Yet the Final EIR concedes that “[a]t times during the evening, queues at the Main Valet Area 
may lengthen due to loading/passenger delays or parking system issues,” which may require 
vehicles to be redirected to the Secondary Valet Area.36 However, the Secondary Valet Area 
will only be available between 5:00 p.m. and 12:00 a.m., and the Final EIR provides no 
alternatives for any vehicle overflow outside of those hours.37 Given the significant deficiencies 
in the automated parking system, the Secondary Valet Area will require use more often than just 
after 5:00 p.m.

35

Also, the Final EIR fails to account for the possibility that there will be parking overflow 
on weekdays, especially when events are occurring. The TIS explains that there is an off-site 
parking lot that is capable of accommodating 80 cars. The use of this lot is secured by a lease, 
which is not sufficient to ensure the long-term availability of the parking spaces. Moreover, the 
TIS states that the off-site lot is used “during the weekends” after 6:00 p.m.38 Presumably, this 
limitation of use - weekends after 6:00 p.m. - is reflected in the terms of the lease.39 As 
discussed above, there will undoubtedly be times where the on-site parking and primary valet 
will not be capable of handling parking demand generated by the Project (particularly, when 
events are occurring during the week). Where will cars be parked in such circumstances? What 
happens as more cars are redirected to the Secondary Valet Area and cars queue beyond the 
assumed maximum queuing?

The Final EIR does not provide any measures to separate the proposed queueing area 
from 1041 Abbot Kinney, besides potential striping to delineate the queueing area from the other 
property. The potential for overflow into 1041 Abbot Kinney’s driveway is high, and there is no 
guarantee that striping will be adhered to, either by valets on-site or by guests queueing for the 
Secondary Valet Area. The Secondary Valet Area also proposes queuing along Abbot Kinney

34 Id. at 4.K-46.

35 Id.

36 Id. at 4.K-47.

38 TIS at p. 51.

39 The terms of the lease must be disclosed to ensure adequate parking is secured to handle true parking demand.
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during peak hours, when there will be a high volume of traffic. This creates a loading zone on 
the already busy Abbot Kinney which will eliminate on-street parking. This reduction in 
available parking is not accounted for in the Final EIR’s analysis of parking and traffic impacts.

Additionally, there are inconsistencies within the Final EIR with respect to queueing in 
the Secondary Valet area. Final EIR Section 4.K and the Traffic Study both refer to sufficient 
queueing for eight vehicles along Abbot Kinney Blvd.40 Yet the site plan in Appendix G-1 of 
the Traffic Study only shows room for six vehicles along Abbot Kinney, and the LADOT Queue 
Analysis Worksheet in Appendix G-2 also indicates the queueing calculation for the Secondary 
Valet Area only allows for queuing of six vehicles.41 These inconsistencies must be resolved. In 
any event, any queuing occurring on Abbot Kinney will have both traffic and parking 
implications that must be fully evaluated.

The Final EIR Does Not Properly Evaluate Potential Impacts of the Automated 
Parking System.

iii.

The Final EIR estimates that the Project’s Automated Parking System can service eighty 
vehicles per hour, “[b]ased on the manufacturer’s calculations.. ,”42 First, this calculation 
effectively assumes the system will be able to service one car every 45 seconds, which is not 
supported by any evidence or the speed with which existing systems operate. 43 Second, the 
EIR’s bald, unsupported statement that the 45 second service time is based upon the 
manufacturer’s calculations does not satisfy CEQA’s evidentiary requirements.44 The fact that 
there is overwhelming evidence that such systems operate significantly slower and less 
efficiently than the hotel’s lift system demands further analysis and disclosure in the Final EIR.

40 Id.; see also TIS at 42.

41 TIS at 244-247.

42 DEIR at 4.K-47.

43 For example, AutoParkIt estimates a retrieval timeline of 40-180 seconds (see 
https://www.dasherlawless.com/automation/faq/), and designed the automated parking structure at Helms Bakery, 
which estimated 90-120 seconds for vehicle retrieval from its 247-space structure; CityLify has an estimated 
retrieval time of 130 seconds (see https://citylifparking.com/solutions/aisle, “Plan Sheet 1013 - Subgrade Plan”); 
Utronics, whose City of West Hollywood Parking Structure project video shows a car loading in about 90 seconds 
(see https://www.voutube.com/watch?v=H6BQuggpWWg); AutpPark Parking Solutions indicates that while 
retrieval time depends on the design, the “basic design is based on max 3 minutes retrieval time for a car to entry 
gate (average 90 sec).” (see http://www.autopark-parking.com/en/product-and-solution/faq-s).

44 Porterville Citizens for Responsible Hillside Development v. City of Porterville (2007) 157 Cal.App.4th 885, 900 
(mere uncorroborated opinion does not constitute substantial evidence).
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Third, the Final EIR’s own calculations as to service times and the lift system’s adequacy 
is inaccurate and misleading. It explains that, based upon the manufacturers specifications of 45 
seconds per vehicle, the lifts would be capable of handling peak hour trips with a vehicle queue 
of no more than three vehicles. The analysis is based upon fundamental errors:

• 45 seconds per car is not a reasonable assumption, as discussed above. The 45
seconds per car estimate is on the extreme low end of estimates from leading 
automated parking manufacturers. In fact, the average retrieval time from those 
leading automated parking system manufacturers is 104 seconds per car (based on 
the times outlined in Footnote 41). If this average proves accurate, the Project’s 
Automated Parking System will more likely be capable of servicing 35 cars an 
hour, less than half of the Final EIR’s estimate. This will increase queuing 
significantly and require greater diversion to the Secondary Valet Area, vastly 
increasing traffic, noise and air emissions at certain intersections and on Abbot 
Kinney. These impacts must be analyzed.

• There is no discussion of out-bound trips, which will divert lifts from servicing in
bound trips and will impact lift service time. The TIS notes that the PM peak 
hour will generate 80 trips (43 in-bound and 37 out-bound), not just the 44 in
bound trips assumed for the lift analysis.45 Thus, the automated parking system 
must be capable of servicing 80 vehicles per hour to avoid substantial queuing 
and diversion of trips.

• There is no accounting for events, which will increase vehicles substantially 
beyond the assumed peak hours.

Additionally, the site plan in Appendix G-1 provides that the Main Valet Area can store 
six vehicles at a time as they are processed into the parking system.46 The Final EIR asserts that 
the proposed rate of service of the Automated Parking System will result in only three vehicles 
queuing at the Main Valet Area at any given time.47 However, the Final EIR admits “[p]otential 
short-term overflows of inbound vehicles were considered in this analysis, using an assumption 
of 50 percent of the total peak-hour inbound vehicles or a value of 22.
proposes to resolve this issue by utilizing two or three valet employees to service the overflow 
vehicles. This creates at least two issues, neither of which is evaluated within the Final EIR.

48 The Final EIR

45 TIS at p. 17.

46 TIS at 245.

47 DEIR at 4.K-47.

48 Id.
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First, the assumed overflow depends upon the accuracy of the Final EIR’s Automated Parking 
System service estimations, which may be flawed. If in fact the system can only service 35 cars 
an hour, rather than the proposed 80 cars an hour, the short-term overflow is all but certain to 
exceed 22 cars an hour during peak hours. This will inevitably create further back ups and 
delays, with unforeseen and unanalyzed traffic and parking impacts as the result.

Second, the Final EIR’s overflow assumptions rely on the drive time from the Main Valet 
Area to the Secondary Valet Area being only one minute, and the walk time from the Secondary 
Valet Area back to the Main Valet Area being only two minutes. Based on these assumptions, 
the Final EIR estimates that each valet employee will be able to park 20 vehicles an hour. These 
estimates are incredibly optimistic, to say the least. This assumes that the valets will be able to 
navigate the narrow Electric Avenue, including any outstanding queue which may make it 
impossible to take the easier route to the Secondary Valet Area, and either make a left-hand turn 
at Broadway and then a left-hand turn with no red light onto the busy Abbot Kinney or make a 
right-hand turn at Westminster and then wait at the red light to make a right-hand turn onto 
Abbot Kinney. This estimate also does not account for the possibility of six to eight vehicles 
queuing at the Secondary Valet Area at any given time after having been redirected from the 
Main Valet Area. If such a queue were to form, it would take well in excess of the proposed one 
minute drive time to park a vehicle. Even if it only took an extra minute to park the vehicle, and 
the walking estimate were accurate, this would mean each valet could park only 15 vehicles an 
hour, rather than the proposed 20. This would reduce the proposed service rate of 40 vehicles 
per hour at the Secondary Valet Area to only 30 vehicles per hour.

The only proposed Project Design Feature to alleviate these impacts is the existence of 
the Secondary Valet Area, which again is only proposed to operate between 5:00 p.m. and 12:00 
a.m. This is, quite simply, insufficient to alleviate the parking impacts the Project will impose on 
the surrounding neighborhood. As discussed above, the Secondary Valet Area is secured only by 
lease, and there is no existing or proposed covenant to ensure the Secondary Valet Area remains 
available to alleviate parking impacts long term. Additionally, the Final EIR does not propose to 
limit events at the Project to the hours during which the Secondary Valet Area will be 
operational, nor does the Final EIR provide any analysis of the parking and traffic impacts of any 
events held when the Secondary Valet Area will not be operational. The impacts of any short
term overflow outside of those hours is unaddressed in the present Final EIR, which must be 
revised to account for possible impacts outside of those hours, and to properly assess the likely 
operational capabilities of both the Automated Parking System and the valets on-site.

The Parking Impacts Are Significant and Require Additional Mitigation.iv.

The Final EIR asserts that “[i]n accordance with SB 743 and pursuant to PRC Section 
21099, parking impacts for the Project, and for other related projects that qualify as infill projects
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in transit priority areas, would not be considered significant.”49 However, the Public Resources 
Code provides only that “aesthetic and parking impacts of a residential, mixed-use residential, or 
employment center project on an infill site within a transit priority area shall not be considered 
significant impacts on the environment.”50 This Project does not qualify for the claimed 
exemption, because it does not qualify as a residential, mixed-use residential, or employment 
center project.51 The inclusion of four apartment units, consisting in total of roughly 3% of the 
Project’s square footage, does not by itself convert the Project from a commercial use to a 
mixed-use residential project. Additionally, even if Section 21099 were to apply here, it does not 
eliminate the need for the project to analyze “secondary parking impacts caused by ensuing 
traffic congestion” including “air quality, noise, safety, or any other impact associated with 
transportation.”52 The Final EIR does not adequately analyze the significant parking impacts 
imposed by the Project, and does not sufficiently analyze the secondary parking impacts the 
Project will undoubtedly create.

C. The Final EIR’s Noise Analysis Does not Comply with CEQA.

The Project’s noise impact analysis contained in the Final EIR relies on incorrect and 
unsupported assumptions, applies inappropriate thresholds, and omits significant information 
necessary for informed decision-making. These errors must be remedied and the analysis revised 
to ensure compliance with CEQA.

The Noise Analysis Relies on Outdated Traffic Calculations.i.

As discussed above, the Traffic Study includes stale and outdated traffic counts that 
severely discount the traffic levels existing in the vicinity of the Project. Because the Final 
EIR’s analysis of off-site traffic noise depends upon these counts, the noise analysis likewise 
significantly underestimates existing off-site traffic noise.53 The EIR process is intended to

49 Id. at 4.K-55.

50 Public Resources Code § 21099(d)(1).

51 While Public Resources Code § 21099 does not provide a definition of “mixed-use residential” project, Section 
21159.25 provides that a “residential or mixed-use housing project” means “a project consisting of multifamily 
residential uses only or a mix of multifamily residential and nonresidential uses, with at least two-thirds of the 
square footage of the development designed for residential use.” This reading is further supported by Section 
21159.28(d), which provides “a residential or mixed-use residential project is a project where at least 75 percent of 
the total building square footage of the project consists of residential use or a project that is a transit priority project 
as defined in Section 21155.”

52 Covina Residents for Responsible Dev. v. City of Covina, (2018) 21 Cal. App. 5th 712, 728.

53 DEIR at 4.H-13 (“Operational noise levels were calculated based on traffic volumes in the traffic study...”).
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protect not only the environment, but also the ability of the public to engage in informed self- 
government.54 However, without an appropriate analysis of the existing noise around the Project 
Site, both of these purposes are thwarted. 55

The Final EIR Fails to Identify Important Sensitive Receptors and Analyze 
Impacts to Those Receptors.

ii.

The Final EIR does not identify 1043 Abbot Kinney, which maintains a Certificate of 
Occupancy as a live/work space that can be utilized for residential purposes, as a sensitive 
receptor.56 The Final EIR’s characterization of 1043 Abbot Kinney as non-sensitive, and thus its 
failure to conclude that noise impacts to the property are significant, appears based on the Project 
proponent’s misunderstanding of the use designations for that property. The LA CEQA 
Thresholds Guide states that “[Residences, schools, hospitals, guest lodging, libraries, and some 
passive recreation areas would each be considered noise-and vibration-sensitive and may warrant 
unique measures for protection from intruding noise.”57 The Final EIR recognizes that 500 feet 
is the appropriate screening distance for assessing construction-related noise, yet inexplicably 
excludes 1043 Abbot Kinney, mere feet away from the Project, as a sensitive use. Instead, it 
incorrectly identifies 1041 and 1043 Abbot Kinney as office space. 58

A sensitive receptor may include any area, use, or building where human activity may be 
adversely affected when noise levels exceed applicable thresholds. Without a doubt, both 1041 
and 1043 Abbot Kinney contain uses that will be significantly impacted by noise emanating from 
the Project. 1041 Abbot Kinney is designed for use as a creative space, and is dependent on a 
relatively quiet environment, as individuals endeavor to complete creative projects or consult as 
to potential artistic or business goals. Even if 1041 Abbot Kinney is ultimately utilized as office 
space, the ability of a business to operate out of the property depends on a quiet environment in 
which business can be conducted. 1043 Abbot Kinney, on the other hand, includes residential 
uses, the function and enjoyment of which will be thwarted by the extreme noise generated by 
the Project. By assessing these uses as simply “office space,” the Final EIR failed to recognize 
these as potential sensitive receptors that could be negatively impacted by the Project.

54 See Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of University of California (1988) 47 Cal. 3d 376, 390.

See Citizens for East Shore Parks, supra, 202 Cal.App.4th at 563 (noting that administrative agencies should 
adjust baselines as the environmental process unfolds to ensure informed decision-making).

55

56 DEIR at 4.H-10.

57 Id.

58 Id. at 4.H-28.
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An EIR must analyze and disclose the direct and reasonably foreseeable indirect impacts 
of a project.59 Here, the Final EIR attempts to rely on a generalized identification of those uses 
that are considered sensitive to foreclose the possibility of additional sensitive receptors. This is 
inappropriate, especially when the other area receptors are of the nature that significant 
construction and operational noise would negatively impact their usage.60 The Final EIR’s 
failure to identify these impacts as significant violates CEQA.

Construction Noise Is Quantified Incorrectly and Underestimated.iii.

The Final EIR admits that “the worst-case analysis below does not account for the 10 
dBA ground-level source to ground-level receptor reduction. The 5-dBA significance threshold 
would be exceeded at multiple sensitive receptors during construction activities. 
case” analysis does not analyze construction noise or vibration impacts at 1041 or 1043 Abbot 
Kinney. This grossly underestimates the actual construction noise and vibration impacts created 
by the Project.

61 This “worst-

Moreover, the present uses at 1041 and 1043 Abbot Kinney are excluded from the Final 
EIR’s analysis of existing noise levels for the Project site.62 This inevitably affects the ultimate 
construction noise analysis, as the methodology for evaluating construction noise depended on 
collection of ambient noise measurements in the vicinity of the Project Site, and the exclusion of 
the closest properties to the Project inevitably skews those results.63 The Final EIR also utilizes 
the Federal Transit Administration’s Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment from May 
2006 and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s “Noise from Construction Equipment and 
Operations, Building and Home Appliances” assessment from 1971 in order to evaluate noise 
and vibration impacts. This results in numbers that are inconsistent with those provided by the 
Federal Highway Administration Roadway Construction Noise Model User’s Guide, and the 
more recently updated Federal Highway Administration’s Noise Measurement Handbook.64 The 
construction noise numbers asserted in the Final EIR must be thoroughly examined to ensure

59 Anderson First Coalition v. City of Anderson (2005) 130 Cal.App.4th 1173, 1182.

Berkeley Keep Jets Over the Bay Com., supra, 91 Cal.App.4th at 1382.60

61 DEIR at 4.H-26.

62 Id. at Table 4.H-6.

63 Id. at 4.H-13.

64 Updated June 1, 2018, available at
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/noise/measurement/handbook.cfm#toc492990727.
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they accurately reflect the most recent estimates as to noise generated by construction and 
revised as necessary. Any failure to do so constitutes a violation of CEQA.

The Noise Attenuation Assumed Is Unsupported.iv.

The Final EIR generally asserts that “[n]oise levels generated by a stationary noise 
source, or ‘point source,’ will decrease by approximately 6 dBA over hard surfaces (e.g., 
pavement) and 7.5 dBA over soft surfaces (e.g., grass) for each doubling of the distance.
Final EIR fails to provide any factual evidence or support for this assumption.66 Moreover, in 
making this assertion without factual support, the Final EIR wholly ignores the physical 
characteristics of the Project Site and surrounding area, which are both characterized by 
hardscape (over which noise attenuates slower). The Final EIR does not support its analysis of 
noise attenuation, and does not provide a site-specific analysis of the likely attenuation levels at 
the Project site.

65 The

The Final EIR Fails to Properly Evaluate Operational Noise Impacts.v.

When analyzing operational noise, the Final EIR assesses (1) vehicle noise, (2) parking 
noise, (3) valet noise, (4) truck unloading noise, (4) mechanical equipment noise, (5) pool deck 
noise, (6) rooftop garden noise, and (5) courtyard activity.67 However, only the noise levels for 
off-site sources are actually quantified and compared to existing ambient levels.68 This analysis 
is inappropriate as it omits important information necessary for the public and decisionmakers to 
fully understand the significant noise impacts. 69

Where an agency fails to include information mandated by CEQA, the agency fails to 
proceed in a manner required by law.70 Here, the Final EIR fails in two important ways. First, 
the Final EIR fails to quantify operational noise emanating from different sources. For example,

65 DEIR at 4.H-8.

66 Public Resources Code § 21080(e)(1) (substantial evidence includes facts, reasonable assumptions predicated on 
facts, and expert opinion supported by facts).

67 DEIR at 4.H-19; see also DEIR at 4.H-21 - 4.H-22.

68 Id. at Table 4.H-11.

69 CEQA Guidelines § 15151 (CEQA requires that environmental documents “be prepared with a sufficient degree 
of analysis to provide decisionmakers with information which enables them to make a decision which intelligently 
takes account of environmental consequences”).

Vineyard Area Citizens for Responsible Growth, Inc. v. City of Rancho Cordova (2007) 20 Cal.4th 412, 435.70
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the Final EIR indicates that “the pool deck would also include live entertainment, but only during 
non-school hours.
entertainment on the pool deck, and this temporal limitation is not included as a condition, 
project design feature, or mitigation measure. Thus, it is an unenforceable assumption upon 
which the analysis is based. This is inappropriate. Second, the Final EIR fails to quantify the 
totality of operational impacts by combining the various sources of operational noise. Certainly, 
each of the discussed operational noise sources do not operate independently, but rather are 
multiple sources that will intermingle to create operational noise. The tactics and methodology 
employed by the Final EIR erroneously discount these impacts.

71 However, the Final EIR does not estimate the noise level of live

Further, the Final EIR does not identify a post-mitigation noise level by clarifying what 
noise reductions would result. For example, the Final EIR proposes to mitigate noise from the 
roof deck by positioning non-amplified music and live entertainment on the south side of the 
decks, “as far as possible from residences on Electric Avenue.”72 Leaving aside that this once 
again does not account for residential uses at 1043 Abbot Kinney, and that this mitigation 
measure in fact proposes to place music and live entertainment closer to the residential uses at 
that property, the Final EIR is unclear as to what reduction, if any, would result from this 
mitigation measure.

The Final EIR also did not take noise measurements from similar establishments to 
establish a baseline level of noise the Project may generate once fully operational. This renders 
the Final EIR’s analysis of operational noise impacts under-informed and highly speculative.

The Final EIR’s GHG Analysis Does Not Comply with CEQA.D.

The Project’s Greenhouse Gas (“GHG”) analysis relies on the California Air Resources 
Control Board’s (“CARB”) Climate Change Scoping Plan (“Scoping Plan”) and the Southern 
California Association of Governments (“SCAG”) Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable 
Communities Strategy (“RTP/SCS”), neither of which are applicable to a project-specific 
analysis. Additionally, proposed Project Design Features rely on LEED certification, which is 
not sufficient to ensure GHG reductions. These errors must be remedied and the analysis revised 
to ensure compliance with CEQA.

The Final EIR Determines Significance Based on a Statewide Scoping Plan 
and Regional Transportation Plan, Neither of Which Can Be Applied to a 
Project-Specific Analysis.

i.

The Final EIR determines significance based on compliance with (1) the CARB Scoping 
Plan, and (2) SCAG’s RTP/SCS. To begin with, the CARB Scoping Plan is more than ten years

71 DEIR at 4.H-22.

72 Id. at 4.H-25, NOI-MM-12.
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old, and the DEIR makes no effort to update the Scoping Plan’s recommendations to present 
conditions. Beyond that, the Scoping Plan is a statewide plan, which analyzes specific measures 
to be implemented at the state-level. It is not applicable to a project-specific analysis.

CEQA requires a determination of significance to be based on substantial evidence in 
light of all information before the agency.73 As with other environmental impacts, the focus 
must be on what constitutes a significant impact on climate change that may be caused by the 
project’s physical changes.74 With respect to GHG impacts, “[t]he question therefore becomes 
whether the project’s incremental addition of greenhouse gases is ‘cumulatively considerable’ in 
light of the global problem, and thus significant.”75 An analysis of GHG impacts is required to 
keep pace with scientific knowledge and regulatory schemes.76 Because the issue of climate 
change must be discussed in a cumulative context, an important consideration in selecting and 
developing significance thresholds is identifying the level at which a project’s individual 
emissions would be cumulatively considerable. While it is not inappropriate to reference 
statewide or regional plans, “[a] significance analysis based on compliance with such statewide 
regulations ... only goes to impacts within the area governed by the regulations. 77

Here, the Final EIR does not take that necessary additional step to analyze the project- 
specific GHG impacts. Instead, the DEIR concludes that “compliance with a GHG emissions 
reduction plan results in a less than significant impact.
GHG emissions reduction plan must be developed with reference to project-specific GHG 
impacts. Reference only to the Scoping Plan and the RTP/SCS does not alone satisfy this 
requirement.

78 This is not accurate. The Final EIR’s

The Final EIR Incorrectly Relies on LEED Certification to Ensure GHG 
Reductions.

ii.

The Final EIR provides that “the design of the new buildings shall incorporate features to 
be capable of achieving at least a Silver certification under the U.S. Green Building Council’s

73 CEQA Guidelines § 15151 (providing a lead agency’s evaluation of a project’s environmental impacts “need not 
be exhaustive, but the sufficiency of an EIR is to be reviewed in light of what is reasonable feasible”).

74 Pub. Resources Code § 21002; see also CEQA Guidelines §15064(d); Protect the Historic Amador Waterways v. 
Amador Water Agency (2003) 116 Cal.App.4th 1099, 1106-07.

Cleveland National Forest Foundation v. San Diego Assn. of Governments (2017) 3 Cal.5th 497, 512.75

76 Id. at 519.

Center for Biological Diversity v. Department of Fish and Wildlife (2015) 62 Cal.4th 204, 229.77

78 DEIR at 4.E-28.
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79Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED®) or equivalent. 
the extent it assumes some reduction in GHGs, because LEED does not demand energy 
efficiency measures and does not ensure greater energy efficiency than the California Building 
Code. The Final EIR is unclear as to what reduction, if any, is assumed as a result of GHG-PDF- 
2. However, if a reduction is assumed, GHG-PDF-2 is not sufficient to guarantee a reduction.
At minimum, GHG-PDF-2 must mandate LEED measures, or other environmental measures, 
sufficient to ensure any claimed reduction. LEED is concerned with sustainability rather than 
focusing solely on energy efficiency. Additionally, it is unclear in the Final EIR whether any 
reduction credit from GHG-PDF-2 may be double-counting beyond California Building Code 
claimed reductions. The Final EIR’s GHG analysis contains significant deficiencies and must be 
substantially revised to fully analyze the project-specific GHG impacts and the likely effect of 
any condition, project design feature, or mitigation measure designed to reduce those impacts.

This is illusory to

III. CONCLUSION.

The proposed Project would create a massive new complex with hotel, restaurant, event 
space, commercial, and residential uses all incorporated into the already bustling Abbot Kinney 
area. The Project would draw large numbers of tourists to an area that is already independently a 
tourist attraction, in addition to creating a large number of additional local trips as a result of its 
commercial, restaurant, and event spaces. If developed, the proposed Project would reshape not 
just its immediate surroundings, but Abbot Kinney generally, resulting in significant parking, 
traffic, and noise impacts on neighboring properties and residents. For the reasons stated above, 
the Project Approvals were each made in error and each constitute an abuse of discretion. And 
in the face of potentially massive short and long term environmental impacts, the Final EIR falls 
far short of analyzing and mitigating those impacts to the level required by CEQA.

The Final EIR has significant deficiencies in its impacts analyses, and bases some of its 
impact conclusions on unsupported assumptions and unsubstantiated claims about impact 
reductions. It fails to properly analyze the Project’s trip generation estimates and fails to 
substantiate its claimed trip reductions. The Final EIR attempts to avoid analyzing parking 
impacts entirely, and completely fails to account for the secondary impacts the parking issues the 
Project will create may have on the surrounding community. The noise analysis ignores nearby 
sensitive receptors and fails to account for the cumulative impacts of the Project’s numerous 
outdoor event spaces. And the Final EIR does not accurately account for its GHG impacts, 
relying on statewide and regional plans rather than analyzing the project-specific impacts, and 
assuming LEED certification will be sufficient to reduce GHG impacts without accounting for 
how those reductions will actually occur.

The Final EIR fails to accomplish its purposes under CEQA, both because its analyses 
and conclusions are not based on substantial evidence, and because it does not provide sufficient

79 Id. at 4.E-24, GHG-PDF-2.
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detail to allow those who did not participate in its preparation to understand and to meaningfully 
consider the issues raised by the proposed Project. CEQA requires that the Final EIR must be 
substantially revised and recirculated.

Thank you for your consideration. Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate
to contact me.

Sincerely,

/s/ Carl Lisberger

Carl Lisberger
Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, LLP

326025891.3
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APPLICATIONS:

APPEAL APPLICATION

Instructions and Checklist
Related Code Section: Refer to the City Planning case determination to identify the Zone Code section for the entitlement 
and the appeal procedure.

Purpose: This application is for the appeal of Department of City Planning determinations authorized by the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code (LAMC).

A. APPELLATE BODY/CASE INFORMATION

1. APPELLATE BODY

0 Area Planning Commission 
□ Zoning Administrator

Regarding Case Number: ZA 2012-3354-(CUB)(CU)(CDP)(SPR)(SPP)(MEL)(WDI)

Project Address: 1011 Electric Avenue & 1021-51 S. Abbot Kinney Boulevard

Final Date to Appeal:

2. APPELLANT

□ City Planning Commission □ City Council □ Director of Planning

March 26, 2020

Appellant Identity:
(check all that apply)

0 Representative 
□ Applicant

□ Property Owner
□ Operator of the Use/Site

0 Person, other than the Applicant, Owner or Operator claiming to be aggrieved

□ Person affected by the determination made by the Department of Building and Safety
□ Aggrieved Party□ Representative

□ Applicant
□ Owner
□ Operator

3. APPELLANT INFORMATION

Appellant’s Name: _____________________________

Company/Organization: Keep Neighborhoods First 

Mailing Address:

City: _________

Telephone: ___

please use contact information for representative below

State: Zip:

E-mail.

a. Is the appeal being filed on your behalf or on behalf of another party, organization or company?

0 Self □ Other:

□ Yes 0 Nob. Is the appeal being filed to support the original applicant's position?

CP-7769 Appeal Application Form (1/30/2020) Page 1 of 4



4. REPRESENTATIVE/AGENT INFORMATION

Representative/Agent name (if applicable): John Given 

Company:

Mailing Address: 2461 Santa Monica Boulevard, #438

Law Office of John P. Given

State: CASanta MonicaCity: , Zip: 90404

Telephone: 310-471-8485__________

5. JUSTIFICATION/REASON FOR APPEAL

E-mail: iohn@iohnqivenlaw.com

0 Entire □ Parta. Is the entire decision, or only parts of it being appealed?

□ Yes 0 Nob. Are specific conditions of approval being appealed?

If Yes, list the condition number(s) here: ____________

Attach a separate sheet providing your reasons for the appeal. Your reason must state:

□ The reason for the appeal

□ Specifically the points at issue

□ How you are aggrieved by the decision

□ Why you believe the decision-maker erred or abused their discretion

6. APPLICANT’S AFFIDAVIT
I certify that the statements itainedjn-ttlis application are complete and true:

3 fu>f'ZbZAppellant Signature: Date: Oc
GENERAL APPEAL FILING REQUIREMENTS

B. ALL CASES REQUIRE THE FOLLOWING ITEMS 

1. Appeal Documents

a. Three (3) sets - The following documents are required for each appeal filed (1 original and 2 duplicates)
Each case being appealed is required to provide three (3) sets of the listed documents.

□ Appeal Application (form CP-7769)
□ Justification/Reason for Appeal
□ Copies of Original Determination Letter

b. Electronic Copy
□ Provide an electronic copy of your appeal documents on a flash drive (planning staff will upload materials 

during filing and return the flash drive to you) or a CD (which will remain in the file). The following items must 
be saved as individual PDFs and labeled accordingly (e.g. "Appeal Form.pdf, "Justification/Reason 
Statement.pdf, or “Original Determination Letter.pdf etc.). No file should exceed 9.8 MB in size.

c. Appeal Fee
□ Original Applicant - A fee equal to 85% of the original application fee, provide a copy of the original application 

receipt(s) to calculate the fee per LAMC Section 19.01B 1.
□ Aggrieved Party - The fee charged shall be in accordance with the LAMC Section 19.01B 1.

d. Notice Requirement
□ Mailing List - All appeals require noticing per the applicable LAMC section(s). Original Applicants must provide 

noticing per the LAMC
□ Mailing Fee - The appeal notice mailing fee is paid by the project applicant, payment is made to the City 

Planning's mailing contractor (BTC), a copy of the receipt must be submitted as proof of payment.

SEE THE ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR SPECIFIC CASE TYPES

CP-7769 Appeal Application Form (1/30/2020) Page 2 of 4
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SPECIFIC CASE TYPES - APPEAL FILING INFORMATION

C. DENSITY BONUS / TRANSIT ORIENTED COMMUNITES (TOC)

1. Density Bonus/TOC
Appeal procedures for Density Bonus/TOC per LAMC Section 12.22.A 25 (g) f.

NOTE:
- Density Bonus/TOC cases, only the on menu or additional incentives items can be appealed.

- Appeals of Density Bonus/TOC cases can only be filed by adjacent owners or tenants (must have documentation), 
and always only appealable to the Citywide Planning Commission.

□ Provide documentation to confirm adjacent owner or tenant status, i.e., a lease agreement, rent receipt, utility 
bill, property tax bill, ZIMAS, drivers license, bill statement etc.

D. WAIVER OF DEDICATION AND OR IMPROVEMENT
Appeal procedure for Waiver of Dedication or Improvement per LAMC Section 12.37 I.

NOTE:
- Waivers for By-Right Projects, can only be appealed by the owner.

- When a Waiver is on appeal and is part of a master land use application request or subdivider's statement for a 
project, the applicant may appeal pursuant to the procedures that governs the entitlement.

E. TENTATIVE TRACTA/ESTING

1. Tentative Tract/Vesting - Appeal procedure for Tentative Tract / Vesting application per LAMC Section 17.54 A.

NOTE: Appeals to the City Council from a determination on a Tentative Tract (TT or VTT) by the Area or City 
Planning Commission must be filed within 10 days of the date of the written determination of said Commission.

□ Provide a copy of the written determination letter from Commission.

F. BUILDING AND SAFETY DETERMINATION

□ 1. Appeal of the Department of Buildinq and Safety determination, per LAMC 12.26 K 1, an appellant is considered the 
Original Applicant and must provide noticing and pay mailing fees.

a. Appeal Fee
□ Original Applicant - The fee charged shall be in accordance with LAMC Section 19.01B 2, as stated in the 

Building and Safety determination letter, plus all surcharges, (the fee specified in Table 4-A, Section 98.0403.2 of the 
City of Los Angeles Building Code)

b. Notice Requirement
□ Mailing Fee - The applicant must pay mailing fees to City Planning's mailing contractor (BTC) and submit a 

copy of receipt as proof of payment.

□ 2. Appeal of the Director of City Planning determination per LAMC Section 12.26 K 6, an applicant or any other aggrieved 
person may file an appeal, and is appealable to the Area Planning Commission or Citywide Planning Commission as 
noted in the determination.

a. Appeal Fee
□ Original Applicant - The fee charged shall be in accordance with the LAMC Section 19.01 B 1 a

b. Notice Requirement
□ Mailing List - The appeal notification requirements per LAMC Section 12.26 K 7 apply.
□ Mailing Fees - The appeal notice mailing fee is made to City Planning's mailing contractor (BTC), a copy of 

receipt must be submitted as proof of payment.

CP-7769 Appeal Application Form (1/30/2020) Page 3 of 4



G. NUISANCE ABATEMENT

1. Nuisance Abatement - Appeal procedure for Nuisance Abatement per LAMC Section 12.27.1 C 4

NOTE:
- Nuisance Abatement is only appealable to the City Council.

a. Appeal Fee
□ Aggrieved Party the fee charged shall be in accordance with the LAMC Section 19.01 B 1.

2. Plan Approval/Compliance Review
Appeal procedure for Nuisance Abatement Plan Approval/Compliance Review per LAMC Section 12.27.1 C 4.

a. Appeal Fee
□ Compliance Review - The fee charged shall be in accordance with the LAMC Section 19.01 B.
□ Modification - The fee shall be in accordance with the LAMC Section 19.01 B.

NOTES

A Certified Neighborhood Council (CNC) or a person identified as a member of a CNC or as representing the CNC 
may not file an appeal on behalf of the Neighborhood Council; persons affiliated with a CNC may only file as an 
individual on behalf of self.

Please note that the appellate body must act on your appeal within a time period specified in the Section(s) of the 
Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) pertaining to the type of appeal being filed. The Department of City Planning 
will make its best efforts to have appeals scheduled prior to the appellate body's Iasi day to act in order to provide 
due process to the appellant. If the appellate body is unable to come to a consensus or is unable to hear and consider 
the appeal prior to the last day to act, the appeal is automatically deemed denied, and the original decision will stand. 
The last day to act as defined in the LAMC may only be extended if formally agreed upon by the applicant.

This Section for City Planning Staff Use Only
Reviewed & Accepted by (DSC Planner):Base Fee: Date:

Receipt No: Deemed Complete by (Project Planner): Date:

□ Determination authority notified □ Original receipt and BTC receipt f original applicant)

CP-7769 Appeal Application Form (1/30/2020) Page 4 of 4



Law Office of John P. Given
2461 Santa Monica Blvd., #438 

Santa Monica, CA 90404 
john@johngivenlaw.com 

(310) 471-8485

March 25, 2020

APPEAL TO THE WEST LOS ANGELES AREA PLANNING COMMISSION
Justification/Reasons for Appealing

Case No. ZA 2012-3354-(CUB)(CU)(CDP)(SPR)(SPP)(MEL)(WDI) 
CEQA No. ENV-2016-4321-EIR

Case Nos.

Project Location: 1011 Electric Avenue & 1021-51 S. Abbot Kinney Boulevard 
Venice Planning Area

Approvals:
CUB: The sale and dispensing of a full line of alcoholic beverages for on
site consumption in conjunction with a proposed hotel restaurant; the sale 
and dispensing of a full line of alcoholic beverages for on- and off-site 
consumption in conjunction with a market within the hotel; a full line of 
alcoholic beverages provided in in-room liquor cabinets; sale of a full line of 
alcoholic beverages by hotel guest room services; and on-site consumption 
of alcoholic beverages in the hotel lobby, outdoor courtyard, hotel lounge, 
and hotel business center.
CU: Conditional Use to allow a use and maintenance of an Apartment Hotel 
within 500 feet of a residential zone; and
CDP: Coastal Development Permit authorizing demolition of existing 
structures and construction of mixed use hotel project with 78 guest rooms 
and 4 dwelling units; and
SPR: Site Plan Review of mixed use hotel project with 78 guest rooms; and 
SPP: Project Permit Compliance for a project within the Venice Coastal 
Zone Specific Plan; and
WDI: Waiver of Dedication and/or Improvements to provide 5-foot 
dedication on Electric Avenue in lieu of 7.5 feet required, and to provide a 
2-foot dedication on Westminster Avenue in lieu of 5 feet required.

Determinations:

Adopted:
Conditions of Approval and Findings.
Statement of Overriding Considerations
Mitigation Monitoring Program for Venice Place Project EIR

CEQA Certification:
Venice Place Project EIR—CEQA No. ENV-2016-4321-EIR

mailto:john@johngivenlaw.com


Los Angeles City Council
Appeal of 2012-3354-(CUB)(CU)(CDP)(SPR)(SPP)(MEL)(WDI)
March 25, 2020
Page 2

Identification of Appellants;
Preliminary Statement Regarding Coronavirus / COVID-19 Issues.

I.

This appeal is brought on behalf of Keep Neighborhoods First,1 as well as the class of all 
interested persons unable to file an appeal in this case due to the ongoing public health 
emergency resulting from the coronavirus/COVID-19 pandemic (collectively, “Appellants”). As 
this administrative appeal is being prepared and filed, residents and businesses within the City of 
Los Angeles are operating under emergency orders issued by Mayor Garcetti (the City’s “Safer 
at Home” order)2 and the Los Angeles County Health Officer, Muntu Davis, MD, MPH (the 
County’s “Safer at Home” order).3 In addition, California Governor Gavin Newsom has issued 
Executive Order N-33-20, applicable to the entire state, ordering “all individuals living in the 
State of California to stay home or at their place of residence except as needed to maintain 
continuity of operations of the federal critical infrastructure sectors.. ,”4 All three orders were 
issued March 19, 2020. Updates to state and local orders and recommendations are ongoing.

Appellants note they are proceeding under the specific direction of the Los Angeles Department 
of City Planning (“Planning”) with respect to alternate procedures to be followed in the filing of 
this appeal due to the ongoing public health emergency. Planning has directed Appellants to file 
their appeal as follows per a March 24, 2020 email received from Senior City Planner Juliet Oh:

[Planning is] currently working with the [Development Service Centers] to create 
procedures that may allow appeals to be submitted electronically. Due to current 
constraints in our system, applicants and appellants still need to provide fee 
payment in the form of a check. In lieu of the "drop box" system currently in 
place, we've worked out a temporary "mail-in" option. See instructions below.

You can file your appeal application and justification and provide supplemental 
information/justification after an appeal application has been accepted. This 
includes additional appeal points, if needed.

Step 1 - Send via USPS:
- Original Appeal Application (wet signatures)
- Appeal Fee, check payable to the City of Los Angeles

Mail to:
City Planning - Metro DSC

1 Keep Neighborhoods First is a grassroots community coalition of neighbors, tenants, and affordable 
housing advocates who work together to solve the problems created by the proliferation of illegal, 
commercial short-term rentals in our neighborhoods that results in the loss of affordable housing.

See
https://www.lamayor.org/sites/g/files/wph446/f/article/files/SAFER AT HOME ORDER2020.03.19.pdf.
3 See http://file.lacounty.gov/SDSInter/lac/1070029 COVID- 
19 SaferAtHome HealthOfficerOrder 20200319 Signed.pdf
4 See https://covid19.ca.gov/img/Executive-Order-N-33-20.pdf .

https://www.lamayor.org/sites/g/files/wph446/f/article/files/SAFER_AT_HOME_ORDER2020.03.19.pdf
http://file.lacounty.gov/SDSInter/lac/1070029_COVID-19_SaferAtHome_HealthOfficerOrder_20200319_Signed.pdf
http://file.lacounty.gov/SDSInter/lac/1070029_COVID-19_SaferAtHome_HealthOfficerOrder_20200319_Signed.pdf
https://covid19.ca.gov/img/Executive-Order-N-33-20.pdf
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201 N. Figueroa St.
4th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90012

*Please be mindful of the end of the appeal period. This mailing must be 
postmarked by March 26th.

Step 2 - Send email to notify DSC, provide the case number, contact information 
(email/phone number) of appellant, and attach the following as individual 
attachments:
- copy of signed appeal application
- justification
- letter of determination
*For this case, please email the materials above to:
ralph.avila@lacity.org, maritza.przekop@lacity.org, and iuliet.oh@lacity.org.

The mailed (via USPS or courier) materials in Step 1 must be postmarked by the 
end of the appeal period. Step 1 and 2 must be completed. An email alone does 
not satisfy the appeal application requirements.

We are currently working with administrative staff to prepare an electronic copy 
of the case file. This may be available next week, depending on the capacity of 
our administrative staff.5

Appellants also note that this appeal has been prepared and filed without an adequate opportunity 
to review either the entitlement or environmental case files in the matter, due to the emergency 
closure of certain City offices where such records are ordinarily available for public review. As 
the March 24, 2020 Juliet Oh email alludes, these public records have not been available to 
Appellants or other members of the public during the ongoing public health emergency. Digital 
copies may be provided by Planning, but in all likelihood only after expiration of the appeal 
period.

Appellants appreciate Planning’s acknowledgment that an adequate opportunity to review the 
complete case files in preparing this appeal has not been available and that Appellants may 
therefore supplement this appeal after it is submitted, including supplementing the justifications 
for appeal.

//
//

5 Email from Senior City Planner Juliet Oh to John Given, March 24, 2020 (available upon request).

mailto:ralph.avila@lacity.org
mailto:maritza.przekop@lacity.org
mailto:iuliet.oh@lacity.org
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Appellants are Aggrieved by the Decision.II.

Appellants are aggrieved by the ZA’s action in that the approved Venice Place Project (the 
“Project”) will demolish three existing dwelling units on a part of the Project site and in 
buildings subject to the City’s Rent Stabilization Ordinance that were improperly converted to a 
commercial use prior to the filing of this application. Appellants are further aggrieved that the 
action to approve the Project will create a dangerous precedent to allow short-term rentals in an 
Apartment Hotel use, which is not authorized by the Los Angeles Municipal Code (“LAMC”) 
and is specifically contrary to the City’s Home Sharing Ordinance. Appellants reserve the right 
to supplement this statement as to how they are aggrieved following review of Project case files.

Justifications/Reasons for AppealingIII.

Appellants, including Keep Neighborhoods First, appeal the Associate Zoning Administrator 
(“ZA”)’s approval of a Conditional Use Permit and other approvals associated with a mixed use 
development referred to as “The Venice Place Project” (the “Project”), comprised of two existing 
restaurants and a new 3,810 square-foot hotel restaurant, a new Apartment Hotel with four 
dwelling units and 78 guest rooms, 2,935 square-foot ground floor retail space, 1,735 square-foot 
spa, and 2,027 square-foot office space.6 In addition, Appellants appeal certification of the 
Project’s Environmental Impact Report (“EIR”) (case no. ENV-2016-4321-EIR).

Due to the coronavirus / COVID-19 public health emergency, Appellants and other members of 
the public have been unable to review the case files or listen to recordings, if any, of 
administrative hearings before submitting this appeal. Appellants therefore reserve the right, as 
acknowledged by the Department of City Planning (see Part I, above), to supplement the 
justifications and reasons for appealing, including filing additional appeal points, justifications, 
supporting evidence, and argument not raised herein. In addition, Appellants reserve the right to 
provide supplemental evidence and argument in support of the specific appeal points raised 
below.

Finally, Appellants incorporate as if fully set forth herein any and all evidence, argument, appeal 
points, and justifications presented by other public commenters during the administrative process 
and appeal of this case, including evidence and argument with respect to the certified 
environmental determination and the adopted environmental findings, statement of overriding 
considerations, and mitigation monitoring program.

//
//

6 ZA 2012-3354-(CUB)(CU)(CDP)(SPR)(SPP)(MEL)(WDI) Determination, March 12, 2020 (the 
“Determination” or “ZA Determination”).
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A. The Project will demolish three affordable single-family residences that are 
subject to the City’s Rent Stabilization Ordinance and Mello Act.

Approval of the Project will result in the demolition of three affordable single-family residences 
located at 1047 Abbot Kinney Boulevard, on a portion of the Project site and in residential 
structures that are subject to the City’s Rent Stabilization Ordinance. The ZA Determination 
notes these three homes are “legally permitted as dwelling units” though “currently utilized as 
the Ecole Claire Fontaine Day Care Center.” (Determination at p. 40.) The Determination relies 
on a July 6, 2010 Los Angeles Housing Department finding that no affordable units exist at the 
location.7 As discussed below, the 2010 LAHD finding must have been based on either incorrect 
information obtained by LAHD from the property owner, or an erroneous conclusion that the 
change of use was either permitted by the City or were expected to receive a post-hoc 
legalization through later-issued permits or some other City approval. But there is no evidence to 
support that such approvals were ever issued, while there is strong evidence showing permits 
intended to legalize the use were not utilized and expired, and permit applications following 
expirations never resulted in permits being issued.

In addition to relying on the dated LAHD finding, the environmental approval notes without 
reference to supporting evidence that “the City has already determined that converting the 
buildings back into a residential use is infeasible.”8 This finding is not supported by substantial 
evidence. As the EIR itself notes, “[substantial evidence shall include facts, reasonable 
assumptions predicated upon facts, and expert opinion supported by facts.” (EIR, p. II-15; see 
Public Resources Code section 210822.2(c).) The infeasibility of utilizing the three homes for 
residential use is claimed in, but not established by, the EIR.

In fact, available public records regarding the conversion of the three residences from their 
original residential use to a commercial use as a private pre-school supports that the conversion 
was done without City approval. While the EIR and Determination allege that the conversion 
dates to 2004, they provide no evidence to support the claim. Even assuming the conversion was 
illegally undertaken in 2004, however, it appears never to have been sanctioned by the City. The 
permit history of 1047 and 1051 S. Abbot Kinney is instructive.

In late 2009 the Department of Building and Safety (“DBS”) received an application to “Legalize 
the use of a Single Family Dwelling as a Child Care Center per DIR 2012-0367-VSO-MEL.”9 
(See DBS Application/Permit 09016-10000-20171, for Plan Check / Job No. B09LA11783.)10

7 LAHD is the precursor agency to the Los Angeles Housing and Community Investment Department.
8 Venice Place Project Final Environmental Impact Report (“EIR”), p. II-15.
9 Appellants note for the record that it is unclear how a 2009 application to DBS can have a 2012 director 
sign off referenced as part of the work description. Appellants speculate that the original project 
description could not have referenced the 2012 Director’s action (it had not yet occurred) and the project 
description was changed after the fact.

All referenced permits can be found at the DBS website for APN parcel : 
https://www.ladbsservices2.lacitv.org/OnlineServices/PermitReport/PermitResultsbyPin?pin=108B145% 
20%20%20989.

10

https://www.ladbsservices2.lacitv.org/OnlineServices/PermitReport/PermitResultsbyPin?pin=108B145%25
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This permit was issued on April 2, 2012. It expired on April 28, 2014, and a refund for the 
apparently unutilized permit was issued to the applicant on August 22, 2014. This expired and 
refunded permit could not have been the basis for legal conversion.

Likewise, the DBS application received to “Legalize the use of a Single Family Dwelling as a 
Child Care Center per DIR 2012-0367-VSO-MEL. E xterior [sic] and interior alterations” could 
not have been the basis for legal conversion. (See DBS Application/Permit 09016-10000-20176, 
also for Plan Check / Job No. B09LA11783.) The permit application was also made in late 2009, 
was issued in early April 2012, but expired in April 2014, and the applicant received a refund in 
August 2014.

A similar third permit application (DBS Application/Permit 09016-10000-20175) is in the record 
for 1051 S. Abbot Kinney. Like the above two permits, it was first applied for in December 2009, 
was issued in April 2012, expired in April 2014, and a refund was issued to the applicant in 
August 2014. It also referenced DIR 2012-0367-VSO-MEL. Like the first two expired and 
refunded permits, it cannot be the basis for legal conversion.

In April 2014, apparently after expiration of the above three permits, a permit application was 
again submitted to allow “Exterior alteration and Change of use from single family dwelling to 
child day care center (ages 2-5).” (See DBS Application/Permit 14016-30000-07331, for Plan 
Check / Job No. B14WL01572.) Though corrections were issued in May 2014, no clearances 
were ever made. The ‘current status’ now listed at DBS’s website for the permit application 
reflects that the last entry in the record was made on May 22, 2014, and the permit was never 
issued. A never-issued permit could not have been the legal basis for conversion. (See also DBS 
Application/ Permit 14016-30000-07332, associated with 1051 Abbot Kinney, which has the 
same history.)

In September 2016, yet another permit application was submitted to allow “CHANGE OF USE 
FROM SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING TO DAY CARE CENTER (AGES 2-5) (BUILDING 
1).” (See DBS Application/Permit 16016-10000-23185, for Plan Check / Job No. B16LA14955.) 
Corrections for this application were issued in December 2016, but like the 2014 application, no 
clearances were made, and no permit was issued. (See also DBS Application/Permit Nos. 16016
10000-23187 and 23188, associated with 1051 S. Abbot Kinney for buildings 2 and 3, which 
have the same history.)

It is worth noting that the complicated permit application process to legalize the day care 
occurred in large part during the same time frame the applicant was initiating filings in the 
present case, which began in late 2012. (See Determination, pp. 17-18.) Appellants have found 
no permit approvals, whether in advance of or after the change of use actually occurred, to 
permit the day care use.

A Director of Planning Sign-Off (“Sign-Off’) was referenced by some of the permit applications 
and expired permits listed above (DIR 2012-0367-VSO-MEL), but is not referenced in the ZA 
Determination as it should be, making the Determination’s analysis of land use decisions related 
to the Project inaccurate and incomplete. (See Determination pp. 16-17, listing “[p]revious
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related actions on the site/in the area.”) Only the first page of the Sign-Off appears to be publicly 
available.11 The project description in the Sign-Off is as follows: “Legalize existing conversion 
of three single family dwelling [sic] into a Day Care.” The Sign-Off references the 2010 Mello 
determination made by LAHD, which is “[b]ased upon the information submitted by the 
owner. 12

The Sign-Off itself notes that the “proposed project shall comply with all other regulations of its 
subject zone and all other provisions of the L.A.M.C. This Director of Planning Sign-Off is 
based on the information provided by the applicant. If, at a later date, this information is found to 
be incorrect or incomplete, this sign-off will become invalid.” (DIR 2012-0367-VSO-MEL 
[emphasis added].) Given that all known permits associated with the Sign-Off expired (or were 
simply never issued), it is self-evident that the Sign-Off itself is invalid and a nullity. It therefore 
cannot provide any basis from which the applicant may bootstrap necessary elements of the 
current requested approvals, such as a favorable Mello Act determination.

To summarize, review of the available permit and approval history for 1047 and 1051 S. Abbot 
Kinney shows the day care use was never legally established. The history also does not provide 
support for the proposition that maintaining the three RSO-bound residential units as rental units, 
as required by the Mello Act, is infeasible. Whether the current applicant failed to provide an 
accurate Project site history to Planning and the ZA or the City’s own research failed to complete 
the inaccurate record, the Determination’s analysis missed or ignored the true site history.
Project approval thereby improperly reduced available housing within the coastal zone in conflict 
with the Mello Act. Assuming the pre-day care residential use was affordable at the time the 
dwelling units were illegally converted to a day care—and given the illegal conversion of the 
property the burden should be on the applicant to prove otherwise—the Determination 
improperly allows the removal of three desperately needed affordable housing dwelling units, in 
conflict with the City’s Rent Stabilization Ordinance.

The Determination creates a dangerous precedent to allow short-term rentals 
in an Apartment Hotel use, in conflict with the Los Angeles Municipal Code.

B.

The Determination approves a Conditional Use for an Apartment Hotel within 500 feet of a 
residential neighborhood. As defined by the Los Angeles Municipal Code, the term “Apartment 
Hotel” refers to a “residential building designed or used for both two or more dwelling units and 
six or more guest rooms or suites of rooms.” (Los Angeles Municipal Code [“LAMC”] section 
12.03.) But the somewhat archaic designation of “Apartment Hotel” for the Project does not 
convey particular rights with respect to the use of the guest rooms or dwelling units found within 
it. Moreover, nothing in the municipal code suggests that the term “Apartment Hotel” is 
interchangeable with the term “Hotel,” which is defined as a “residential building designated or 
used for or containing six or more guest rooms, or suites of rooms, which may also contain not 
more than one dwelling unit, but not including any institution in which human beings are housed

See DBS website “Case Summary & Documents” for Case Number DIR-2012-367-VSO-MEL, with 
links to case documents at https://planning.lacity.org/pdiscaseinfo/search/encoded/MTg2MDcx0.

Ibid.12

https://planning.lacity.org/pdiscaseinfo/search/encoded/MTg2MDcx0
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or detained under legal restraint.” The Project cannot be a Hotel, because it includes more than 
one dwelling unit. In any event, the Determination did not approve a Hotel use.

Nonetheless, the Determination makes constant reference to “the hotel” when referring to the 
Project, and appears to treat an Apartment Hotel use as synonymous with a Hotel use. (See, e.g., 
Determination p. 2, referring to the “hotel restaurant,” a “market within the hotel,” “alcohol [sic] 
beverages provided in individual hotel room’s liquor cabinets,” the “hotel lobby,” “hotel lounge 
areas,” and “hotel business center.” [Italics added.])

The distinction between the approved use of Apartment Hotel and Hotel is important because, as 
made clear in the City’s recently adopted Home Sharing Ordinance, the City explicitly allows 
short-term rentals only in Hotels, Motels, and Transient Occupancy Residential Structures (also 
known as “TORS”). (See Los Angeles Ordinance 185,931, codified as LAMC section 
12.22.A.32(b)(11).) The zoning code defines “Short-Term Rental” as:

A Rental Unit, rented in whole or in part, to any Person(s) for transient use of 30 
consecutive days or less. Rental Units within City-approved Hotels, motels, 
Transient Occupancy Residential Structures and Bed and Breakfasts shall not be 
considered a Short-Term Rental.

(Ibid) The absence of “Apartment Hotel” from this list necessarily means short-term rentals in 
guest rooms and dwelling units found within Apartment Hotels are not permitted. This squares 
entirely with an explanation provided to KNF member Judith Goldman in an email from City 
Planner Matthew Glesne, who co-authored the City’s Home Sharing Ordinance (“HSO”). 
Nothing in the City’s zoning code suggests this distinction between Hotels and Apartment Hotels 
originates with the HSO. City Planner Glesne relates Planning’s interpretation of the zoning code 
in an email entitled “RSO Apartment Hotel and Apartment Hotel Conversions under the HSO”:

[W]e don’t believe an Apartment Hotel confers any right to do short-term rentals. 
It allows you to have more than 6 guest rooms, but again, I don’t see anything 
about “guest rooms” in the code that would make them available for short-term 
rentals. ffl] The Home-Sharing ordinance tried to clarify this matter by explicitly 
saying that only Hotels, Motels and TORS are allowable short-term rentals 
outside of Home-Sharing. 13

The Determination, which approves a Conditional Use for Apartment Hotel, at least implies that 
Short Term Rental of a guest room within this Apartment Hotel is permitted. To the extent the 
Determination interprets the municipal code to allow Short Term Rentals of guest rooms within 
Apartment Hotels, this interpretation directly conflicts with the express language of the 
municipal code to the contrary due to adoption of the HSO. It also conflicts with the 
interpretation provided by City Planner Matthew Glesne. Appellants therefore object that in 
incorrectly interpreting the zoning code both as it existed before and after adoption of the HSO 
that the Determination creates a dangerous precedent and on that basis appeal.

13 A copy of Planner Matthew Glesne’s email is already in the record for this case.
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C. The Determination violates CEQA by failing to adequately analyze 
significant and potentially significant land use impacts.

As discussed in Parts III.A and III.B, Project approval conflicts with the Mello Act, the City’s 

Rent Stabilization Ordinance (RSO), and the City zoning code. The environmental review is 

premised upon an environmental baseline of no existing residential uses on site and therefore no 

analysis of potentially significant. (Draft EIR, p. 4.G-12.) But the Determination notes the 

existence of residential buildings at the Project site, if not uses. (Determination, p.15.) The 

Determination fails to disclose, however, that ongoing non-residential uses in the three dwelling 

units located at 1047 S. Abbot Kinney parcel were illegally converted to a day care and never 

actually approved by the City. (See Part III.A.)

But for the illegal conversion, never authorized by the City, the three residential structures would 

remain a residential use, subject to both the Mello Act and the City’s Rent Stabilization 

Ordinance. The EIR fails to analyze potentially significant land use impacts due to Project 

conflicts with the Mello Act (Cal. Govt. Code section 65590 and 65590.1) and City’s RSO 

(LAMC section 151 et seq.). In addition, the Project application and Determination are premised 

upon a misinterpretation of the zoning code to allow short-term rentals in an Apartment Hotel. 

(See Part III.B, above.) The EIR also fails to discuss this conflicting interpretation.

“The role of the EIR, as an informational document, is to identify and describe potentially 
significant environmental effects and feasible alternatives or mitigation measures.” (King & 
Gardiner Farms, LLC v. County of Kern (2020) 45 Cal.App.5th 814, 852.) Here the EIR fails as 
an informational document because it does not identify, let alone analyze, the above conflicts 
with state law and local zoning and municipal codes.

In addition to the EIR, the environmental approval documents include a Statement of Overriding 
Considerations. (Determination, p. 1.) Here the Statement of Overriding Considerations is 
necessary because the three residential buildings that have been illegally used as a day care, 
allegedly for as many as 15-16 years without any land use approval to authorize such use, are all 
eligible for local historic designation. (Determination, p. 58.) After knowingly allowing the day 
care to use them with no authorization for a decade, the City now seeks to approve this Project 
that would demolish the bungalows, having an obvious significant and unavoidable adverse 
impact on these historical resources. (See ibid.) The EIR identifies three cultural mitigation 
measures, but none mitigate cultural impacts to a degree less than significant. (Id. at p. 59.) 14

Where, as here, the EIR fails as an informational document, that “informational deficiency 
undermines the foundation upon which the statement of overriding considerations rests.”

14 The Determination also explains that some noise impacts analyzed in the EIR will be significant and 
unavoidable, and will also require a Statement of Overriding Considerations. (Determination, pp. 59-62.)
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(Gardiner Farms, supra, 45 Cal.App.5th at 870.) The lead agency cannot approve a Statement of 
Overriding Considerations here without violating CEQA. (Ibid.)

Conclusion.IV.

Based on all of the above and the additional justifications, appeal points, evidence and argument 

Appellants will submit in a supplemental filing, the Associate Zoning Administrator erred and/or 

abused his discretion in approving the Project. The West Los Angeles Area Planning 

Commission must overturn and set aside the ZA’s actions approving the Project entitlements, 

certifying the environmental document, and adopting the Conditions of Approval and Findings, 

Statement of Overriding Considerations, and Mitigation Monitoring Program.



Citizens Preserving Venice 
Sue Kaplan
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APPLICATIONS:

APPEAL APPLICATION

Instructions and Checklist
Related Code Section: Refer to the City Planning case determination to identify the Zone Code section for the entitlement 
and the appeal procedure.

Purpose: This application is for the appeal of Department of City Planning determinations authorized by the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code (LAMC).

A. APPELLATE BODY/CASE INFORMATION

1. APPELLATE BODY

0 Area Planning Commission □ City Planning Commission □ City Council □ Director of Planning 
□ Zoning Administrator

Regarding Case Number: ZA-2012-3354-CUB-CU-CDP-SPR-SPP-MEL-WD1; ENV-2016-4321 -EIR

Project Address: 1011 Electric Ave and 1021-1051 Abbot Kiinney Blvd________________________________ _

Final Date to Appeal: 03/26/2020________________________________________________________________

2. APPELLANT

□ Property Owner
□ Operator of the Use/Site

“1 Representative 
□ Applicant

Appellant Identity:
(check all that apply)

0 Person, other than the Applicant, Owner or Operator claiming to be aggrieved

□ Person affected by the determination made by the Department of Building and Safety
□ Aggrieved Party□ Owner 

“I Operator
□ Representative
□ Applicant

3, APPELLANT INFORMATION

Appellant's Name: Citizens Preserving Venice and Sue Kaplan

Company/Organization: Citizens Preserving Venice__________

Mailing Address: 3530 Moore St

City: Los Angeles________

Telephone: (310) 822-0161

State: CA Zip: 90066

E-mail: sueakaplan@qmail.com

a. Is the appeal being filed on your behalf or on behalf of another party, organization or company?

0 Self □ Other:

□ Yes 0 Nob. Is the appeal being filed to support the original applicant’s position?

Page 1 of 4CP-7769 Appeal Application Form (1/30/2020)
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4. REPRESENTATIVE/AGENT INFORMATION

Representative/Agent name (if applicable): 

Company: ____________________________ _____

Mailing Address:

City. State: , Zip:

Telephone:________________________

5 JUSTIFICATION/REASON FOR APPEAL

E-mail:

a. Is the entire decision, or only parts of it being appealed?

b. Are specific conditions or approval being appealed?

If Yes, list the condition number(s) here: ________________

0 Entire □ Part

□ Yes 0 No

Attach a separate sheet providing your reasons for the appeal. Your reason must state: 

(71 The reason for the appeal 

0 Specifically the points at issue

6. APPLICANT’S AFFIDAVIT
I certify that the statements contained in this ^application are complete and true: 

Appellant Signature:

E71 How you are aggneved by the decision

71 Why you believe the decision-maker erred or abused their discretion

Date.

via

57
GENERAL APPEAL FILING REQUIREMENTS

B. ALL CASES REQUIRE THE FOLLOWING ITEMS 

1. Appeal Documents

a. Three (3) sets - The following documents are required for each appeal filed (1 original and 2 duplicates)
Each case being appealed is required to provide three (3) sets of the listed documents

□ Appeal Application (form CP-7769)
□ Justification/Reason for Appeal
□ Copies of Original Determination Letter

b. Electronic Copy
□ Provide an electronic copy of your appeal documents on a flash drive (planning staff will upload materials 

during filing and return the flash drive to you) or a CD (which will remain in the file). The following items must 
be saved as individual PDFs and labeled accordingly (e.g. 'Appeal Form.pdf, "Justification/Reason 
Statement.pdf, or “Original Determination Letter.pdf' etc.). No file should exceed 9.8 MB in size.

c. Appeal Fee
□ Original Applicant - A fee equal to 85% of the original application fee, provide a copy of the original application 

receipt(s) to calculate the fee per LAMC Section 19.01 B 1.
□ Aggneved Party - The fee charged shall be in accordance with the LAMC Section 19.01B 1.

d. Notice Requirement
□ Mailing List - All appeals require noticing per the applicable LAMC section(s). Original Applicants must provide 

noticing per the LAMC
□ Mailing Fee - The appeal notice mailing fee is paid by the project applicant, payment is made to the City 

Planning's mailing contractor (BTC), a copy of the receipt must be submitted as proof of payment.

SEE THE ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR SPECIFIC CASE TYPES

CP-7769 Appeal Application Form (1/30/2020) Page 2 of 4



JUSTIFICATION/REASON FOR APPEAL OF CITIZENS PRESERVING 
VENICE re the Venice Place Project Case No. ZA-2012-3354- 
(CUB)(CU)(CDP)(SPR)(SPP)(MEL)(WDI); Env-2016-4321-EIR (SCH No 2016-061
033) (“the Project”)

I. Reason for the Appeal.

This appeal is being filed by Citizens Preserving Venice for the following reasons:

The Project is not in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act of 
1976.
The Project will prejudice the ability of the City of Los Angeles to prepare a local 
coastal program that is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act 
of 1976.
The issuance of a conditional use permit for the sale of alcohol will adversely 
affect the welfare of the community.
The proposed conversion of existing residential dwelling units to commercial use 
is in violation of the Mello Act (California Government Code Sections 65590 et 
al.) and the Interim Administrative Procedures for Complying with the Mello Act. 
The Project is not a mixed-use project under the Los Angeles Municipal Code, 
and therefore is not eligible for a maximum Floor Area Ratio of 1.5 to 1; is not 
exempt from the minimum 5-foot landscaped setback requirement along the 
perimeter of the site of the Project that would otherwise be required; and is not 
entitled to the requested lot consolidation.
The Project adversely affects the historical resources, including the block of the 
Project, along Abbot Kinney, identified in the certified Venice Local Coastal 
Program Land Use Plan (“LUP”) as a historical resource, and the six buildings 
dating from the 1900’s, the historical period of the founding of Venice.
The parking plans do not comply with parking requirements.
The approved loading areas and conditions are unclear and could create unsafe 
and hazardous conditions.
The Zoning Administrator’s Determination does not adequately address the public 
comments submitted in this case. This appeal incorporates by reference all 
written and oral comments, in their entirety, submitted on the Project by any 
commenting party or agency.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

II. How Appellant is aggrieved by the decision.

Appellant is a non-profit organization organized under the laws of the state of California 
dedicated to preserving the quality of life in the Venice area of Los Angeles. It will be 
adversely impacted by the Project and the Zoning Administrator’s determination because 
it has a substantial interest in ensuring that the City’s decisions are in conformity with the 
requirements of law, and in having those requirements properly executed and the public 
duties of City officials enforced as they relate to application of the California Coastal Act, 
the Venice Coastal Zone Specific Plan (“the VSP”), the LUP, the Mello Act and other 
laws that protect the quality of life in the Venice community. It also acts affirmatively to
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protect and enhance the life of the neighborhood as experienced by its residents, among 
others, the residents of Oakwood, a historically African American community that has 
been and continues to be vitiated by gentrification.

III. The points at issue/Why Appellant believes the ZA erred or abused his 
discretion.

Conditional Use Permit Findings

A conditional use permit is required for the Project because the Project is within 500 feet 
of a residential zone. In addition, a conditional use permit is required pursuant to LAMC 
Section 12.24-W.1 to allow the sale and dispensing of alcoholic beverages.

A conditional use permit may only be granted if 1) the Project will enhance the built 
environment in the surrounding neighborhood; 2) the Project’s location, size, height, 
operations, and other significant features will be compatible with and will not adversely 
affect or further degrade adjacent properties, the surrounding neighborhood, or the public 
health, welfare and safety; 3) the Project substantially conforms with the purpose, intent 
and provisions of the General Plan, the applicable community plan, and any specific plan; 
and regarding the sale of alcoholic beverages, 4) the proposed use will not adversely 
affect the welfare of the pertinent community; 5) the granting of the application will not 
result in an undue concentration of premises for the sale or dispensing for consideration 
of alcoholic beverages, including beer and wine in the area of the City involved, giving 
consideration to applicable State laws and to the California Department of Alcoholic 
Beverage Control’s guidelines for undue concentration; and also giving consideration to 
the number and proximity of these establishments within a one thousand foot radius of 
the site, the crime rate in the area (especially those crimes involving public drunkenness, 
the illegal sale or use of narcotics, drugs or alcohol, disturbing the peace and disorderly 
conduct), and whether revocation or nuisance proceedings have been initiated for any use 
in the area.

The Zoning Administrator found that the Project enhanced the built environment because 
it introduced the visitor serving use of a hotel and related complementary businesses and 
concluded without explanation or evidence that it was compatible with the design and 
massing of the area. What the Determination does not explain is how a Project that 
consolidates eight lots, consists of 58,638 square feet in new development over 11, 672 
square feet in existing development, that includes three new three-story massive buildings 
is compatible with the low slung, small lot neighborhood surrounding the Project.

It especially ignores the entire adjacent residential neighborhood block on Electric and 
the Oakwood neighborhood of Venice which borders the Electric side of the Project. 
There is no consideration of the impact of the Project on Westminster Elementary School 
and playground which is directly across the street from the Project. The Zoning 
Administrator erred and abused his discretion as he did not account for the built 
environment in the largest and most sensitive portion of the surrounding neighborhood.
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The Determination also stated that the Project provided new parking. Never mind that 
the Project removes an existing surface public parking lot with 60 parking spaces and 
replaces this parking only with the minimal amount of parking spots required for the new 
development, thereby resulting in a net loss of parking in an area that already has a severe 
parking problem. Further, there appears a total absence of self-parking, which will have a 
negative impact on the adjacent residential neighborhood, as many of the patrons of the 
hotel complex’s services will likely seek to avoid the valet service and automated parking 
and seek on-street parking in the surrounding neighborhood. The Zoning Administrator 
offers no solution, just an empty admonition that “Employees shall be prohibited from 
parking vehicles within the adjoining residential neighborhoods.”

The normal method for mitigating this impact would be permit parking. But this is 
difficult under the provisions of the LUP, as the establishment of residential preferential 
parking in the Coastal Zone is not permitted unless the displaced public parking spaces 
are replaced with new public parking at a minimum one-to-one ratio.

While a smaller boutique hotel could provide a benefit to the community, the proposed 
hotel is much too massive for its current proposed location. The Project’s size is 
generally incompatible with the immediate residential area. The Project is comprised of 
nine lots tied together to form one parcel, providing a larger lot and greater square 
footage that any lot in the immediate area.

The Project certainly does not substantially conform with the purpose, intent and 
provisions of the General Plan, the applicable community plan, and the applicable 
specific plan. The Project as currently configured clearly is incompatible with many of 
the land use plans, policies and regulations governing the Project, and therefore, there is 
no basis for the finding of the Zoning Administrator that the Project substantially 
conforms with the applicable land use policies.

Significantly, the Zoning Administrator grants several exemptions and benefits only 
applicable to mixed-use projects, when this Project does not meet the definition of a 
mixed-use project. The applicant sought this designation because a mixed-use project (i) 
is eligible for a maximum Floor Area Ratio of 1.5 to 1; (ii) is exempt from the 
Commercial Corner Development Standards of LAMC Sec. 12.22-A,23 and the 
minimum 5-foot landscaped setback requirement along the perimeter of the site of the 
Project that would otherwise be required; and (iii) as argued by the applicant, meets the 
lot consolidation requirements of the VSP contained in Section 9.A of the VSP and is 
therefore entitled to consolidate eight lots comprising the Project. We believe the Project 
does not qualify as a mixed-use project and is not entitled to these exemptions and 
benefits. The Determination does not provide any reasoning for finding that this Project 
meets the requirements of a mixed-use project.

A careful review of the LAMC Section 13.09 B demonstrates that the Project is not a 
Mixed-Use Project under either the letter or spirit of the LAMC and thus is not entitled to 
any of the benefits sought. Section 13.09.B.3 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code 
provides in pertinent part:
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Mixed Use Project means a Project which combines one or more Commercial 
Uses and multiple dwelling units in a single building or in a Unified 
Development and which provides the following: [Emphasis supplied in bold font]

(1) a separate, Ground Floor entrance to the residential component, or a lobby that 
serves both the residential and Commercial Uses components; and
(2) a pedestrian entrance to the Commercial Uses component that is directly 
accessible from a public street, and that is open during the normal business hours 
posted by the business.

A minimum of 35 percent of the Ground Floor Building Frontage abutting a 
public commercially zoned street, excluding driveways or pedestrian entrances, 
must be designed to accommodate Commercial Uses to a minimum depth of 25 
feet.

LAMC Section 13.09 B.3 defines Commercial Uses for the purpose of a Mixed-Use 
Project as follows:

Commercial Uses means those uses as first permitted in the CR, C1, C1.5, C2, 
C4, or C5 zones, including guest rooms and hotels as defined in Section 12.03 
and Community Facilities as defined by this section. [Emphasis supplied in bold 
font]

While the Zoning Administrator labels four hotel rooms “dwelling units,” presumably to 
fit within the definition of Mixed-Use Project in LAMC Section 13.09.B.3 and in order to 
be eligible for the bonuses and exemptions granted to Mixed Use Projects, they are not 
“dwelling units” within the meaning of the LAMC. Section 12.03 of the LAMC, which 
provides definitions for the terms used in Section 13.09, defines “dwelling” as: “Any 
residential building, other than an Apartment House, Hotel or Apartment Hotel.” The 
Project is an Apartment Hotel and therefore under Section 13.09 does not contain a 
dwelling unit within the definition of the LAMC.

The VSP has no definition of the term Mixed-Use. The LUP provides that “Mixed-use 
development provides an on-site mix of housing, retail, jobs and recreational 
opportunities consistent with the character of the Venice commercial areas, the City’s 
General Plan Framework Element and Coastal Act Policy Section 30252.” LUP Policy 
I.B.1. The question here is - is the classification of a project as a mixed use residential 
and commercial project supportable when only 3.68% of the total project, or 4.62% of the 
total habitation space, is dedicated to residential use.

More importantly, it is bad precedent to allow a developer who has somehow wedged in a 
few very small residential units to combine up to eight lots in a community that generally 
disallows such combination. This is a gross and transparent distortion of the zoning 
codes, the VSP and the LUP, which express the Venice Community’s desire to restrict lot 
consolidation in order to protect the scale of the community. If allowed to stand as
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currently contemplated, the Project will create a dangerous precedent for Venice. It 
signals to developers who in order to achieve their development objectives to qualify for 
a mixed-use project or for lot consolidation -no problem, just slap a couple of tiny 
efficiency units with kitchens on your project and you will qualify for an infinite number 
of lot consolidations and achieve your development objectives.

In this case, the applicant dedicates only about 3.68% of the total project or 4.62% of the 
total habitation space to long term housing and by doing so they would achieve an 
unprecedented lot consolidation and waiver of important land use policies. Further, if 
this precedent were established prior to the adoption of a certified Venice Local Coastal 
Program (“LCP”), it would prejudice the LCP, as it would set a precedent for something 
very significant that would need to be included in the LCP. While the LUP, the guiding 
policy document was certified by the Coastal Commission, the necessary implementation 
ordinances were not adopted. Therefore, a Coastal Development Permit (“CDP”) may 
only be issued if a finding can be made that the development will not prejudice the ability 
of the City to prepare a complete LCP, including the implementing ordinance. (See 
discussion regarding the Coastal Development Permit below.)

This very issue was discussed in a West Area Planning Commission meeting for a 
proposed project at 601-611 South Ocean Front Walk in 2016. There, the Commission 
members expressed concern about the cumulative impact and potential prejudice to the 
adoption of the LCP if an expansive definition of mixed use were accepted in evaluating 
projects in Venice prior to the adoption of the LCP. On that basis the Commission 
rejected a CDP for a project at 601 Ocean Front Walk in Venice.

Even if one accepted the applicant’s definition of the Project as mixed-use, that would not 
entitle the proponent to unlimited lot consolidation. 9.A.e (4) of the VSP states that “Lot 
consolidation of more than two lots shall be permitted for mixed-use and multi-family 
residential Venice Coastal Development Projects, provided the project conforms to the 
existing scale and characteristic of the surrounding community.” Here, the Zoning 
Administrator’s Determination ignores the second half of this statement. At over 60,000 
square feet and extending over nine lots, the Project is profoundly out of scale with the 
surrounding community and other existing mixed-use and multi-family developments on 
Abbot Kinney Blvd. and Electric Ave.

It should also be noted that the exemption in LAMC Sec. 12.22.A.23(d)(1) from the 
Commercial Corner Development Standards of Section 12.22.A.23 specifies that a 
project is exempt from the minimum 5-foot landscaped setback requirement only if it is a 
Mixed-Use Project as defined in LAMC Section 13.09.B.3 that “consists predominantly 
of residential uses.” For all of the reasons discussed above, it is not a Mixed-Use Project 
as defined in LAMC Section 13.09.B.3 and certainly is not one consisting predominately 
of residential uses, as only four units in the hotel are dedicated to long term residency. 
Accordingly, the Commercial Corner regulations should apply to the Project, and the 
Project is not exempt from the minimum 5-foot landscaped setback requirement.
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Here, the Project approval includes approval of the consolidation of eight lots. The 
relevant provisions of the VSP are as follows:

A. LOT CONSOLIDATION. Lot Consolidation of contiguous lots may be 
permitted, provided the consolidation complies with conditions specified in 
Subsection 1 and 2 below. Subterranean development that is entirely below street 
elevation is exempt from this subsection.

1. Number of Lots

e. Commercially- and Industrially-Zoned Lots:

(2) Other Commercial Venice Coastal Development 
Projects:

Two lots may be consolidated, provided the Venice Coastal 
Development Project conforms with development standards 
in Section 9 A 2 below: or three lots may be consolidated, 
provided the Venice Coastal Development Project conforms 
with development standards in Section 9 A 2 below and 
parking is subterranean with the roof at natural grade.

(4) Mixed-Use and Multi-Family Residential Venice 
Coastal Development Projects:

Lot consolidation of more than two lots shall be permitted 
for mixed use and multi-family residential Venice Coastal 
Development Projects, provided the projects conforms to 
the existing scale and characteristic of the surrounding 
community, the required parking is on-site and the project 
conforms with developments standards in Section 9 A 2 
below.

Similarly, the LUP provides that Lot consolidation of more than two lots shall be 
permitted for mixed-use projects that conform to the existing scale and character of the 
surrounding community and provide adequate on-site parking. LUP Policy I.B.7.

Under the VSP and the LUP, “Lot Consolidation occurs when: (1) one or more structures 
are built over a lot line that divided two existing lots; or (2) a lot line is abandoned, a lot 
line is adjusted, lots are merged, or other action is taken by the City, for the purpose of 
allowing a structure to be built extending over what were previously two or more separate 
lots.” (Section 5.Q. of the VSP and the Definition Section, page I-15 of the LUP.)

The VSP has no definition of the term Mixed-Use. The LUP provides that “Mixed-use 
development provides an on-site mix of housing, retail, jobs and recreational 
opportunities consistent with the character of the Venice commercial areas, the City’s
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General Plan Framework Element and Coastal Act Policy Section 30252.” LUP Policy 
I.B.1. The whole idea of encouraging and conferring certain benefits on mixed-use 
projects is to “increase opportunities for employees to live near jobs and residents to live 
near shopping.” (Policy 1.B.6 of the LUP.) As has been discussed above, clearly the 
Project does not qualify as a Mixed-Use Project pursuant to LAMC 13.09B. Certainly, it 
does not qualify as a Mixed-Use Project under the LUP, as it does not meet the housing 
objectives of mixed-use projects under the LUP.

It should be noted too that a hotel would not qualify as a residential use under the LUP.
In Policy 1.B.6 of the LUP, it is recognized that commercial, visitor-serving uses such as 
hotels are distinct from residential dwelling units. It provides, in pertinent part: “The 
areas designated as Community Commercial.. .will accommodate the development of 
community serving commercial uses and services, with a mix of residential dwelling 
units and visitor-serving uses.” It goes on to specify that visitor-serving commercial uses 
include “hotel” uses.

Alcohol Sales

In the March 12, 2020 Determination of the Zoning Administrator in this case, the Zoning 
Administrator authorized the sale and dispensing of a full line of alcoholic beverage for 
on-site consumption, in conjunction with a new apartment hotel and a new hotel 
restaurant, and the sale and dispensing of a full line of alcoholic beverage for on-site and 
off-site consumption in conjunction with a hotel market. Before a conditional use permit 
for the sale of alcohol may be issued, the following additional findings pursuant to 
L.A.M.C. Section 12.24.W.1 must be made:

That the proposed use will not “adversely affect the welfare of the pertinent 
community;”
That the granting of the application will not result in “an undue concentration 
of premises for the sale or dispensing for consideration of alcoholic beverages, 
including beer and wine, in the area of the City involved,” giving 
consideration to applicable State laws and to the California Department of 
Alcoholic Beverage Control’s (“ABC”) guidelines for undue concentration; 
and also giving consideration to the number and proximity of these 
establishments within a one thousand foot radius of the site, the crime rate in 
the area (especially those crimes involving public drunkenness, the illegal sale 
or use of narcotics, drugs or alcohol, disturbing the peace and disorderly 
conduct), and whether revocation or nuisance proceedings have been initiated 
for any use in the area; and

That the proposed use will not “detrimentally affect nearby residentially zoned 
communities in the area of the City involved, after giving consideration to the 
distance of the proposed use from residential buildings, churches, schools, 
hospitals, public playgrounds and other similar uses, and other establishments 
dispensing, for sale or other consideration, alcoholic beverages, including beer

1.

2.

3.
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and wine.” In this case Westminster Elementary School is directly across the 
street from the Project.

Here, the license would significantly expand both the geographic reach and 
sale/consumption of alcohol, to include sale/consumption in the hotel lobby, outdoor 
courtyard, lounge areas, business rooms, and new restaurants, as well as in-room service.

The Zoning Administrator acknowledges that according to the California Department of 
Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC) licensing criteria, only three on-site and two off-site 
consumption licenses are allocated to the subject census tract and that currently there are 
17 on-site licenses and 3 off-site licenses in this census tract, establishing an over 
saturation at the current time. Further, the Zoning Administrator acknowledges that the 
crime statistics indicate that the crime rate in this census tract is higher than the city 
average. He states that the subject area suffers from a total of 528 crimes compared with 
the citywide average of 185 offenses and the high crime reporting district of 222 crimes 
for the same reporting period in 2018.

The Zoning Administrator states that the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage 
Control has discretion to approve an application for a license if there is evidence that 
normal operations will be contrary to public welfare and will interfere with the quiet 
enjoyment of property by residents. Normal operations would mean that no new license 
could be granted. In order to approve an additional license, he is required to make a 
finding that normal operations are contrary to public welfare and will interfere with the 
quiet enjoyment of property by residents in this case. The Zoning Administrator simply 
states that because he has imposed a condition requiring surveillance and that bar 
employees will be required to attend training, the sale of a full line of alcoholic beverages 
for off-site consumption will benefit the public welfare and convenience because it would 
add another place to purchase alcoholic beverages. (Page 25-26 of the Determination.) It 
is impossible to conclude that employee training and “other conditions” will effectively 
deter criminal activity, public drunkenness and loitering. There are numerous studies 
performed by Los Angeles County Health and other credible institutions that prove that 
such nuisances and impacts cannot be effectively mitigated in an adjacent residential 
neighborhood and they definitely should not be allowed to occur adjacent to an 
elementary school. (These studies will be provided subsequent to the filing of the 
appeal.)

Notably, the Zoning Administrator does not include in the Determination advice of the 
Los Angeles Police Department, as is the practice when considering the crime rate in 
issuing a conditional use permit to allow the sale of alcoholic beverages.

In this case, Westminster Elementary School is directly across the street on one side of 
the Project and a residential community directly on the other side of the Project. Alcohol, 
hotel rooms, and strangers adjacent to a public elementary school do not mix well. 
Further, the application of offsite sales in an already over saturated neighborhood is 
especially tone deaf, given the problems associated with a longstanding and growing 
homeless population in this same neighborhood and a proliferation of street-level, illicit 
drug sales.
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Coastal Development Permit

In order for a coastal development permit to be granted, all of the requisite findings 
maintained in Section 12.20.2 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code must be made in the 
affirmative. The applicable findings include: 1) that the development is in conformity 
with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act of 1976; 2) that the permitted development 
will not prejudice the ability of the City of Los Angeles to prepare a Local Coastal 
Program that is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act of 1976; 3) 
That the Interpretative Guidelines for Coastal Planning and Permits as established by the 
California Coastal Commission have been reviewed, analyzed, and considered in the light 
of the individual project in making its determination; 4) that the decision of the permit 
granting authority has been guided by any applicable decision of the California Coastal 
Commission pursuant to Section 30625(c) of the Public Resources Code.

The Coastal Act of 1976 was enacted by the State Legislature as a “a comprehensive 
scheme to govern land use planning for the entire coastal zone of California.” Its passage 
was the result of the recognition that uncontrolled development of the California coastline 
could not continue. One of its goals is to “[p]rotect, maintain, and where feasible, 
enhance and restore the overall quality of the coastal zone environment and its natural 
and artificial resources.” To achieve this goal the Coastal Act sets forth specific policies 
governing public access, recreation, the marine environment, land resources, and 
development along the coast. It provides specific protection for “sensitive coastal 
resource areas,” defined in the Coastal Act as those bounded land and water areas within 
the coastal zone of vital interest and sensitivity, such as highly scenic areas and special 
communities or neighborhoods which are significant visitor destination areas. Under the 
Coastal Act, new development where appropriate is to protect special communities and 
neighborhoods that, because of their unique characteristics, are popular visitor destination 
points for recreational uses.

The Coastal Act specifically provides that prior to certification of the LCP, a CDP shall 
only be issued if the issuing agency, or the California Commission on appeal, finds that 
the proposed development will not prejudice the ability of the local government to 
prepare a local coastal program that is in conformity with Chapter 3. Further, the Coastal 
Act requires that new development not have a significant adverse impact, either 
individually or cumulatively, on coastal resources. Section 30105.5 provides:

“Cumulatively” or “cumulative effect” means the incremental effects of an 
individual project shall be reviewed in connection with the effects of past 
projects, the effects of other current projects, and the effects of probable future 
projects.

The LUP recognizes Venice as a special coastal community. Policy I.E.1 provides: 
“Venice’s unique social and architectural diversity should be protected as a Special 
Coastal Community pursuant to Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act of 1976.” The 
LUP lists this block of Abbot Kinney Boulevard as a historical resource.
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Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act

In making Finding No. 7 that the development is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the 
Coastal Act, the Determination makes no mention of this and does not consider the 
impact of the Project on this historic resource, required to be protected under Chapter 3 of 
the Coastal Act.

Further, the Determination recognizes that the immediate area is surrounded by one and 
two-story structures. On page 27, the last sentence of the third full paragraph states: “The 
project site and properties proximate to the site are developed with one- and two-story 
structures in an urban area.” (This is also stated on page 28, the last sentence in the first 
full paragraph.) Yet the Zoning Administrator goes on to justify the three-story mass and 
scale of the Project by comparing it with a couple of out of place three-story structures 
(that should not have been approved) and does not consider the majority of the 
surrounding structures (all one- and two-story structures) that are acknowledged to reflect 
the character of the neighborhood.

Thus, the Zoning Administrator errs and abuses his discretion in concluding that the 
proposed 30-foot tall portions of the project are consistent with the massing and scale of 
the existing development, adjacent to the multi-family residential neighborhood as he is 
only comparing to a very small portion of the surrounding structures and not considering 
what is by far the largest and most sensitive portion.

The Appellant will supply additional information that shows that 74% of the surrounding 
structures are 0- or 1-story, 8% are 2-story and 18% are 3-story. Only 18% of the 
surrounding structures are 3 stories, which in no way justifies a block long 3-story 
structure facing a 1-story residential area.

For all of the above reasons, the Project does not comply with the applicable LUP 
Policies. Accordingly, the Zoning Administrator erred in its Finding No. 8 that the 
development will not prejudice the ability of the City of Los Angeles to prepare a local 
coastal program that is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act.

The Determination also found that the Project was consistent with the various planning 
ordinances and plans, as it was a mixed-use proj ect.

The West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission’s decision on 601 Ocean Front Walk 
(ZA-2015-102-CDP-SPP-1A), at the hearing on September 7, 2016 is instructive. The 
issue there was also whether the immaterial number of residential units qualified the 
project as mixed use, with the associated benefits related to FAR and lot consolidation. 
The WLAAPC concluded that due to that project’s immaterial amount of residential use 
it did not qualify as “mixed use,” and therefore denied the project as proposed.

Below are some excerpts from the audio transcript for that hearing, from the 
Commissioner discussion:

President Donovan:
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“Mixed Use isn’t defined here [in the certified Land Use Plan] and thus I must use 
judgment and I know mixed use when I see it and I don’t see it here today.”
[He stated that if this project was approved as proposed, it would prejudice the LCP]. He 
goes on to say that “This is not for us to decide at this point as our decision would 
prejudice the LCP.” He reiterated that there were insufficient mitigation measures and 
not enough attention on the cumulative impacts, and thus a project of this size was out of 
scale with the surrounding area and that it would have a substantial adverse impact.

Commissioner Halper:
The ZA erred in his Finding re. prejudicing of the LCP with respect to classification of 
the proposed project as a mixed use. The current proposal, which assumes that the 
smallest possible sized unit allows, 800 sq. ft, is adequate to support an increase of 50% 
from the FAR of 1:0 for office and retail, to a FAR of 1.5:1 that is based on an 
unspecified mix of commercial (retail and/or office) and residential uses. One cannot 
justify that 2.7% of a project can get a 50% FAR “bonus" for the project.

In this case, the total square footage of the “apartments” is 2,588 square feet. The 
apartments as a percentage of the total habitation space is 4.62% (As per the Project 
Description, the total square footage of hotel space is 53,384 sq. ft and the total square 
footage of the apartments is 2,588 square footage. Total habitation space is 53,384 + 
2,588 = 55,972 sq. ft. 2,588 divided by 55,972 = 4.62%)

In this case, the percentage of the square footage of the apartments is 3.68% of the total 
square footage of the project, of 70,310 square feet as per the Project Description. (Total 
square footage of the apartments of 2,588 divided by total square footage of the project of 
70,310 = 3.68%).

By either measure, 3.68% of the total project or 4.62% of the total habitation space, one 
cannot justify that this minor percentage of a project can result in a 50% FAR “bonus" for 
the project (the minor amount of residential use is being used to qualify the project as 
mixed use, thus resulting in a FAR of 1.5:1 as opposed to 1:0). The precedent set by the 
WLAAPC on September 7, 2016 in denying the project as proposed (with an immaterial 
amount of residential use supporting a mixed-use classification) must be followed; 
and the LCP must not be prejudiced. This is not a Mixed-Use project and must not be 
treated as one.

For the reasons stated above, the Appellant points out that the Project is not a mixed-use 
project, none of which arguments is addressed by the Zoning Administrator in the 
Determination. If the Project is not a mixed-use project, then even under the Zoning 
Administrator’s rationale it does not comply with the VSP and LUP.

Also, in making Finding No. 7, there seem to be contradictory or unclear statements 
about the loading areas around the perimeter of the Project. Finding No. 7 states that the 
proposed project includes a condition prohibiting the use of the public right-of-way for 
loading purposes, and as such, “the proposed development along Electric Avenue is 
visually compatible with the surrounding area and consistent with the character and scale 
of the neighborhood.” Whether the on-street loading zone on Broadway that is in the
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plans is approved, or whether its use is conditioned by Condition 17, which states 
“Commercial loading shall be prohibited along Broadway” is also a source of confusion. 
As the specifics of what is being approved for a loading zone for the Project are not clear, 
it is not possible to comment on that for the purposes of Finding No. 7.

Parking

Adequate parking has not been required as per LUP Policy II.A.3. and Coastal Act 
Sections 30210, 30211, 30212, 30214, and 30252. Coastal Act Section 30252 states "The 
location and amount of new development should maintain and enhance public access to 
the coast by providing adequate parking facilities,” detailed as follows:

1. It is not clear from the determination whether the 60 parking spaces in the surface 
parking lot that is being demolished are being appropriately replaced. As part of the 
determination the ZA must verify whether any of these spaces are for Public Parking, 
which are required by the Coastal Act to be replaced. We have evidence that this lot was 
used for public valet parking, mostly for beach parking during the day. In addition, the 
ZA needs to determine whether there are parking covenants or agreements for other 
parties with any of the existing properties for the overall project, in order to assure that 
these obligations are being covered in the parking requirement for the new project.

2. It is not clear whether the service floor area for the existing restaurants has been 
correctly calculated and where those existing parking spaces are currently located.

3. The parking requirement for the existing restaurants must be recalculated in 
conjunction with the overall project and it must be assured that there is no consideration 
of ADA aisle width in order to reduce the service floor area, as this practice is no longer 
allowed.

4. The ZA must assure that the parking requirement for the existing Felix restaurant at 
1023 Abbot Kinney is recalculated as it is common knowledge and apparent on the Plans 
that the service floor area was expanded during the tenant improvement process (DIR- 
2016-262-CEX), even though it is not allowed to expand service floor area using a CEX 
(Coastal Exemption). The service floor area for the Felix restaurant must be recalculated 
as a part of the overall project parking requirement calculation.

5. The parking calculation must include the service floor area for all areas of the hotel 
where alcoholic beverages will be served, including the hotel roof decks, pool areas, 
lobby, outdoor courtyard, lounge area and business center.

6. The parking calculation must include a requirement for the existing retail nursery, the 
Sculpture Garden as it will be on the Project Site and thus part of the overall Project. It is 
2,963 square feet.

7. The displaced parking spaces for public access due to the proposed on-street loading 
area must be replaced.
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8. The wrong parking requirement was used for the service floor area of the restaurant. 
The parking requirement table on page 4 - 5 states that the parking standard for the hotel 
restaurant is 1 space per 100 sq. ft of floor area used for consumption of food or 
beverages, whereas the Parking Requirement Table in LUP Policy II.A.3. (as well as the 
comparable table in the VSP) states " 1 space for each 100 square feet of floor area 
used for consumption of food or beverages, or public recreation areas; plus 1 space for 
each five fixed seats and for every 35 square feet of seating area where there are no 
fixed seats in meeting rooms or other places of assembly.” It is not clear whether the 
requirement has been correctly calculated as per the LUP and VSP requirements.

9. The front patio service floor area of the retail store has not been included in the parking 
requirement calculation.

Sea Level Rise

The Determination does recognize that the Project is located within an area that may be 
affected by Sea Level Rise, but finds that the potential for such flooding in severe storm 
events is likely to increase towards the end of the project’s life, based on a typical 
development life of 75 years and brushes off that the three subterranean levels might be 
adversely impacted in the interim, stating that they are subject to further review and 
compliance with zoning and building code requirements and found therefore that the 
Project is consistent with the Coastal Act. A thorough consideration of the Sea Level 
Rise and its impact on the Project is required under Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and 
missing here.

Approval of the Project will Prejudice the Ability to Prepare a Local Coastal 
Program

There simply is no basis for Finding No. 8 that the Project will not prejudice the ability of 
the City to prepare a local coastal program that is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the 
California Coastal Act. Indeed, the Project sets a precedent for mixed-use projects, lot 
consolidation, three-stories of mostly commercial space in a neighborhood of low-slung 
residential buildings and rehabilitation of historic resources in an important special 
coastal community.

Similarly, the Zoning Administrator also errs on Finding No. 9, as he does not consider 
the cumulative impacts of the project on coastal resources, which is required prior to the 
certification of a local coastal program. The issue of cumulative impacts is a big concern 
for this Project, as the proposed project is the largest project to ever be proposed for 
Venice, and the Coastal Act and certified LUP protect Venice’s existing scale and 
character and does not allow for projects of this sheer size. The Zoning Administrator 
also errs in that this Finding does not recognize that the Venice Coastal Zone has been 
designated by both the City and the State as a “Special Coastal Community” (as defined) 
and must be preserved and protected from projects like this that would cause a significant 
adverse cumulative impact on the relatively small scale and unique community character 
of the Venice Coastal Zone community.
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Omitting an analysis of the impact of the project on the Special Coastal Community of 
Venice, a designated Coastal Resource, which is a key part of the applicable Chapter 3 
Coastal Act sections that must be considered in the CDP Findings, is a major error and 
abuse of discretion by the Zoning Administrator.

Prior Decisions of the California Coastal Commission Cited by the Zoning 
Administrator

The Zoning Administrator recognizes that his decision must be guided by any applicable 
decision of the California Coastal Commission. Nevertheless, the decisions cited by the 
Zoning Administrator in reaching his Determination in this case are inapplicable as they 
do not involve projects of this magnitude. Each of these is discussed below:

1697 Pacific Ave, February 12, 2016
This is the Hotel Erwin. The addition of a roof deck service floor area is in no way a 
“similar application in the Venice Coastal Zone.” The issue with this permit was simply 
assuring there was adequate parking for the expansion of the service areas.

1697 Pacific Ave, August 7, 2003
This too is the Hotel Erwin. The addition of a floor of an existing hotel is in no way a 
“similar application in the Venice Coastal Zone.”

1119-1123 Abbot Kinney Blvd, December 11, 2003
This project is a mixed-use project of a reasonable size (only 3 lot consolidation, and 
significantly smaller in size), and with a substantial number of dwelling units vs. 
commercial uses. In addition, this project was required to take the street dedications.

Comparing the proposed Venice Place Project to this project highlights the fact that the 
Venice Place Project is way too large for the area in overall scale, has excessive lot 
consolidations, is not a mixed-use project as the number of dwelling units is immaterial 
in comparison to the total project, and should not be allowed to waive the street 
dedications. The 1119-1123 Abbot Kinney decision actually supports a denial of the 
Venice Place Project.

4750-4761 Lincoln Blvd, November 4, 1998
This project is not at all similar to the subject project. This project is for an apartment 
building and not a mixed-use project. Also, according to the Coastal Commission’s 
archives, the Staff's recommendation was for a Substantial Issue, not a No Substantial 
Issue determination, as alleged in the Determination.

Significantly, this the Venice Place Project would be the largest project to ever be 
proposed in the Venice Coastal Zone, and if approved would cause significant adverse 
cumulative impacts and set precedent for other projects of this size. The Coastal Act 
protects Venice’s existing scale and character and does not allow for projects of this sheer 
size, especially in such a sensitive area.
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The Project’s sheer size, impact on a historic resource, unprecedented lot consolidation, 
treatment as a mixed-use project when only 3.6% of the entire Project (or 4.6% of the 
hotel space) contemplates the provision of housing, make the finding that it will not 
prejudice the ability of the City of Los Angeles to prepare a local coastal program that is 
in conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act, as set forth in Finding No. 8, 
ludicrous. The whole idea of encouraging and conferring certain benefits on mixed-use 
projects is to “increase opportunities for employees to live near jobs and residents to live 
near shopping.” (Policy 1.B.6 of the LUP.) Four extended stay units in a luxury hotel 
will not increase opportunities for employees to live near jobs and residents to live near 
shopping. Yet, this is being used to justify all sorts of exceptions to compliance with 
rules that would otherwise be applied to the Project.

Site Plan Review

The purpose of a site plan review is to promote orderly development, evaluate and 
mitigate significant environmental impacts, and promote public safety and the general 
welfare by ensuring that development projects are properly related to their sites, 
surrounding properties, traffic circulation, and other infrastructure and environmental 
settling. Pursuant to LAMC Section 16.05, the decision maker must find that the project 
is in substantial conformance with the purposes, intent and provisions of the General 
Plan, applicable community plan and any applicable specific plan and that the project 
consists of an arrangement of buildings and structures, off-street parking facilities, 
loading areas, and other pertinent improvements that is or will be compatible with 
existing and future development on adjacent properties and neighboring properties.

For the reasons stated above, this Project does not comply with the purposes, intent and 
provisions of the General Plan, the applicable community plan and the specific land use 
plans governing the project. Further, the parking is not adequately addressed.

First, as stated above, the total absence of self-parking will have a negative impact on the 
adjacent residential neighborhood, as patrons of the hotel complex’s services will be 
incentivized to avoid the cost of valet service and automated parking (this is not an 
inexpensive combination). The normal method for mitigating this impact would be permit 
parking. However, The Venice Coastal Zone Local Coastal Program’s Certified Land Use 
Plan makes that completely infeasible:

Policy II. A. 6. Preferential Parking. Establishment of residential preferential 
parking districts shall be contingent upon replacing displaced public parking 
spaces with new public parking at a minimum one-to-one ratio.

While the Zoning Administrator notes that restricted parking was requested by a 
neighborhood resident at the hearing, he does not address the issue other than to put the 
proprietors of the businesses occupying the project on best behavior to tell their 
employees not to park in the adjacent residential area. This is not a condition; it is a 
fantasy.
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Further, the Service Floor Areas are understated in the Parking Requirement findings, 
causing the Project to be significantly under-parked. Several service floor areas have 
been left out of the calculations.

The relevant parking requirements for a Coastal Development Permit, as stated in “the 
applicable policies of the certified LUP,” are found in “Policy 11.A.3 Parking 
Requirements” and are cited on p. 31 of the Zoning Administrator’s Determination. In 
addition to other requirements, they include: “

“.. .1 space for each 100 square feet of floor area used for consumption of food or 
beverages, or public recreation areas; plus 1 space for each five fixed seats and for 
every 35 square feet of seating area where there are no fixed seats in meeting 
rooms or other places of assembly.”

The Zoning Administrator Determination characterizes the LUP policies as “advisory” 
“guidelines.” However, the VSP has the same requirements for hotels, and they are 
binding, not advisory:

Section 13 D. PARKING REQUIREMENT TABLE (p. 25)

“One space for each 100 square feet of floor area used for 
consumption of food or beverages, or public recreation areas; 
plus
One space for each five fixed seats and for every 35 square
feet of seating area where there are no fixed seats in meeting rooms or other 
places of assembly”

The following excerpts from various findings in the Zoning Administrator letter lay out 
the areas in this hotel that are allowed to be used for “consumption of food or beverages:”

p. 2. Approvals “(e) and the on-site consumption of alcohol in the hotel lobby, 
outdoor courtyard, hotel lounge areas, and hotel business center.”

p. 19. MANDATED FINDINGS 
Conditional Use Permits
“(f) and the on-site consumption of alcohol in the hotel lobby, outdoor courtyard, 
hotel lounge areas, and hotel business center.”

p. 21. Conditional Use Permit Findings #3
“The project proposes the sale and consumption of a full line of alcoholic 
beverages in the new hotel restaurant and bar area (and hotel roof decks and pool 
area for hotel guests), in the hotel guest rooms (liquor cabinets), hotel guest room 
services, and in all areas of the hotel (lobby, outdoor courtyard, lounge area, and 
business center).”

p. 24. Alcoholic Beverage Findings #4 .project proposes the sale and
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consumption of a full line of alcoholic beverages in the new hotel restaurant and 
bar area (and hotel roof decks and pool area for hotel guests), in the hotel guest 
rooms {liquor cabinets), hotel guest room services, and in all areas of the hotel 
(lobby, outdoor courtyard, lounge area, and business center). 55
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Yet none of these areas besides the restaurants’ and the market’s service floor areas are 
being counted, as they should be in calculating those parking requirements already 
mentioned:

.1 space for each 100 square feet of floor area used for consumption of food or 
beverages, or public recreation areas; plus 1 space for each five fixed seats and for 
every 35 square feet of seating area where there are no fixed seats in meeting 
rooms or other places of assembly.

u
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This is a major oversight. Those measurements and calculations need to be done and 
reflected in the parking requirements. The architect’s plans even show three tables on the 
project property facing Abbot Kinney that are obviously to be “used for consumption of 
food or beverages,” This use does not appear to be covered by the 170 sq. ft the Zoning
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Administrator assigned to the Market, as there is seating inside, as well.

Additionally, the parking requirement for the existing restaurants must be recalculated in 
conjunction with the overall project and it must be assured that there is no consideration 
of the ADA aisle width in order to reduce the service floor area, as this practice is no 
longer allowed. Further, it is unclear whether the Zoning Administrator properly 
considered the parking requirement for the existing Felix restaurant at 1023 Abbot 
Kinney as the service floor area was expanded during the tenant improvement process 
(DIR-2016-262-CEX), even though it is not allowed to expand service floor area using a 
Coastal Exemption (“CEX”). The service floor area for the Felix restaurant must be 
recalculated as a part of the overall project parking requirement calculation. Also, it is 
unclear whether the parking calculation included parking for the existing retail nursery, 
the Sculpture Garden as it will be on the Project site and thus part of the overall Project. 
It is 2,963 square feet.

Because this project depends entirely on automated parking not only to satisfy code 
requirements but also to successfully serve the needs of the businesses and their clientele, 
it is extremely important to be sure the automated parking is capable of delivering the 
required number of spaces and sufficient, reliable service before proceeding with 
planning permits. Unlike a conventional garage, there are many aspects of automated 
parking that vary with the particular system, and they are still somewhat exotic to most 
planning practitioners.

We strongly urge that you have LADBS do a preliminary inspection of this installation’s 
plans in order to have confidence that the system can be installed as depicted, will have 
the promised capacity, and will be able to provide the rate of service claimed in the EIR.

One major reason to take this extra step is that the representations offered in the EIR are, 
quite frankly, deceptive in two crucial areas. First is the layout and capacity. Second is the 
claimed service rate.

The Subgrade Parking Plan shows a “typical” parking level with cars on closely packed 
rows of pallets alongside a narrow shuttle aisle via which they can be transported to and 
from the three elevators. The problem is that the depiction does not include any room for 
structural supports, and the spans required are 43 ft for most of the garage, and 90 ft for 
the wider end.
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Absence of structural supports renders the plan unrealistic, as there is no room between 
pallets, which are spaced less than 4” apart, to place them. The clearance along the 
central, shuttle aisle to the elevators is no greater.

Structural supports always present major obstacles to automated parking systems, 
depending on their number, size, and placement, causing inefficiencies in the use of 
space. In this case, that space is saved in the drawings by simply pretending no obstacles 
exist.

If long horizontal supports were to be used to solve this problem, the approximately 8- 
inch floor thickness depicted in the plans would no longer be sufficient. An increase in 
floor thickness or support depth would cause the depth of excavation to increase, taking it 
farther below the water level and further increasing the water pressure for incursion at the 
base, where the parking elevator motors lie in depression below floor level. It would also 
increase the amount of soil that would need to be removed and increase the attendant 
CEQA construction impacts.

Since the ability of this project to satisfy its parking requirements depends entirely on 
automated parking, the ability to certify compliance depends greatly on the layout of any 
structural supports. The “Typ. Subgrade Parking Plan” in Appendix A is therefore 
insufficient as a basis for approval of the parking plan, since it does not realistically 
depict the actual system capacity. Would this department sign off on a conventional 
garage with a required number of spaces if you had no floor plan or indication of where it 
would be possible to put spaces because of support pillars?
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Another difference between conventional and automated parking is that automated 
parking systems experience failures that can cripple an entire garage or a segment of it 
for hours or days. Has anyone analyzed the failure record of the proposed system and the 
impacts that failures of different types would have on capacity, speed and throughput of 
this project’s system? The system manufacturer should be able to provide this 
information.

The applicants have done a bait and switch on the parking system’s service rate.
On page 53 of the ZA letter, under Project Design Features the service rate is stated:

TRANS-PDF-9 Automated Parking
The three lifts in the Main Valet Area will have a total minimum service rate of 
80 vehicles per hour (combined input and output) _ (approximately 27 per hour 
per lift).

Having stated this rate, the EIR supports it with data from a completely different system, 
employing an entirely different technology from the one being used in this Project. It’s 
made by the same company, which raises the question, why didn’t they supply the service 
rates for this system? Below are brochure photos (side-by-side) of the two systems, 
“Slide” and “Pace.” The combined service rate figures of 80 vehicles per hour, as set 
forth on page 53 of the Zoning Administrator’s Determination, are for the Pace system. 
The hotel is not using the Pace system, it is using the “Slide” system. This issue was 
raised in a letter from David Ewing to Juliet Oh and Theodore Irving dated Aug. 30, 
2019, but the issue has not been dealt with in the ZA’s Determination.

The service rate cited should not be accepted. The actual service rate should have been 
verified before accepting it as factual in the EIR. That mistake should not be perpetuated 
by continued reliance on it going forward.
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Service rates, even when correct, can only tell you the rate that the automation is capable 
of, but in this case, the configuration of the valet court and the system’s elevators create 
the likelihood of bottlenecks and congestion extending into the public right-of-way.

The current site plan shows there is a very limited queuing area available for vehicles 
waiting to enter the elevators for the parking garage. The DEIR should have included a 
verified gate service rate specifically for vehicle entries and a separate service rate for 
vehicle exits. A combined rate always greatly overstates the system’s ability to park 
vehicles in a high-demand situation, with cars queuing to park. You cannot simply divide 
the combined rate in half. The one-way rate of service is much lower, because the time 
required is much more than half what it is for the combined rate. The elevator can carry 
cars up and down in one round trip, but the free ride that an exiting car gets coming up to 
street level does not speed up an entering car ride down. In other words, it does not 
increase the time efficiency of the cars being parked. Therefore, the combined service 
rate, which is often used as selling point by manufacturers, which is often used as a sales 
point by manufacturers, is actually deceptive as a description of how many vehicles can 
be parked or delivered in a given period.

Another concern is some of the cars will be parked eight cars deep, and if the last car 
(Car X) needs to be retrieved, how quickly will the automated system be able to juggle 
the cars in the row to reach the eighth car? When those seven cars are moved to let Car X 
out, they block the aisle all the way past the two paired elevators, tying up the entire 
system until they can return to their spots.

This problem does not only pertain to when there is a full garage. The cars are on pallets, 
and whether a pallet is carrying a car or not, the pallet has to be moved to let the
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outermost pallet reach the transit aisle. While the system is doing all that, the queue may 
fill up the valet court, blocking the exit from the third elevator, where Car X is finally 
emerging. Or the queue may stretch out into the street. That would violate Parking 
Condition 16, which says:

“.All valet parking operations shall be conducted onsite; the queuing of vehicles shall 
be prohibited in the public right of way.”

And that would create yet another problem, with Condition 16 f.:

“Valet service shall not utilize any local streets for the parking of any vehicles at any 
time.”

This could put the applicant in some jeopardy, since:

“Every violation of this determination is punishable as a misdemeanor and shall be 
punishable by a fine of not more than $2,500 or by imprisonment in the county jail for a 
period of not more than six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment.”

As vanishingly unlikely as that may be, the irony is that any such punishment would not 
be due to an intentional transgression by the applicant, but rather to failures by the ZA 
and Planning Commission to address the deficiencies of the parking scheme in the first 
place, thereby guaranteeing subsequent situations that made violations unavoidable. A 
condition, after all, is not a magic wand.

The EIR did not address any of this. Instead, the EIR substituted an independent study of 
an entirely different type of automation from that being proposed here, located in a very 
different and more efficient installation (West Hollywood City Hall garage). Also, the 
EIR should have addressed the reliability of the proposed system, the failure rate, and the 
impacts various types of failures would have on the gate service rate, garage capacity, and 
potentially on traffic on Electric Ave. These are not passive systems. They require 
maintenance, or they fail.

This is completely different than signing off on a conventional concrete garage.
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The depiction above is from the First Floor Plan in Exhibit A of the EIR. The only things 
added are the red labels for clarity. The cars are as depicted in the plan. Notice that all it 
takes is two cars, #8 and #9, to block the exit. Also note that car #1 is blocking the third 
elevator just when it’s most needed. Now let’s add pickups and drop-offs into the mix. Is 
a sensible Uber or Lyft driver going to venture into this mess? Of course not. She’s going 
to drop her passenger on Electric, double parking to do so if necessary, but in any case, 
violating the prohibition on “the use of the adjoining right-of-way for loading purposes. 
(Electric is very narrow here, especially if the dedication is reduced from 7.5 ft to 5 ft, 
which is only enough to allow a sidewalk, but not to widen the street.)

55

Apparently, the offsite overflow lot for 80 cars at Westminster School that was in the EIR 
and was to serve the 2nd Valet station (on Abbot Kinney) is now off the table. That 
removes a mitigation and makes serious congestion in the valet court, and out into 
Electric Ave., much more likely. This makes it even more crucial that the automated 
parking be capable of performing as represented.

In order for the City to evaluate the site plan, it must know whether the automated 
parking system and the configuration of the valet court and vehicle elevators can 
accommodate the parking demand. As the automated parking system direly impacts the 
layout of the site plan for the Project, there should have been, but there is not, a detailed 
study of how this particular automated parking system and valet court layout will operate.

These issues should be resolved now, not when it’s too late to substantially change the 
project design. Therefore, as stated earlier, we believe it’s imperative that the City order a 
preliminary inspection of this installation’s plans by LADBS before the Zoning 
Administrator rules on the planning application, to assure that the system can be installed 
as depicted, will have the promised capacity, and will be capable of providing the rate of
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service claimed in the EIR. That’s the only way to be sure the site plan as presented is 
tenable.

Loading issues are unclear in the Determination where loading and unloading is 
permitted. On page 6, in the section on conditions: “17. loading. Pursuant to LAMC 
Section 12.21 C.66, all required loading areas shall be provided onsite. Commercial 
loading shall be prohibited along Broadway. Passenger loading shall be prohibited along 
Abbot Kinney Boulevard.” Does this mean that all loading is done on-site?

On page 28, in the Coastal Development Permit section, the Zoning Administrator says: 
“The proposed project is conditioned to prohibit the use of the public right-of-way [along 
Electric Ave.] for the loading purposes.” Yet this was not mentioned in the conditions on 
loading.

On page 32, in the Coastal Development Permit section, the Zoning Administrator says: 
“A valet service is provided onsite for the automated parking, and all drop-off and pick
up areas are anticipated to be onsite. As conditioned, the loading of passengers or 
goods is prohibited in the public right-of-way. As such, all proposed valet operations 
are consistent with Policy I1.A.10.” (emphasis supplied). Yet we’ve seen that the 
Project’s conditioned to allow both commercial and passenger loading in the public right 
of way.

And on page 36:
development will provide a total of 175 parking spaces within three subterranean levels, 
accessed by an automated parking system and operated by a valet. A 600 square-foot 
loading area is provided onsite, along Broadway. The onsite loading space satisfies the 
requirements of LAMC Section 12.21-C.6. However, the proposed on-street loading 
area displaces parking for public access, public recreation and public institutions; 
hence, the project is conditioned to prohibit the use of the public right-of-way for 
loading purposes.” (emphasis supplied.)

Off-street parking facilities and loading areas. The mixed-use

Given the reasons cited, this presumably means both passenger and commercial loading 
are on site only.

However, the off-street commercial loading area is insufficient for both size and quantity 
of delivery vehicles. While the Zoning Administrator’s recommendation cites the loading 
area’s compliance with code, the circumstance here is unusual and creates dangers for 
schoolchildren, because trucks using this loading area will have to back across a sidewalk 
that is the schoolchildren’s major route to Westminster Elementary School. For anything 
larger than a small bobtail, when the lift gate is extended for loading, the truck will 
extend across the sidewalk and into the curb cut.

The proposed curb cut is too narrow for two trucks to occupy the loading area without 
jumping the curb. For any longer trucks, like the small tractor trailer rigs that supply 
small stores and restaurants throughout the city, they would block the sidewalk entirely.
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Their most likely option, whether or not it complies with the project’s conditions, is to 
park in the middle lane of Abbot Kinney Blvd., as they do now up and down that street.
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But in this location, that creates a large blind spot for children crossing Abbot Kinney Blvd. to the 
school and for drivers on Abbot Kinney who won’t see those children until the last second.
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Deliveries from the commercial loading area on Broadway are impractical for the market 
on Westminster. This will be worse if the dedication on Electric is reduced as approved 
by the Zoning Administrator, as pedestrians will have to share the space with deliveries 
on dollies traversing the full block on Electric, or the delivery traffic will travers the 
block on Abbot Kinney. (It is unlikely to be routed through the hotel.) The more likely
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possibility is that deliveries to the market will be off-loaded in the center lane of Abbot 
Kinney Blvd., especially as beer trucks are usually if not always tractor trailers.

Given the limited facilities and hours for loading, how can scheduling deliveries for 
hotel, hotel restaurant, independent restaurant, independent market/liquor store, and spa 
all be coordinated to comply with conditions and not interfere with each other? Even if 
they do their best to comply, they have limited control of vendors’ routes and schedules. 
The City’s record of enforcement, be it of code or conditions, has been abysmal along 
Abbot Kinney. Relying on an involved set of conditions seems like an invitation to honor 
them in the breach.

All of this was addressed in public comments submitted by Venice Supports the Specific 
Plan in its letter of Feb. 25, 2019, titled: Re: Comments of Venice Supports the Specific 
Plan to Draft EIR for the Venice Place Project Case No. Env-2016-4321-EIR ("the 
Project"), as follows:

The operation of the loading zone on Broadway as contemplated creates 
hazardous conditions for pedestrians and drivers trying to navigate their way 
around trash and delivery trucks. It is unclear whether the loading zone that is 
contemplated will actually remove all trucks from the flow of traffic. Given the 
Project's close proximity to Westminster Elementary and the number of school 
children who use the road where the loading zone is contemplated, this hazard is 
particularly substantial.

The applicant has argued that loading and delivery will only take place during 
certain specified hours when children will not normally be going to and from 
school, but these stipulations are unworkable. The idea that the frequency of 
deliveries will be significantly reduced by consolidation presumes that the hotel 
and other business located within the Project site, such as the spa, restaurants, etc. 
will:

be willing to coordinate amongst themselves their vendor sources and 
schedules;

have the ability to dictate such a schedule to their vendors, despite 
whatever effects this would have on their delivery routes and their other 
customers; and

succeed in reducing the frequency of deliveries by a magnitude from what 
they currently handle at this location by using a parking lot that will no 
longer exist, and all this despite a greatly intensified use.

Moreover, this mitigation proposal presumes City agencies have the resources to 
babysit dozens of vendors who will be serving the hotel complex on a constant 
basis. Currently, lack of enforcement is a big problem as trucks routinely double
park on Broadway and in the middle of Abbot Kinney Blvd. If the proponent's
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plans are adopted, the main difference will be these practices will expand right to 
a school crossing and make it blind.

The Zoning Administrator’s response is to add more unenforceable parking and loading 
conditions, while failing to address the basic problems that they’re intended to mitigate.

Project Permit Compliance Review

In order to grant a Project Permit Compliance under Section 11.5.7.C., the decision 
maker must find that the project substantially complies with the applicable regulations, 
findings, standards and provisions of the specific plan; and that the project incorporates 
mitigation measures, monitoring measures when necessary, or alternatives identified in 
the environmental review which would mitigate the negative environmental effects of the 
project, to the extent physically feasible.

In addition, Section 8. of the VSP requires that additional findings must be made, 
including that the Venice Coastal Development Project is compatible in scale and 
character with the existing neighborhood, and that the Venice Coastal Development 
Project would not be materially detrimental to adjoining lots or the immediate 
neighborhood; and that the Venice Coastal Development Project is in conformity with the 
certified Venice Local Costal Program. The requirements in the VSP Sections 9. General 
Land Use and Development Regulations, 10. Land Use and Development Regulations for 
Subareas, 11. Commercial and Industrial Design Standards, and 13. Parking must also be 
met.

More significantly, for all of the reasons previously discussed in this appeal, the Project is
in not in compliance with the scale and character of the existing neighborhood and thus it
is clear that the project is materially detrimental to adjoining lots and
the immediate neighborhood; and the project does not comply with the certified LUP
portion of the LCP. Further, the project does not comply with the VSP
development standards and parking requirements, as also previously fully discussed in
this letter.

For all of these reasons, the Zoning Administrator erred in granting a Project Permit 
Compliance.

It should also be noted that the dimensions of the Project indicated on page 37 of the 
Determination do not agree with the dimensions indicated in the Determination on page 
2, including the restaurant’s square footage, the service floor area of the restaurant, the 
ground floor retail space, the service floor area of the market and the office use. This is 
an error and this discrepancy needs to be clarified.

Mello Act Compliance Review

In 1982, a statewide bill called the Mello Act was passed. Its purpose is to preserve 
housing in the coastal zone, especially housing for low- and moderate-income residents.
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In this time of a severe housing shortage and gentrification of Venice it is critical that it 
be followed.

Basically, there are three types of projects that trigger Mello: 1) the demolition of a 
residential unit that was occupied by a person with low or moderate income or that was 
affordable under certain standards; 2) the conversion of a residential unit to a commercial 
use; or 3) a development that includes housing.

Here, the Zoning Administrator and applicant dance around the exceptions that may 
apply to the triggering events to find that the applicant is not required to provide any 
affordable units and is exempt from the requirements of the Mello Act. Each of these 
points is discussed below.

In Finding No. 18, the Zoning Administrator acknowledges that the Project includes the 
demolition of three single-family residential structures. The Zoning Administrator also 
acknowledges that the non-residential use of these structures that currently exists is not 
authorized and that they are legally permitted as dwelling units. Accordingly, their 
current nonresidential use is irrelevant to the analysis of whether they are residential 
dwelling units. Nevertheless, the Zoning Administrator found that the three existing 
residential structures (1047-1051 Abbot Kinney) were not affordable units. In doing so, 
the Zoning Administrator relied on a determination by the Los Angeles Housing + 
Community Investment Department (“HCIDLA”) that was issued on February 13, 2012. 
This determination stated that the “Ecole Claire Fontaine Day Care Center had been in 
operation on the subject site since 2004” and that “it would not be economically feasible 
to convert the three detached buildings back into single family homes.”

The problem with this analysis is that this determination will need to be made anew in 
connection with this Project, with no deference to the previous determination because the 
initial determination was part of an application for a change of use that was never 
finalized. In order for the determination to be valid it would have had to be part of a 
discretionary permit in which the determination could be appealed. In this case, the 2012 
determination could not be appealed and thus it is invalid now. Juliet Oh, of the Planning 
Department, as much as acknowledged this in an email submitted at the Zoning 
Administrator Hearing of August 1, 2019. During an August 1, 2019 hearing on this 
Project, the applicant’s representative conceded that the applicant must reprocess a Mello 
Act determination. Yet, there is no indication that this was done.

While HCIDLA could make the determination that the current rent applied or that the rent 
of the last known residential occupants applied (relying on a tolling of the time due to the 
unauthorized use in the interim) or not, it is required that HCIDLA make a determination 
regarding the affordability issue that can be appealed, and there is no indication that this 
has been done. At least the Zoning Administrator did not make a finding that this was 
done and therefore Finding No. 18 is in error.

In addition, as pointed out above, the Mello Act is also triggered if a residential use (the 
last authorized use of the applicable parcel) is being converted to a commercial use. Here
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the lots on which the three existing residential structures are being demolished are being 
converted to a commercial use, thereby triggering the Mello Act. The lots on which these 
three residential structures sit are being converted to a commercial use. The Project 
consists of a demolition of existing residential structures for purposes of a nonresidential 
use, a mixed-use commercial development. The fact that mixed-use is a nonresidential 
commercial use is further corroborated in the certified LUP, where mixed-use 
developments are included in the Commercial Land Use and Development Standards 
section. This is even further corroborated by the fact that mixed use developments are 
not allowed in a residential zone even if there are residential units incorporated into the 
development. Also, whereas a conversion of a residential use to mixed use changes the 
nature of the use to mixed use commercial, which can only be located in a commercial 
zone, a conversion of commercial use to a mixed use remains a commercial use and does 
not become a residential and a commercial use. It becomes a hybrid use as two different 
elements or uses are being combined, and that hybrid use can only be deemed a 
commercial use and not a residential use.

The question then becomes is the new use a coastal dependent. Coastal dependent means 
a use that is dependent on the sea to be able to function. There is no evidence that the 
commercial use contemplated by the Project is coastal dependent and therefore the 
commercial use is prohibited.

In Finding No. 18, the Zoning Administrator seems to suggest that since the Project will 
include four dwelling units, the new development on the lots where the three existing 
residential structures currently sit are not commercial. First, there is no provision in the 
Mello Act or the Interim Procedures that allows the applicant to rely on residential 
replacement units on different lots. Further, the proposed Project is the construction of a 
mixed-use commercial project, in which four residential units are included. These 
residential units are not being constructed separately, as a separate use from the hotel and 
other commercial uses. The four new residential units are part of the overall mixed-use 
development, are no longer stand-alone residential uses and do not maintain their identity. 
In this Project the four new units are not segregated in one part of the development, but 
rather are to be incorporated into the overall hotel and would lose their separate identity.

The cumulative impact of demolishing residential units and supposedly replacing them 
by including at least the same number of units in mixed use commercial projects in the 
Venice Coastal Zone would cause a material and unacceptable loss of housing. These 
replacement units will become offices, storage, or hotel rooms, as the case may be, as 
experience has shown. Once these units become part of a mixed-use development, they 
essentially become commercial. It is impossible to enforce the use as residential units 
once units like this get lost in a mixed-use project such as this.

Finding No. 19 relates to the Mello Act and Interim Procedures requirements that new 
housing developments constructed within the coastal zone include, where feasible, 
housing units for persons and families of low or moderate income. Although the Interim 
Administrative Procedures for Complying with the Mello Act specify that “it is generally 
feasible” for new housing developments consisting of ten or more residential units to
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provide affordable units, it has become the practice in Los Angeles that it is generally 
infeasible for new housing developments consisting of fewer than ten residential units to 
provide affordable units. While this is probably true when developments are on limited 
lots and the entire project is a residential structure this presumption is not necessarily 
valid for a mixed-use project covering 70,000+ square feet. Under the Mello Act, if it is 
feasible to include inclusionary housing for any project including any housing, the 
developer must do so.

Therefore, Finding No. 19 is a violation of the Mello Act in that it assumes without any 
evidence that it is infeasible for the applicant to include affordable units. This Project 
includes 70,310 square feet of construction over nine lots and while only four units are 
considered dwelling units, there is no basis for the assumption that might apply to other 
typical residential developments of less than 10 units that it is infeasible to include 
affordable units. To allow this in this time of a housing crisis, is unacceptable and a 
violation of the Mello Act.

Waiver of Street Dedications and Improvements

There is no substantial evidence in the record that support a Finding to allow reductions 
in the street dedications for Electric Ave and Westminster Ave. In fact, the evidence 
makes it clear that no dedications should be waive, as explained below.

With respect to the waiver of 2 U feet of the Electric dedication, as the Finding states, 
Electric Ave is a designated Local Street, which is required to have a 60-foot right-of- 
way and a 36-foot wide roadway. However, it has a current right-of-way width of 40 feet 
and roadway width of 22.5 feet. This is materially less than what is required (33% and 
38% respectively). Even though Electric Ave currently has two lanes and cars parking on 
both sides, in the face of the significant amount that the right-of-way and roadway are 
under the requirement, it is irresponsible to simply conclude that the current roadway 
width is safe or adequate and that no additional dedication is necessary to widen the 
roadway. One only has to go to the site to see that the lanes are already too narrow for the 
level of current use.

Electric is a notoriously narrow street and it is also a very busy street because it runs 
parallel to Abbot Kinney, which has traffic jams every day, often even in non-peak hours. 
People, including officers of the undersigned appellant Citizens Preserving Venice, 
frequently stop to let oncoming cars ease by due to the narrow width of the lanes when 
there is parking on both sides. See photos attached. This is evidence that Electric Ave is 
currently unsafe and should be widened as much as possible via the full street dedication.

In addition, with the hotel’s parking court on Electric Ave, it is likely that a queue will 
form during busy times for entering the parking court. That will block one lane during 
those times, which will cause a safety issue as people who are not waiting for parking 
will naturally try to pass the cars blocking the roadway. The added traffic from the
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proposed development will also necessitate safer passage with the full dedications 
provided.

It is a good idea to build a 5-foot-wide sidewalk along Electric, but as much as possible 
of the remaining dedication must be put towards widening the street. That additional 
dedication is sorely needed to provide for safer passage along Electric, especially given 
the added traffic and probable periodic queueing that will result in entering the hotel’s 
parking court.

It is also not adequate to leave only 2 feet of the sidewalk for the street trees promised. 
Reduced width means smaller trees and less shade, which also means reduced mitigation 
of the urban “heat island” effect, which global and local warming require us to prioritize.

Trees should play similar roles on Broadway, Westminster and Abbot Kinney. They also 
make a more attractive and comfortable streetscape for pedestrian activity, which should 
be the lifeblood of this Project and of the Abbot Kinney district in general.

It is erroneous of the Zoning Administrator to say that "the reduced street dedications 
would maintain the roadway widths and existing parking while enhancing the pedestrian 
realm, increasing and promoting safe pedestrian access to and from the project site.” It is 
the dedication that allows for the sidewalk and enhanced pedestrian access, not the 
reduced street dedication.

Thus, the only reasonable conclusion is that the entire dedication of 7.5 feet must be 
taken on Electric Ave.

With respect to the waiver of 3 feet of the Westminster dedication, as the Finding states, 
Westminster is a designated Local Street, which is required to have a 60-foot right-of- 
way and a 36-foot roadway. However, it has a current right-of-way width of 50 feet and a 
roadway width of 28 feet. This is materially less than what is required (17% and 22%, 
respectively). The additional three feet is needed in order to provide for a safer street and 
the additional traffic generated by the project.

With both the 5-foot dedication and the three-foot dedication, the width of the 
Westminster sidewalk stays the same, at 12 feet. Thus, it is an error for the ZA to say that 
the reduced street dedication on Westminster enhances the pedestrian realm or increases 
and promotes safe pedestrian access to and from the project site. Two other properties on 
this block of Abbot Kinney, around which the subject property forms a sort of horseshoe, 
have both had 15 ft. dedications. These dedications have been acted on and the land 
transferred. They are at 1039 Abbot Kinney and 1041 Abbot Kinney. Is there currently a 
dedication along the rest of this Abbot Kinney block? The existing buildings wouldn’t be 
expected to give up land, but over half the block on the Westminster end is being built 
from the ground up, and presumably those six lots must have dedications. However, 
we’re unable to find any discussion in the Zoning Administrator’s reports of waivers for 
them. So, we are left with two questions: are there dedications on these six lots, and how
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is their situation different from the two lots that have already deeded their dedications to 
the City?

All that the waivers enhance is the size of the project site for purposes of additional bulk, 
which is not even considered by the Zoning Administrator.

Finally, we agree with the Zoning Administrator’s statement that the required dedications 
and improvements are necessary to meet the City’s mobility needs for the next 20 years, 
but the only logical conclusion from this statement is that there must be no waiver of the 
dedications.

Thus, the Zoning Administrator erred abused his discretion in Finding that the waivers 
should be approved.

CEQA Compliance - Historic Resources

The block of the Project, along Abbot Kinney, is recognized as historically significant in 
the LUP adopted by the Los Angeles City Council. (See Policy 1.F.1. of the LUP.) This 
designation is relevant and important for three distinct reasons. First, Section 17.31 of 
the Venice Community Plan, which is a part of the General Plan, states that policy and 
decision makers are directed to consult with the LUP regarding the specified historical 
coastal historical resources identified in the LUP and to base their decision on the policies 
it contains. Policy 1.F.1. of the LUP directs that the historical and cultural resources that 
are identified should be protected and restored where appropriate, in accordance with 
historical preservation guidelines. Policy 1.F.2 gives some guidelines, including:

a. Renovating building facades to reflect their historic character as closely as 
possible, and discouraging alterations to create an appearance inconsistent with 
the actual character of the buildings.

b. Protecting rather than demolishing historic or culturally significant properties 
by finding compatible uses which may be housed in them that require a minimum 
alteration to the historical character of the structure and its environment.

c. Rehabilitation shall not destroy the distinguishing feature or character of the 
property and its environment and removal or alteration of historical architectural 
features shall be minimized.

d. The existing character of building/house spaces and setbacks shall be 
maintained.

e. The existing height, bulk and massing which serves as an important 
characteristic of the resource shall be retained.

In the 1000 block of Abbot Kinney Blvd., where the Project faces Abbot Kinney Blvd., 
there are six buildings dating from the 1900’s, the historical period of the founding of
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Venice, as we know it today. The applicant proposes to retain two of those character 
defining buildings, but even then, the historical integrity of these two buildings will be 
compromised by the looming second story of the hotel on top of them.

The Zoning Administrator responds by pointing to two of these buildings only stating that 
they have been changed by new construction but are being retained and therefore there is 
no substantial adverse change to the degree that they would no longer be eligible for 
listing under national, state or local landmark programs.

This analysis ignores Guidelines Section 15064.5, the term “historical resource” includes 
not only resources that are listed in, or determined to be eligible for listing, in the 
California Register of Historical Resources, but also includes properties officially 
designated or “recognized as historically significant by local government pursuant to a 
local ordinance or resolution.” (Section 5020.1(k) of the California Public Resources 
Code.) As the LUP lists this block of Abbot Kinney as a historical resource and the LUP 
has been approved by the City Council and “adopted by means of a plan amendment to 
the Venice Community Plan,” ergo this block of Abbot Kinney qualifies as a historical 
resource under the definition of CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5 and Section 5020.1(k) 
of the California Public Resources Code. See Relationship to Other City Plans and 
Procedures, LUP, page I-8.

Accordingly, the City must determine whether the proposed hotel compromises the 
historical integrity of the character-defining features of the remaining buildings and the 
street that forms this historical resource, as required under the Venice Community Plan 
and LAMC.

Second, the California Coastal Act requires the local agency, in this case the Planning 
Department, to issue coastal development permits only if the local government finds the 
proposed development is in conformity with the LUP. (Section 30600.5 of the Coastal 
Act.) The LUP requirements and guidelines for development affecting historical 
resources are specified above. They have been ignored by the applicant and must be 
considered by the Planning Department in approving a Coastal Development Permit in 
connection with the Project. Here, the Project does not conform with the LUP, and the 
Zoning Administrator has erred in his determination.

While the Zoning Administrator ignored the arguments supporting treatment for many of 
the buildings comprising the Project and the Abbot Kinney Blvd. storefronts, he did 
determine that three of the buildings at the Project site were historical resources. They 
are 1047, 1047A and 1047 B S. Abbot Kinney Boulevard. But the Zoning 
Administrator’s Determination permits these structures to be demolished, stating that 
“Specific, economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including 
considerations for the provision of employment opportunities for highly trained workers, 
make infeasible the mitigation measures or alternatives identified in the environmental 
impact report.
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For the reasons stated, we argue that this Finding is deficient in that it does not contain a 
real discussion of feasible mitigation measures that will reduce the adverse environmental 
impacts on the properties they have found are historical resources. An analysis of 
alternatives to a proposed project is a critical component of an EIR. An alternative that 
included rehabilitation of structures should have been analyzed in more detail. The DEIR 
merely stated that the alternative of saving the three bungalow structures recognized as 
historic resources might not be “economically viable due to the reduced amount of square 
footage and the configuration of the internal spaces.” This does not constitute analysis as 
required by CEQA, but is simply a dismissal based on speculation with no supporting 
evidence.

Thank you for your consideration of these issues. Please note we are filing a complete 
appeal application and justification within the appeal deadline despite the coronavirus 
mandated lockdown and our consequent inability to review the City file in this matter. 
However, as agreed with Senior City Planner Juliet Oh, we will be providing 
supplemental information/justification after the appeal application has been accepted, 
including additional appeal points if needed.


